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INTnonUC'P ION 
The role of corn and soyhAan production has increasPn jn 
importance to many farmers with the ad vancement of specialjzec'l 
~~rirulturP . These cash grni11 ~Brm~rs have foregone livestock 
nncl othBr crop production to increase the scal e of their corn 
Rnrt soybean pronuction . Other f armers , Although not special -
iz~c'l in corn and soybean prorluction , indicate recognition of the 
importance of the corn , soybean , oats and/or meadow production 
in their farm organizations ty planni ng livestock enterpr i ses 
around the critical time periods for crop production . 
'l'ables 1 and 2 on the f ol lowing pap_;es indicate the magni -
tudP of corn and soybean pronuct ion for twelve Corn Belt states . 
T~ble J presents the agereRatn corn production for the two re-
~j ons for the years 19h2 to 1968 ann ~ives the number of acres 
nPvotAc'l tn corn prorl uc tion durin~ those years . Us ing the pre-
1 jmin~ry 1970 estimates , the P.e vPn lean i ng states i n corn pro-
ilucUon (Iowa , Illinoi s , Minn~sota , Indianna , Nebr as ka , Ohio 
anrl Missouri) produced 77% of the nation' s corn grain {J . 15 of 
thP 4 . 10 ~illion bushels) (1 ~) . Of thes e seven states , six also 
ranked among the top s even states in soybean production , 
N0bras ka being t he exception . 1'he six states produced 72% of 
the nation ' s soybeans (. 737 of the 1.13 bill i on bus hels) (1 6) . 
Table 4 g ive s the oats producti on of the twel ve states 
wr1ic11 makeup the East North c:r:·ntral and thP. West North Central 
rro<'l uc inp; rep;) ons . Of the twr· l ve states presente<'l , the ~ ir:h t 
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top states in oats production are represented , and Mi ssouri, 
the lowest produc ing state r epresented , ranks s ixteenth in the 
Uniten States . 
Tab1e 5 indicates the mnr;nitude of hay producti on (both 
tam0 ano wild hay) for the tw o r egi ons discussed . These r e -
gjons represent approximate l y 50% of the total U. S . hay pro-
d uced . 
Table 1 . Corn grain production by states in the corn belt , 
1968 through 197oa 
Yield per acre Production 
Preliminary Preliminary 
1968 1969 1970 1968 1969 1970 
bushels 1, 000 bushels 
(East North Central Region ) 
Ohio 84 . o 85 . 0 77 . 0 242 , 256 232 , 900 225 ,764 
Ina . 85 . 0 96 . 0 75 . 0 1+07 , 150 446 , 016 J72 , 82 5 
111. 89 . 0 98 . 0 75 . 0 897 , 832 956 , 774 768 , 825 
Mich. 7b.O 74.0 80 . 0 96 , 216 93 , 684 111, 440 
Wis . 93 . 0 83 . 0 83 . 0 163 , 122 139 , 772 145 , 333 
(West North Central Region) 
Minn . 81. 0 85 . 0 86 . o 368 , 388 355 , 640 381 , 410 
Iowa 93 . 0 98 . 0 87 . 0 912 ,144 922 , 768 876 , 525 
Mo. 83 . 0 70.0 61. 0 245 , 514 182 , 210 173 , 057 
N. Dak . 49 . 0 55.0 49 . 0 6 ,468 6 , 765 5, 341 s. Dak . 46 . 0 57.0 34 . o 110 , 354 139 , 479 91 , 528 
Nebr . 74 . o 93 . 0 68 . 0 313 , 686 433 , 659 348 , 772 
Kans . 75 . 0 74 . o 57 . 0 85 ,050 91, 464 76 , 779 
asource : ll . S . D. A. ~ ta ti :· t i<'Ell RcporU nr- C' • . , P.rVlCP ( tfi) • 
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Table 2 . Soybean production by states in the corn belt , 











Yield per acre 
Preliminary 
1968 1969 1970 
bushels 
North Central Regi on) 
30.5 29 . 0 29.5 
32.0 J2 . 0 J2 . 0 
31.5 33 . 5 31. 0 
26 . 0 23 . 0 26 . 0 
22 . 0 19 . 0 20.0 
North Central Region) 
22 . 0 24.0 26 . 5 
J2 . 0 33 . 0 33 . 0 
28 . 0 26 . 0 26 . 0 
15. 5 16 . 5 15. 0 
17.5 24 . 5 16 . 0 
23 . 5 JJ . O 2J . O 
N. Dak . 
S . Dak . 
Nebr . 
Kans . 25 . 0 23 . 0 15. 0 
Product i on 
Preliminary 
1968 1969 1970 
1, 000 bu shels 
69 ,418 67 , 976 71 , 92 1 
103 , 872 104 , 896 lOJ , 840 
209 , 884 220 , 966 206 , 522 
12 , 038 11, 822 13 , 910 
3 , 542 3 , J06 3 ,480 
71, 104 76 , 008 82 , 2 56 
177 , 9 52 174 , JJ9 181 , 302 
102 , 564 81 , 900 90 , 896 
3 , 332 J , 052 2 , 715 
5 , 250 6 , 321 4 , 080 
18 , 377 26 , 829 19 , 826 
23 , 925 19, 596 13 ,170 
8 Source: u.s .n.A. Stati ~ tiral Qpportjnp Srrvire (1 ~ ) . 
Table 3. Corn grain production by region for the years 1962 through 1968a 
East North Central Region West North Central Region 
Acreage Yield Production Acreage Yield Production 
harvested per acre harvested per acre 
Year 1,000 a. bu./a. 1,000 bu. 1,000 a. bu./a. 1,000 bu. 
1962 18,0.51 80.0 1,443,982 26,103 63.7 1,662,414 
1963 19,116 82 • .5 1 , .57 6 , .52 5 28,687 66.4 1,906,148 
1964 19, 803 73. 6 1,458 ,242 24,725 60.9 1,505,331 
1965 20,619 87.3 1,799,325 24,326 69 . 8 1,698,169 
1966 21,611 79.6 1, 721,24 5 25,331 76.4 1,934,655 
1967 22 '520 88.7 1,997,299 27,175 75.4 2,049,053 
1968 20,932 86.9 1,819 ,494 24,917 80.8 2,012,360 
asource: U.S. Department of Agricultural Ec onomic Research Service ( 17) 0 
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Yield per acre 
Indicated 
1968 1969 1970 
bushels 
North Central Region) 
66.o 58.0 57.0 
63.0 59.0 55.0 
66.0 61.0 57.0 
59.0 57.0 59.0 
61.0 61.0 60.0 
North Central Region) 
60.0 56.0 51.0 
59.0 50.0 57.0 
45.0 37.0 41.0 
49.0 56.0 38.0 
45.0 46.5 41.0 




Kans. 38.0 38.0 40.0 
Production 
Indicated 
1968 1969 1970 
1,000 bushels 
45,078 32,480 29,355 
22,617 19,706 16,555 
49,896 43,798 36,822 
32,981 26,106 28,379 
106,079 102,907 101,220 
197,340 193,368 174,318 
106,436 92,000 98,610 
10,935 6,290 8,692 
103,390 139,440 105,982 
106,065 109,600 105,329 
12,760 23,838 22,360 
6,840 6,080 9,600 










Total hay production by regions for the years 1962 
through 1968a 


















asource : U.S. Departmenl; of Agricultural Economic 
Research Service (17). 
bp 1. . t. t r~ .1m1nary es ima es . 
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Because of the great importance of corn and soybean pro-
duction to the individual farmer and to the Corn Belt, the 
questions which follow are deserving of study. What is the 
optimal level of corn and soybean production given a specific 
acreage and other cropping alternatives? Should a farm opera-
tor rent more land; should he hire supplemental labor? If 
land renting is considered , then what is the optimal level of 
production of each crop? What is the optimal farm size given 
a specific machinery set? 
In the study conducted by Frisby (4 ) a computer program 
was developed for use in determinat ion of optimal farm size 
for a given machinery combinatjon. The program increased the 
corn acreage by one hundred acre units until the product of 
the probability that the last unit could be harvested success-
fully and the returns from that unit was equal to the cost of 
producing the marginal unit. The field suitable days concept 
was introduced to restrain the number of acres of corn harvest-
ed in any fall period. Net returns were over- estimated be-
cause field losses in the form of dropped ears was not given 
~onsideration. 
In the study by the Department of Agricultural Economics 
(J) at the University of Illinois, field losses were given con-
sideration in selection of a corn harvest system. A budgeting 
approach for determination of a machinery set was illustrated. 
However , by reversing the process one could also ascertain the 
7 
level of corn acreage where the cost of prodµction of the mar-
g inal acre (including the field losses as a budgeted cost) 
equalled but did not exceed returns f r om production . 
A Purdue University extension and res earch group (2) 
improved t he application of the materials pres ented in prior 
studies. The de velopment of a computer linear programming 
model has helped answer the question on optimal far m size when 
timel iness (field losses) , land rent ing and labor hiring were 
g iven c onsider at ion in the number of acr es of corn planted. 
The application of linear programming then provided an easy 
method of taking into consideration se veral factors to deter-
mine the number of acres of corn pr oduction such that the re -
turn from the last unit of production equalled its c ost . Yet 
important parameters were missing. How many acr es of soybeans , 
oats and meadow should be pr oduced when t he ir production com-
petes for the same resources and the s a me machines and their 
operators during suitable field t i me? 
With the f eed grain program of the 1960 1 s exerting such a 
strong influence on the choice between corn , soybean, oats , or 
hay production, the 1970 set-aside program is also a considera-
t ion in the dec i sion process . Feed grain program payments and 
participation influences are presented in Tables 6 and 7 to 
validate the importance of fe ed grain participation. For the 
year 1968, 1 . 166 bill ion dollars , an average of 11. 8 cents on 
e very bushel of total national production, was pa i d to partici -
pati n~ farmers which represen t ed 61 . 1% of the total nationaJ 
Table 6. Corn price support paymentsA season average prices and average prices 
including payments, 1966-68 
Price support payments 
Totalb (mil. bu.) 
Rate per bushelc (dol./bu.) 
United States 
Total production (mil. bu.) 
Season average price (dol./bu.) 
Average payment per bushel produced (dol./bu.) 
Season average price including payment (dol . /bu.) 
Participants in feed grain program 
Estimated productiond (mil. bu. ) 
Average payment per bushel produced (dol ./bu.) 






























asource : U.S. Department of Agricultural Economic Research Service (1?) . 
'b.rotal price support payments earned by farmers participating in the Feed Grain 
Program . 
cPayment made on the computed "normal" production on the participant's permitted 
acreage in 1963-65 and the projected production on 50 percent of his base acreage i n 
1966-68 . 
dProduction computed on the basis of acreage planted on participant's farms and 
U.S . average yield. Includes grai n equivalent of silage and forage. 
eu.s. season average price , plus average price support payments to participants. 
f Preliminary. 
Table 7. Summary of r es ults of the 1966 , 1967 and 1968 feed grain programs, 
United Statesa 
Item 
National base acreagec 
Base acreage on participating farms 




U.S. base acreage 
Base acreage on participating farms 
Acreage planted 
U.S. total 
Acreage on participating farms 
Percent of total 
Payments earned 
Diversion payments 























































cBase on 1959 and 1960 averages , including acreage in the Conservation Reserve 
Program and proven acreage . 
dTotal diversion not compiled by states; national totals computed on basis of 
acreages diverted for payment plus estimated acreage diverted at the 20 percent 
level without payment. 
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corn base acreage. This total of $1 ,166 million paid out was 
comprised of two types of payments, $652 million for diversion 
payment and $514 million for price support indicating the farm -
ers' economic evaluation of profitability of participation above 
the 20% level (17). Although no provisions for participation 
above the 20% level have been made in the 1971 program, the 
question of how the 1970 set-aside program influences the opti-
mal pattern of corn, soybean, oat, and meadow production i s an 
important one . 
Each farmer has to consider the complete range of factors 
which influence his decision in the economically optimal com-
bination corn, soybean , oats, and meadow production and set-
aside program participation. The factors which influence this 
decision are yield and price expectations, costs of renting 
land and hiring labor , the prices of fertilizer, insectic ides , 
herbicides and. other inputs, timeliness, weather and soil re -
lated suitable field days, the number of hours of work avail -
able on each day suitable for field work, and the equipment 
set under consideration. 
The task of taking into account all the factors simulta-
neously is nearly impossible using s tandard budgeting methods . 
Linear programming, which can provide a reasonably accurate 
decision basis has been available for several years but has 
been severely r estricted in its use by farmers because of the 
time and skill involved in deve lop ing the model and processing 
11 . 
and interpreting the r esults. Model construction and inter-
pretation of the results have been restricted to t rained 
professionals . Because these people a r e f e w in numbe r and 
specialized in their training , the cost involved to employ 
such people to do the programming was considered economically 
prohibitive . In recent years efforts have been directed at 
development of programs which can substitute computer time for 
that of the professional . Purdue University's corn production 
model was a pioneering step in this attempt (2) (14) (18) . 
The specific objecti ve of th is study is the de velopment 
of a model and a syste mized program which can be utilized in 
making an economic e valuati on on the points which follow, when 
the factors (yields, prices of inputs, commodity pr i ces , suit-
able field days, timeliness , labor resource availability , land 
supply , machine technical coeff icients) are given simultaneous 
consideration: 
1 . The optimal combination of corn, soybean , oats , and 
meadow production , and set- aside program participation 
when a gi ven acreage and machinery set is considered. 
2. The optimal farm size and the combination of crop 
production in the opt imal farm plan . 
J . The level of s e t - aside program participation in the 
optimally sized farm. 
4 . The profitability of land renting and labor hiring 
under various c ircumstances . 
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FACTORS , CONDITI ONS AND CHARACTERISTICS TO CONSIDER 
IN SELECTING A METHOD OF EVALUATION 
The forepart of this section develops the conditions con-
sidered essential for profit max imization. Classical theory 
is assumed as a starting point in this development . Reasons 
are g iven why classical theory cannot be directly applied to 
the real world. Hence ne ces sary modif i cations are presented 
which result in a restrictive classical ob jective function, 
yielding results equivalent to those derived by linear program-
ming . This equivalence is t hen used as jus tification for the 
acceptability of linear programming methods applied in this 
study . 
The latter part of this section illustrates the opt imiza-
tion pr ocess of a standard linear programming problem . The 
pur pose of this illustration is to demonstrate the process 
whi ch unrrerlies the revision pr ocedure introduced later. The 
latterprocenure is critical to the economical optimiza t ion of 
the farm planning model pres ented late r . 
Acceptability of the Linear Programming Solution 
Gi ven the objecti ve of maximization of returns to labor, 
managemen t , and inves tment in capital inputs , conside ration 
of the profitability of one or more individual enterprises is 
not an adequate e valuation . The farm manager must make an 
evaluati on that results in a s olution closely parallel ing the 
ronoitions deri vahle from the r.lassical prnfit function for 
maximj zation of profit . 
nerivAtion of the cond it jons which maximize income with a 
rl~!':Rical objective (profit) f11nrtjon can bP. ilJustrated using 
an ohjnr.tiv8 functjon for constant re turns to scale (see Heady 
(~) for ac~eptable use of the ~ebb-Douglas pronuct ion function 
jn relation to constant returns to scale on a farm level) . 
C'ne could have the fol lowing :-11~ofi t function for the production 
of two commodities : 
'IT=pJalxllbllx12b12 + r2a2x21b21x22b22 - Pxlxll -
Px2xl2 - Pxlx21 - ~x2x22 
l•JhP rr_ x 1 j i s thA iripllt j US P.cl in t hn :rroduc tion of commodity i . 
Pi i s the price of commodity i . Pxj is the price of input j , 
Ancl b11 pl us bl? equals l and h21 pl us b22 equals 1 . Taking 
the partial r'leri vati ves with r Pspect to each input and setting 
tn ZP.ro y i elds : 
Px1=0 
~ 1'T - b11 b12 - l 
dX12-b12P1 8 1X11 X12 
a 1'T b21 - l b22 
i"X
21 
= b21 p?a2x21 X22 
'L'h1.ir, the inputs should be empl oyed until the value of the 
marginal produnt i s equal to Lhe price of that input which 
could bP chara~terized by the c ondition 
. , . 
' . 
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1 . VMPj=p . XJ . 
x11 is the same input as x21 and x12 is the same input as x22 • 
Thus, one can also form the follow ing equations because the 
inputs (x
11 
and x 21 ) and the inputs (x12 and x 22 ) have the 
same prices Pxl and px2 respectively. 
b11-l b12 b21-l b22 
plbllalxll xl2 =p2b218 2x21 X22 
b11 b12-1 b21 bz2- 1 
P1b12alxll xl2 =p2b228 2x21 x22 
which can then be summarized to 
2 . pl 
P2 
where MPPij represents the marginal physical productivity of 
input j in production of commodity i. This condition states 
that inputs should be empl oyed in the production of all 
commodities until the ratios of the marginal physical productiv-
ities equal the price ratio of the commodities . The following 






because both marginal productivity ratios are equal to the 
same commodities' price ratio. Then an equi valent equation, 
= 
states that the marginal rate of technical substitution of 
input 1 for 2 must be equal in production of both commodities • 
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Hence these three conditions serve as criteria for the accept-
ability of the decision making scheme employed . 
As viewed in the class ical profit function , classical 
theory assumes continuous input functions but continuous i n-
put functions do not exist for all inputs in real world ag-
riculture. Examples of discontinuity are plowing , d isking , 
and spreading fertilizer . These operations on an acr e basis 
are performed in intege r quantities i . e . , they are not per-
formed or are performed at a level of 1 , 2---n uni ts . Agricul -
tur al inputs also often must be combined in fixed r a tios, a 
phenomena contrary to the classical theory . Thus , no substi-
tuti on exists between some inputs in the production of a sin-
gle commodity and thus the MPP of any single input is zero . 
Utilizing the classical ob jective function and add i ng the 
necessar y restraints to correct for the d iscontinuity of the 
input functions and the fixity of input combination the re-
stricted objective functi on may be defined for the real world: 
•- b11 b12 b21 b22 ~ -plalxll X12 + p2a 2x21 x22 - Pxlxl - Px2x2 
where b11 plus b12 equals 1 and b21 plus b22 equals 1 such that 
for each x11 used d1x12 units also must be used, for each x21 
used d2x22 units must be used , and x11 , x12 , x21 and x22 must 
be integers. Additionally, 
Xl=Xll + Xl2 
X2=X21 + X22 
It is also assumed inputs x1 and x2 are variable and can be 
purchased at market prices Pxl and Px2 • Intuitively one can 
1h 
VPrif y the ~qualily of Lhe r~sults d~rived by solving the 
r estra i ned ob jective f1mction and the linear programming for-
mulaL ion of the problem . 
The Optimization Proces s and Technique 
The material presented hencefort h in this chapter is 
illustrative of the theory us~a in derivation of solutions to 
nrob1ems jn thP systAmizf'!cl. cornpnter approach . The simplex 
~ lgorithm procerlurA used alon~ with numerical Axamples are dis -
c·vs:-.;en h i •'le tR.i] iri LinP-rir Prop;ramm ing Applic;:ition to Farm 
PlRnnine by Beneke an~ WintPrhoar (1) or a more complete treat -
ment can be found in Li near r ~ oeramminE Me thods by Hea~y and 
r,8.nd 1 er ( 7 ) • 
Arranging the modified class ical model in a linear 
proeramming framework with disposal activities results i n : 
'Row RHS 
Name Y1 Y2 Y;xl Yx2 di d2 d3 
"1 x1 a 11 rl~ 1 -1 0 1 0 0 
R2 x2 d 12 a~ 2 0 -1 0 1 0 
Pl x3 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 
CP. .. T Pl z1 n~z2 - Px1 - Px2 0 0 0 
h1Y!8 re zl is PQUaJ. to 
b11 
a1x 11 x12 
l i2 
ann z ? is equal to 
b2 1 h22 
a2x21 x22 . 
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Partitioning the above array yields: 
. d11 d21 












PO is the array 
XO is the array 
p is the array 
s 









of the non - bas i s vectors . 
of the non- ba s i R variables . 
of the basis vectors . 
of the bas i s variables . 




Cs is the array of the objective function elements 
corresponding to the variables in the basis. 
c0 is the array of the objective function elements corresponding to the variables not in the basis. 
These partitioned arrays can then be manipulated according t o 
the steps be low to determine an optimal solution . 
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1. The first step is to calculate the R array where 
-1 
R=Ps Po· 
2. Calculation of the D array yields the returns less 
opportunity costs for thenon-bas js variables, where 
D=Co' - Cs'R. Selecting the most positive element 
in the D matrix determines which vector and variable 
will be substituted into the Ps and the Xs matrices 
respectively. 
3. Finding the most limiting resource by selecting 
the smallest positive element of si/rin determines 
which vector and variable in the Ps and Xs matrices 
respectively will be substituted for in step 2. The 
ratios represented by si/rin are formed by dividing 
each row element in the supply matrix by the corre -
spending row elements of column n where n represents 
the column which contained the largest positive ele-
ment in the matrix D. 
4 . The eJements in the c0 and Cs matrices are also 
substituted to correspond to the variable substitution 
occurring in the Xs and x0 matrices . 
5. A new supply matrix is then calculated using the 
formula Snew=Sold - (rin) (smallest si/rin ratio) 
and substituting the smallest ratio element for the 
zero element in S new 
6. St eps 1 and 2 are repeated to determine if all the 
e lements of the D matrix are negative or zero. 
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Should all the elements be negative or zero the 
optimal solution has been determined and the proc-
essing is stopped. However, if all the elements are 
not negative or zero then steps three through five 
are performed and steps one through two are r epeated 
to permit another test. This series of steps is 
continued until all elements in the D matrix are 
negative or zero. 
To illustrate the procedure presented in the six steps, derive 
the D matrix, where 
D=Co' - C '(P - lp ) s s 0 
or 
=<P1Z1 P2Z2 -Px1 - Px2) - (0 0 0 0) 
=<P1 2 1 P2Z2 -Px1 - Pxz) 
Now select the most positive element in D. Let p 1z 1 be the 
most positive; thus it has been determined that the first col -
umn vector in the P0 matrix and the y1 variable in the x 1 
matrix will be substituted into the Ps and Xs matrices respec-
tively . Now divide the elements of S (si) by the corresponding 
elements of the first column vector of matrix R (ri). The 
first column in the R matrix is used because it corresponded 
to the largest positive element in the D matrix . Selecting 
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the smallest positive element of the resulting vector defines 
\'rhich column vector in the Ps and which variable xi in the Xs 
matrix will be substituted for. Let s 1/r11 represent the 
sma11P-st ratio thus derived. Now we know that vector 1 of the 
Po matrix is substituted for vector 1 of the Ps matrix and vice 
versa. Also the y1 variable is substituted for d1 in the x0 
and Xs matrices respectively. The reverse substitution is also 
performed. Also the c0 and C8 elements are substituted to 
correspond to the variable in the x0 and Xs matrices. Then we 
need only derive the new S matrix which is found by 
Xl r11 0 
S= X2 -Zi r21 = x2-(x1/r11> 
XJ r31 X3-(X1/r11) 
where zi is the smallest positive ratio derived (x1/r11 ). the 
ratio x1/r11 however is substituted for the zero in the first 
element position of matrix s. 
Thus far we have completea the steps one to five, and the 
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Steps one through five having been performed and the necessary 
substitutions executed , we n ow r Pturn to steps one and two to 
test if an optimal solution h A s ·he en a eri ved . If an opt imal 
solu t ion has been derived , pr ocessing i s ended except to derive 
the value of the program. However , if an optimal solution has 
not been achi eved steps three through five are executed and the 
necessary substitutions are performed . The steps one and t wo 
a r e then reperformen to make another test . 
Re ca us e the number of it0rat ions (cycles through steps 
one to five ) becomes very lar~P for the si ze of the mode l needed 
to F, ive cons in eration to the sP- ve ral fact or s invol ved in th is 
:.tutiy ; the SAVE , REVISE and w:sTORE procenure is employed 
1 . to change the resource l ev0ls a nd technological coe ffi -
cients of a previously optimized model , 2 . to make the nec-
e s sary adjustments i n the basic and non- basic matrices , and 
J. to start the r e - opt imizat i on process s e ve ral itera tions 
rem oved from the ori ginal tat.lean . The SAVE , REVISE and 
RESTOPR procedure u t ilizing thA pr incipl e s discussed by 
Simonnarrt (lJ) r e s ult in a 45 to 50% reduction in cost f or 
' ' C'lr. h 1·P. - opt-.imizati on undertal<P11 . 't'hP details of the appli -
rntjon of thAsA proc Pd UrPF qrr tijsnussed in the nex t chapter . 
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MFTHODOLOGY, STPUCTURE AND ASSUMPTIONS BUILT INTO THE MODEL 
This project involves the opt imizati on of a model using 
standardized data for a six r ow machinery set . The model with 
the optimum basis is stored on tape with DD name PROBFILE. In 
a second program with the PBOBFILE DD name changed to OLDPFILE 
and a new PROBFILE defined , the execut i on of a Marvel source 
program reads information from cards , punched dir ectly from 
special input forms, to change the old model ' s resource and 
technological coefficients and to set up the r evise arrays to 
be filed in communication form on a temporary disk file named 
F.CON2 . The linear programming step REVISE then r evises the 
model taken from OLDPFILE wi th the data set on ECON2 placing 
the r evised problem on PROBFI LE . RESTORE uses the old basis , 
also founrl on OLDPFILF, to define a starting point for the 
optimization process in the PRIMAL step of executi on . SETREP 
and REPORT then cause the M. P .S. REPORT GENERATOR source pro-
gram to write out the output report . 
The program used to optimize the six row machinery set 
program and to place the optimized program on tape appears in 
Appendix A. The Marvel source program used to setup the 
r e vision arrays appears in Appendix B. The Report Generator 
source program used to prin t out the solutions is pr esented 
in Appendix C. The program which controls the sequence of 
execution of the prior two progr ams and the re - optimization 
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prOCPSS i s presented in Appendix n. This program henceforth 
will be called the master program. 
Characteris t ics of the Model 
The model was constructed to provide alternatives in the 
date of performance of land preparation , planting and harvest -
ing phases of production for both corn and soybeans . Table 8 
presents the alternative periods when fall and spring land 
preparation for corn can occur . Land pr eparat ion during these 
Table 8 . Corn l and preparation periods 
Fall Spring 
Sept . 25 - Oct . 5 
Oct . 6- 15 
Oct . 16- 25 
Oct . 26 - Nov. 4 
Nov . 5-14 
Nov. 15- 24 
Nov . 25 - Dec . 4 
Dec. 5- 15 
Apr . 1-20 
Apr . 21- JO 
May 1-10 
May 11 - 20 
May 21 - JO 
May 31 - June 9 
per i ods has been restrained to days when weather and soil con-
ditions are suita ble for the operation to be performed. The 
land pr epar ation is also res trained by transfer rows to limit 
land pr eparation operat i ons so that they follow the former 
year' s harvest . The field operations performed during the land 
preparation phase are; chop stalks , d isk , spread P2o5 and K20 
apply anhydrous ammonia , plow and disk (once early) . Special 
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consideration was also given to the problem of erosion control 
by allowing the user to restrict , via the input for ms, fall 
land preparation to a specified number of acres . 
Table 9 presents the periods when planting can occur . 
Reductions in the yield potential for late per formance have 
been imposed so that timel i ness of operation i s given consid-
eration. Thus, should the labor supply and acreage planted 
force planting to be performed during the ten day period 
May 11- 20, a reduction in yield of seven per cent results on 
corn planted during that period . Field oper ations included in 
the planting phase are late secondary tillage (disking or field 
cultivation), planting and spike tooth harrowing . Late secon-
dary tillage and the spike tooth harrowing are included in 
the planting phase because thP-y a r e pe r formed immediately 
before and after the planting operation. 




May 1- 10 
May 11-20 
May 21 - JO 
May J l - June 9 







Periods for harvesting, hauling and storing are presented 
in Table 10 . Again yield penalties have been imposed for late 
performance , but the moisture percentage ~lso summari zed in 
the table) at the date of harvest has been adjusted such that 
considerat i on is given to fi eld drying . Thus , the model per-
mits early harvest at reduced field losses but appr opriate 
mechanical drying costs are incurred as a res ult. 
Cultivation and rotary hoeing requirements are accounted 
for i n the plant ing activities with a distr i bution in labor , 
field time and tractor time requirements as repr esented in 
Table 11 . Timel ines s of perfor mance of rotary hoeing and 
cultivation has not been g iven consider ation . Thus, if corn 
were planted during the period April 21-JO, the r otary hoeing 
and cultivation requirements of labor , fie l d time and t r actor 
time were fixed and no opportunity was provided for late per -
formance . If planting occurred dur ing the period April 21 - JO , 
one- half of the rotary hoeing would be performed dur i ng the 
period May 11- 20 , and one- half during May 21- JO . The first 
half of the cultivation would occur during May 31 - J une 9 and 
the last half during June 10- 19 . 
The structure of the soybean produc t ion activities are 
similar to those invol ved in producing corn. Periods when 
land pr eparat ion for soybean pr oduct ion can be performed a r e 
pr esented in Table 12 . Operations included in the land pre-
paration phase are disk ing , s pr eading P and K, plowing and 
disk ing (once ear ly) . Again fa ll land preparation is pr ecluded 
Table 10. Harvest peri od~ wi th the associated reductions in y) e ld potential and 
moi sture percentages 
Planting dates 
Harvest dates Apr. 21-30 May 1-10 May 11- 20 May 21-30 May 31 - June 
Sept . 2 5 - Oct • 5 o. oa (27o3)b 0.1 (29 . 9) 0. 5 ( 33 . 2 ) 0 . 9 ( J6 . 4) 1. 6 (39 . 8) 
Oct . 6-1 5 1. 1 (22 . 5 ) O. J (24 . 5) o . o ( 26 . 8) O.l ( JOo l ) 0 . 5 ( 33 . 6) 
Oct. 16- 25 2 . 8 ( 19 . 0 ) 2 . 2 (20 .1 ) 1.4 (20 .1 ) 1. 4 (21. 8) 0 .1 ( 25 .1 ) 
Oc t • 2 6 - N o v • 4 3. 2 ( 18 . 3) 3. 0 (1 8 . 4) 2 . 8 ( 19 . 0) 1. 6 (21. 4) 0 . 5 ( 24 .1 ) 
Nov . 5- 14 J.4 (18 . 2) J . 1 (1 8 . 3) J . O (18 . 4) 2 . 8 (1 8 . 9) 2 .1 (20 . 7) 
Nov . 15- 24 3 . 7 ( 18 . 1) J . J ( 18 . 2) J . 2 (1 8 . J) 3 .1 (1 8 . 3) 2 . 9 (1 8 . 6) 
Nov • 2 5 - Dec • 4 4 . o ( 18 . 0 ) J .7 (1 8 .1 ) 3. 5 (18 . 2) J . 3 (18 . 2) J .1 (18 . 4 ) 
aField los s es adapted f r om dat a by Marley and Ayres (12 ). 




Table 11 . Breakdown on planting, rotary hoe i ng and cultivation , labor , field 








Apr . 2 1- 30 May 1-10 May 11-20 
21 - 30 pa 
1-1 0 p 
11-20 tRHb tRH p 
21-JO tRH 1 RH .,.. tPH 
31 - June 9 ~cc !BH+ ~C i RH 
10-19 !C ~c tc 
20 - Sept. 2h t c ~c 
ap stands for planting operations r equi rements. 
bpH stands for rotary hoe requirements . 
cc stands for cul t ivat i on r equi r ements. 







until after harvest of the prior year ' s crop on that acreage . 
Planting periods with the as sociated reductions in yield po-
tential are presented in Table 13. Planting of soybeans was 
Table 12 . Land preparation schedule for soybeans 
Fall Spring 
Oct . 6- 15 Apr . 1-2 0 
Oct. 16-25 Apr. 21-30 
Oct . 26 - Nov. 4 May 1- 10 
Nov . 5- 14 May 11- 20 
Nov . 15-24 May 21- 30 
Nov . 25 - Dec . 4 May 31 - June 
Dec . 5-15 June 10- 19 
Table 13 . Planting periods with estimated yield r eductions 
for late plant i ng 
9 
Planting periods Yield reduction for 
late performance 
May 1- 10 
May 11- 20 
May 21-30 
May 31 - June 9 






not consinered as an alternative during April 21 - JO because 
1. the normal soil temperature is usually too low for satis-
factory soybean emergence and plant population and 2 . the 
risk of frost kill is considered too great . An alternative 
planting period during June 9- 19 was considered at a 25% 
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reduction in estimated yield potential . 'l'he operations per-
formed during the plant ing phase include late secondary till -
age (disking or field cultivation), planting , and harrowing. 
Harvest period s and yield reductions for late harvest are 
presented in Table 14 . The number of harvest periods was 
limited to four because it was considered that field losses 
(. 4 bushel/acre per day) would be uneconomical afte r November 14 • 
Again, the field, tractor and labor requirements for rotary 
hoe ing arnl cul tj vat ion are accounted for in the planting ac-
ti vi tl t=>:. a no have been rUstrihuted as presented in Table 15. 
ThP field losses and penalties for late planting ano har-
vesting summarized in Tables 9 and 10 and thP. moisture percent-
ages of Table 10 have been structured into the model as illus -
trated in Figure 1. The moisture percentages , field losses, 
and penalties for late planting have been retained in percent-
age form to minimize the calculations and adjustment of coef-
ficients by the Marvel input program . These steps were consid-
ered essential because the Marvel language sacrifices execution 
speed for versatility in programming . 
With the moisture ann field loss information entered si -
multaneously as illus trated in Figure 1 , increased field losses 
Are WP. ighted against the reduced drying cost by permittinr, more 
in the field drying of corn . The two rows, FL and PSPLP , which 
account for field losses and reduction in potential yield, 
could be joined into one at some gain in comput i ng efficiency 
Table 14. Harvest periods and associated reductions in yield potential for soybeans 
Planting dates 
Harvest dates May 1-10 May 11-20 May 21- 30 May 31 - June 9 June 10-19 
Oct . 6- 15 o.o o.o 
Cct . 16-2 5 5.7 3 . 0 o. o o.o 
Oct. 26 - Nov . 4 17 . 1 11. 4 5.7 3.0 o.o 
Nov . 5-14 28 . 5 22 . 8 17 . 1 11.4 5. 7 
VJ 
0 
Table 15. Breakdown on planting , rotary hoeing and cult ivation labor , field time , 
and tractor time requirements for soybeans 
May 1-10 May 11-20 May 21-JO 
May 1-10 Pa 
May 11-20 1/4RHb p 
May 21-30 1/2RH 1/4RH p 
May Jl - June 9 1/4R~ 1/2RH 1/JRH 
June 
June 
10-19 1/2C 1/4RH+1/2C 2/JRH+l/JC 
20 - Sept . 24 1/2C 1/2C 2/ JC 
ap stands f or plant ing operations requirements . 
bRH stands for rotary hoe r equirements. 
0 c stands for cultivation requirements . 






Figure 1 . Model structure to reduce yield for late planting or harvesting and to 
account for drying costs 
FLiO j is the field loss with planting in period i and harvesting in period j . 
PSPLPi is the reduction in potent ial yield with late plant ing . 
MiOj i s th~ number of acre moisture percentage points at harvest which i s 
calculated (100% - FLiOj - PSPLPj) times the percent moisture at the 
date of harvest. 
Y is the expected yield if planted and harvested dur ing opt imal periods . 
PSi is a corn plant ing activity in period i . 
CH i Oj is a corn harvesting activity in period j which was planted in period i. 
L under "Row Type " designates a l ess than or equal to r estraint. 
E under "Row Type" designates an equality restraint. 
PSPLF accounts for penalties incurred in late planting . 
CD is a corn drying activity at a 1 ~ cost per percent moisture per 
bushel . 
CS is a corn selling activity-selling one bushel of number 2 corn at 
15.5% moisture . 
Pow Qow Activi t i es 
Type Name RHS PJ.1 PL2 CH 101 CH102 CH201 CH202 FL PSPLP CD cs 
c -. 01 1.10 
L USC1 0 -1 1 1 
L USC2 0 - 1 1 1 
E FL 0 FL101 FL102 FL201 FL202 -1/y 
E M 0 Mi o1 Ml 02 M201 M202 -1 /y - 15 - 5/ y 
L CGT 0 - Y - Y - Y - Y 1 1 1 




but the two have been separated for purpose of versatility when 
the model is expanded to the whole farm application and winter 
grazing of corn stalks is considered . 
The model contains a similar structure to account for po-
tent ial yield reductions and field losses in soybeans . How-
e ver, all losses are entered in a single restraint . It was as -
sumed that soybeans would be fie ld dried, thus eliminating the 
need for a moisture accountine restraint . 
Figure 2 is presented to illustrate the method and struc-
ture used to account for the corn production costs which fall 
into the following classifi cations : 
1. fuel, repair and miscellaneous vari able costs (FRM) 
2 . fertilizer 
J . seed 
4 . herbicide and insecticide (HI) 
5. custom hire 
6. interest 
A similar structure was used to account for costs in 
soybean production . Structuring the model in this form permits 
the transfer of information from the input to the output pro-
gram and also sums costs within classes for presentation in 
the output report by presenting the levels of the cost account -
ing activities . 












Monel structure for cost accounting 
i s a l and preparation activity wi t h costs for fue l , oil , repair and 
miscellaneous expenses (CFPM) ; fertili zer costs ( CFRR ) and custom hire 
costs ( C1c~) ente r ed into the mode l for land prepa~ation . 
is a planting activity wi th costs for fue l , oil , repairs and misce l-
laneous expenses (CPFRM) ; seed cost (Cp5 ) ; herbicide and insectic i de 
costs (CPHI) ; and custom hire costs (CpcH ) entered i nto the mode l 
for the plant ing and weed control phases . 
i s a harvesting activity with costs for fuel , oil , repairs and miscel-
laneous expenses (CHFBM) and custom hi re costs (CHcH) entered into the 
model for the harvest phase . 
is an activity for payment of f uel , oil , r epairs and miscellaneous ex-
pens es incurred i n product j on . 
is an act ivi ty for payment of fertil i zer costs . 
is an act ivity for payment of s eed costs . 
i s an act ivi ty for payment of herbicide and i nsecticide costs . 
is an activity for payment of custom hir~ cos t s . 
i s an activity charging interest on a ll var i abl e expenses for production . 
'Pow Act ivi ties 
:ame F.HS LP1 PL l CH 101 CFP.M CFr.r1 cs CHI CHI RE CI 
c -1 -1 -1 -1 - 1 - Cr 
FFM (l +CF'RM +CPF'FM CHFQM -1 
FEP 0 +Cpf:'P. -1 
s 0 Cps - 1 
HI 0 CPHI -1 
CHJPF 0 Cu:H CPCH CHCH -1 
CI 0 1 1 1 1 1 -1 
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The se t - aside program is structured as shown below in 
F'i&ur e ) . 
~estra int RHS Activities 
Name B B2 DI20 MP 
LDI 0 0 1 
DA20 . 2CB 0 1 
CONB CON 0 1 
LDI is a transfer row for the land placed in set- as i de 
acres . 
nA20 is a restraint on the number of acres placed in 
set- as ide at the pr i ce suppor t paymen t rate . 
CONB i s a minimum restrRint on the acreage put into con-
serving crops for set- as i de parti c ipat ion . 
CON is the conserving base ac r eage for set- as i de part i -
cipation . 
B i s a right- hand- side which forces partici pation in 
the set- a side program at a level equal to . 2 t i mes 
the corn base (. 2CB) . 
82 is a right- hand- side without set- a side part i cipation . 
DI20 is a set- aside program participation activi ty . 
MP i s a meadow production act i vity which meets t he 
conservation base acreage r equi r ements . 
Figure ) . Structure of the set- aside pro~ram 
The B and B2 columns make up the right- hand- side section 
for optimization of two plans . The B column elements for DA20 
(set at two- t enths of the corn base) and CONB (set at the con-
servat ion base acreage) force a plan to be developed with par -
tic i pat i on in the set- aside program at the 20% level . The B2 
column e l ements , set to zero , for the DA20 and C NB restra i nts 
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result in a plan which does not permit participation. Thus , 
the two plans can be compared to make an economic evaluation 
of the set- aside program participation . However , if the farm 
planner does not wish to test the outcome of participation in 
the set- aside program , the B column DA20 and CONB coefficients 
are set equal to zero by the Marvel source program and only 
the plan without participation is reported . The Marvel pro-
~ram thus sets the element in row Rl , column Cl of array 
l!· coMMUN (an array es ta bl is hen to communicate with thP mRs ter 
pro~ram) equal to 0 . 0, which passes to the master program as 
element x µ1c1 . This element is tested by the connitionaJ 
transfe r stRtement, IF(XP1C1 . NF . 1 . 0 , 0UT) , to prevent the r e -
por ting of the B2 solution . 
When the far m planner desires only the plan with partici -
pation reported , the B column elements , DA20 and CONB , are set 
to two- tenths of the corn base acreage and to the conservation 
base acreage respectively . Then the element in the 'COMMUN 
array again is set to 0 . 0 which r esults in only the B solution 
(the participation solution) being reported . 
The requirement of meadow to be establ is hed with a nurse 
crop has been structured into the model as illustrated in 
Figure h . Structuring the model as illustrated prohibits mea-
dow product ion unless oats or set- aside acres are produced to 
serve as a nurse crop . However , the set- aside and oats grow-
ing activities are permitted to enter the plan without meadow 
production . This structure permits the rotation organized 
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after the plan is developed thus elimjnating the inflexi bili-







- N 1. 0 
LTM is a maximum restra int permitting meadow to be 
established only i f set- aside acres or oats enters . 
DI2 0 is a set- aside ac tivity . 
OP is an oats prod uct ion and harvesting activity . 
MP i s a meadow p roduction and harvesting activity . 
N i s equal to the numbe r of years meadow is in pro-
duct ion be f or e being re- estahlished . 
Fip;ure l+. Model struc ture for meadow establishment with a 
nursP- crop 
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ORGANIZATION OF INPUT INFORMATION 
The purpose of this chapter is to discuss the information 
lhat must be entered into the model before an optimization can 
be attempted and the input forms which have been used to or-
ganize i t . 
The input forms have been divided into a title page and 
twenty - two sections. 1 Each section contains related input i n-
for mation which can be r ead by a single Mar vel read statement . 
The data input format is pr esented in Appendix F. The titJe 
page of the input f orms is organized for entry of the name and 
addrP.ss of the farm planner, R brief description of the machi -
nery set , and/or assumptions mad e in development of the input 
da t a . 
In some sect ions , when considered helpful , suggested co-
eff i c i ents have been listed wh ich a r e typical of the six row 
machinery set pres ented i n Appendix G. Four , eight and t wel ve 
row machiner y sets are also presented with suggested annual 
costs in Appendix G. Suggested coefficients are provided only 
as a guide and with the expectation that the farm planner would 
prPfer to use , in whole or jn part , information from his own 
records , where available . ThP. model user shouJ d , even though 
he chooses to follow the stan~ardized data, adjust the suggest-
ed coefficients for the machinery set appropriate to his farm 
1see Appendix E. for the input forms . 
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opPration . A complete list of stannardiz~a operating costs 
and time requirements are given in Append ix H. 
Section 1 entitled 11 Gene ral Information" was developed to 
collect several items of back~round material . The crop acre-
age presently under the farm operator ' s control should exclude 
pasture and waste land . The c rop acreage entered may be either 
owned or rented. If the acreage is owned a charge (taxe s and 
interest on investment) is entered to be used in calculat ion 
of management return . However , if the acreage is rented , a 
cash rent may be entered instead . If either owned or rented 
the depreciation , taxes and interest on investment, buildings 
and equipment should be included . 
If the user wi s hes to evaluate the consequences of r ent-
ing additional land and of hiring supplemental hourly labor , 
he should c ircle the 11 yes 11 responses and enter appropriate 
costs . When a 11 no 11 r esponse is circled for either labor hir-
ing or land renting, the input source program attaches a pro-
hibitively large negative price to that option . 
The fixed labor charge and annual machinery costs should 
be estimated only for that portion which arises from corn , 
soybean , oats , and hay production and set- aside partic i pation . 
These data are used to calculate manage ment return in a manner 
s imilar to that used with the tax and interest i tems entered 
for operaten land . 
Sectjon 2 , "Management Practices for Fros ion Control " 
serves for input of information related to land us e practices 
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consistent wjth the prevent i on of excess soil e rosion and of 
i ncreased inr,idenc e of insect pests and d isease which ad verse-
ly affect estimated yields . The coe ffici ents used to set re-
straints on soybeans , total rowcrops and meadow production 
should permi t the development of rotations effecti ve in con-
t rol of e rosion on both operaced land and any land that might 
be added through r enting . Entries are also provided for re -
st r aining the amount of fall plowing permitted in the opti -
mized farm plan both on oper ated land and land to be r ented . 
The price expectat i ons entered in Section 3 should re-
flect the place and time of sale . Even though straw and hay 
are used on the farm, the users estimate of their market 
value should be entereo as the ir price . 
As stated on the input forms in section 4 , the yield ex-
pectations for corn and s oybeans s hould assume 1 . average 
weather conditions and 2 . that planting and harvesting are 
perfor med when the hi ghest yields can be attained . Because 
no provisi ons are made in the model for the influence of 
t i mel ines s of oper ations on yield , the harvested yields r e -
por ted for oats , straw and hay will be the same as the esti-
mates the user pr ovides . 
Sections 5 and 6 "Variable Costs of Production of Corn" 
ano "Varj ahle Costs of Product ion of Soybeans 11 , provide for 
ent ry of all fuel , oil, repairs and other miscellaneous 
variable cost by fiel d operation . If equi pment i s rented or 
machine services hired the appropriate costs should be entered 
unnc>r custom hi rP . Spaces have been provjded for entry of 
ft·rti l; zer ancl limP., ht=>rb i cidt· and ins e c-t ic1<le , and f;P.ed cost;s . 
Sect1ons 7 arid 10 , "Labor T~0q1t1rt=>mr·11L8 for the Pron uction 
0r ~ orn" r-mc1 " f.Rhor Re11uiremr·nt.:=> for Lhr, Froduct1on of Soy-
t;enns 11 r~C]uir(' rmtry of thP. l;1hor requjrpments including op-
r: raLion .~rnr1 luhri c-ati on t imP p lus down Um8 for r Ppairs P,VP.n 
thouf'h th:i s work may be pPr forrnPd n1n·inp: nays umnii ta1' lf' for 
field operat1on . ThP. est imP tPS should also i nclude time for 
proC'urin~ thP necessary inputs s uch as repa irs and f ertil izer . 
liowP.vPr , Sertions 8 and 11, " ''Ian Hours of F1Pld Time '1pqi:i r ed 
fort.hf' Production of Corn 11 3'!1d " Man Hours of Field 'r i mi:- Re -
qu1rc>n for the Production of Soybeans " , shoulc'l i nclude only 
t,he r1irect timP. requi rements <~uring suitable field day s . Thus 
time for makine; r epair:. whic h C' crn be <lelayed unti 1 R day un-
su1 tabl f' for fiPld work shoulc1 not be included . LuhriC'.ation 
whirh can he performed on surh t''lays also should be excl uded 
in thP estimalAs of SPctions 8 ann 11. 
The trRrtor r PqUirAment s in sections 9 and 12 arP the 
s::imP as man hours of fif'ld ti 'ne with two exceptj ons . A 1 ,hough 
A powP.r u~it anc'l its opP.rator ma y not bP steadily employen in 
na Jlin~ h~rvPsten erain , it may not bP. P-conomically feas i ble 
to 0mploy thjs tractor i n f all t illage operations even thoufh 
it js feasihle for th~ lractor ' r- operator to man a seconn t r ac -
tor j n fall tl 1 lne;e . Uno er such circum~ Lances thP rnan hours of 
fif?ld tjmf' rP.quircd for hauljne are treated as c.qual to the 
ti·np actually consumed i n hauline; but the tractor time r e quire -
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ments will be adjustPd to eq '.ml that requjred of th'3 harvP.st-
i ne machine whF>re actual requjrernents are less than har vest 
timP requirements . Also , if ::i pull - type or mountPd harvester 
js Amployed , tractor time us1n to nower the harvPstPr ~hou ltl 
he a~ci~d to tractor time userl tn haul ing s ince in n eiLher case 
wil l thr tractor bP availRbJn for fall tillaRe . 
SP".Uon 1J , " V:-> ri AhlP r.o~ts f0r Pror'!u('Uon of O:::tts 11 , 
f'nll mi~ a Pct t<"rn s j mi 1 Ar to Lha t. us Pc'! for corn and he;:rns wj th 
U1r"' rxcc:>pt.ion of thr PYJtry which nPa l s with thP cost of anci i -
tjonRl h irPn lPbor for balin~ ~traw . Section t h , 11 Tjme Pr -
q1J'ir<:irnents for F'roduction of 0c=tts ", requires information si'r1i -
la:r tn that defined for sections 7- 12 . 
SP.ction 15 , "Variable Cos t for P:roduc.tion of Hay " , 1JP -
mands specta l attPntion hPCAl.l~>e of the birnnial or perennial 
nALure of thf' hay crop . PirsL , the us e r rnust g ivr thP. J'P.ar s 
lllPDlow will hr> left in proch1r':ior1 . If l,he proc1ucUon pe.;-iocl 
is two y0arc; as pre~""ntr'c] in ;.r'r,tJon 15 0r thf; ir1nut r orms , 
f'w:J , oj1 , r Pp::ijrs Anrl 111isr0ll 11nro11s varjnhlC' r.osts fc,r opc·r-
:.:itint~ thP. p::i~kr>r SFP<lP. r , spr1·~t1ii n r, fC'rtjliznr F!l'lr1 rl i.ppin?; 
Ptnr11')1P. cirr· rin1orU?'Nl OVt'l" two years of rronuction . A :.:irn ilar 
!'>Rt";tPrn ir: fn11ov1°c'I ~· j ti1 til'll '' requirPmPnts (r,er t ion 1f •L 
''.:Pctionr- 17 an<l 1 8 pP. rmt t, the farrn plcmnf"r to enter 1n-
f0rm::i.Uor1 rPlFJtP.d to the sP1., - ·1sinr; nroErarn . If t,l1P pJ:., r.nPl" 
rlns irPS to hAv~ the p8rticipation plan reported , he mHy nlso 
::rranw~ to have~ A rr:port on t:,11p ort..jrnurn plan irliLho11L 1:.:irUrj -
n;~tio-n for rur·rosf. ~~ nf compr11· ·l ~:ori . 'L'l1c> ;•nswe r s to qu1 ·:~ Lions 
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1 an<l 3 rf'F:ll1 t in the jnput source progr·e1m st.ructur i ne the 
£qipropr ic11.<~ ri. e;ht- hancl - s i de c·oJurnns HS d i scussed i n Fi t'.:ttrc J 
of chapter J . 
If the par t icipat,ion sol tit i on i s dPs iretl then the corn 
base , the prjce support payment arnl the conservation base on 
ope r atf?d lan1'l p1us the costs ·ma t :i me requirf' ments of section 
1 P. rnus t b8 r.up:ril i P<l . 
SPc tinn 1? SPPk~ to ob t 2 in from the user an estimate of 
U10 <l~i ly Rupply of lahor a v<1 i.lahl r, jncluc1jnr; that of thr oper-
nLor , h i ~ family and any full ti nrP- hired labor , for each of the 
r ix trPn t i me period~ ~~fined . The length of wo~k week is also 
r equi r ed for input . If a six or seven day work week i $ des ired 
for planning purposes , the appropriate response should be c ir-
c l en . As stated in section 1? , all down t ime f or ma j or repairs 
sho1;ld be ex cluded . If l ives Lock is a part of the farm oper-
ation then labor ava i lab jli ty estimates for crop product i on 
shouln r eflect the pr esence of a live stock ope rati on . 
Thf' es U rnA t es in sPc ti ons ?O , ? 1 1=mc1 22 s hould r e fl ec t 
tr,., numher of hour8 trric t,ors ·ma harvest uni t s would norma 11 y 
h 0 oyii:·r ntf"•<i on ci nay sv i tRbl r f or fi F> ld wor k . 'I'hese est i mates 
must inr ludP only t he t i mP son~one j s willinB to opArate the 
rnerh i nery crn<~ must excJ ude a l l down t i me except small necessary 
on- the- spot r Apa ir . 
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OUTPUT FROM THE PRODUCER ORIENTED PROGRAM WITH AN FXAMPLE 
The I.S . U. t est farm, a hypothetical unit used as an ex-
ample in this section , is composed of 600 tillable acres . A 
fixed charge of $40 per acre is assessed to cover interest on 
investment and taxes on land and buildings . It is also assumed 
th~t mor e lana can bP r enten for tr4n pe r acre ann that more 
labor can be hired at $2 . 00 pe r hour . The return imputed to 
fixen labor (operator, fam il y labor and one full time hired 
man) allocaten to crop production is ~ 12 , 000 . The six row 
machinery set nescribed in Appendix G results in annual fixed 
machinery expenses of $ 10 ,1 99 . 64 Variable expenses and labor , 
field , and tractor time requirements associated with the I . S . U. 
test farm are represented by the suggested coefficients on t he 
i nput for ms in Appendix E. Labor and equipment resources 
available for crop production are also presented in the input 
forms (see Sections 19- 20) . The set- aside price support pay-
ment is assumed to equal $96 per acre on 20% of a 420 acre 
corn basP. . A conservation bas e of zero acres is also assumed . 
AdditionRl assumptions are as follows: 
1. At maximum only JOO of the 600 a~res of land present-
ly operated can be pJanted to soybeans . 
2 . All 600 acres presently operated can be fall plowed 
and 100% of any land which may be rented can be fall 
plowed . 
J . A 5 percent reduct i on in corn yi eld is specified for 
spring plowing. 
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The Optimal Fa rm Plan with Set- As i de Part icipati on 
The p l an derived with part icipati on i n the se t - aside pr o-
~ram has income of $9 , 782 . 52 from 117 . 60 acres of soybeans a v-
~raBing 36 . 64 bushels pe r acre , ~76 , 709 . 29 from 574 . 78 acres 
of r or n aw~raBing 1?3 . 57 bush,~l s per acr e , :~8 , 064 . 00 f r om the 
R4 acrP~ pl aced i n the set- asia0 program, and ~9 , 55~ . 1 1 in oat 
;,ale:> . An add iU ona1 '.~.2 , 540 . 57 r f'S Ul Ls f rom sel l:inp.; th<" stra\-1 
~rom thP- 178 . 29 acr es o r oat~ i n t he plan . Total sales nf 
~ 1 0~ , 65? . 49 a r e r eal izRc'l fr om the optimal p l a n wh i ch i ncludes 
~~t-~si~c par ti c ipat i on a t the 20% level . 
The variabl e s oybean pr oc1 ucti on expenses are .t. h50 . J5 for 
rw~J , oil , r epairs a nd rnis cPl 1 a neous variabl e expens0s , .i~ 63 5. 07 
fo r f ertilize r , $470 . 42 for h<'rbic i de , ~-11.i. 70 . 32 for seed , and 
~89 . 05 f or i n ter e s t on variaule capi tal . The t ot al expense 
nl 1 ocable to soybean produc tion i s ~~2 , 31 5 . J L Corn produc t i on 
coGtG include ::;:l~ , 684 . 45 for fue l , oi l and repairs , ;~ 1 0 , J46 . 02 
ror rert ili zer , $J , 448 . 67 f or her b i c i des and insectic i des , 
~2 , R?J . 89 for seed , $4 , 225 . 5~ for dr y i ng ( or dockage if not 
rlr i ed) , a nd ~~85h . 12 for interPst on var i able capital . Total 
rorn producLion expenses equal :;~ 2~ 1 h32 . 7 1 f or the 546 . 19 acres . 
ThP. se t - asine Rcres res ul t ed 1n expenses of ~ 11 9 . 28 for f uel , 
oil and repa1r costs and .1-~ 11 7 . 60 for seP.d costs . Oats produc-
t1on exp~nseR inclurle : *652 . 53 f or fue l , oi l , repa i rs , and 
misre>llanPous vari~h)P. r,osts , :1~802 . ?9 for fe r til i zi=>r , ·r.·1~115 . 71 
for G("en , :
1tJ65 . h9 for mach i ne hire (straw baling ) , ·~"JOJ . 09 f or 
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labnr a llocahl e to s traw baling , and .1~ 1 02 . 76 for interest on 
variable capital . Hence expenses , totalling 12 , 671. 86 are 
chareed for oat and straw proouction. Because no hay i s pro-
duced , no hay production costs are incurred . Labor costs 
which cannot be directly allocated to any part i cular crop e-
qual $970 . 84 . 
Variable costs of production for all activities total 
~: 32 , 627 . 59 . When this amount i s subtracted from tota l sales 
of ~j. 106 , 652 . 49 , r esults in a return over variable costs of 
'r~?Li , 02Li . • 90 . When annual machinery costs of ~~ 1 0 ,1 99.64 , an-
nual labor costs of ~. 12 , 000 and a land charge of $24 , 000 
(for presently operated land) plus ~1> 14 ,186 . 76 (for r ented 
lano) are subtr acted from this figure a return to management 
of $13 , 638 .49 results . 
The schedule of field operations is summarized in Tables 
16 through 18 . The land pr eparation schedule for bot h corn 
and soybeans has been summarized i n Table 16 . The five pe r -
cent reduction in estimated potential yield ass ociated with 
spr ing plowing and the shortage of available t ractor t ime for 
f i e ld use prohibits spring land pr eparation for corn produc-
tion . The 2h2 . 29 acr es prepared prior t o Sept . 24 a r e those 
acr es desiviated for oats production and s e t - aside partici -
pation . The ear ly harvest of oats and structure of the set-
aside activities permit earli e r fall land preparation to re -
duce the dependence on spring land preparation . Oats , nor-
mally considered a crop with less profit potent ial than cor n 
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'fable 16 . Schedule of land 1•reparation for corn a nd soybeans 
r.and pr eparation periods 
(Fa ll perions) 
J une 20 - Sept . ?4 
Sept . 25 - Oc t . 5 
Oc t. 6- 15 
Oct. 16- 2 5 
Oct . 26 - Nov. 4 
Nov . 5- 11~ 
Nov . 15- 2h 
N o v • 2 5 - Dec . Li 
Dec . 5- 15 
(Spr ing peri ods ) 
Apr. 1- 20 
Apr . 21- 30 
May 1- 10 
May 11- 20 
May 21- 30 
May 31 - June 9 
J une 10- 19 
Soybeans 
(acres ) 
0 . 00 
o. oo 
o. oo 
57 . 80 
o. oo 
o. oo 








20 . 44 
o.oo 
Corn 
(acr es ) 
2h2 . 29 
53 . 8{) 
1L . 95 
50 . 44 
52 . 12 
47 . 91 
44 . J5 
27 . 91 






o. oo __ a 
aLand pr eparation for c orn during J une 10- 19 wa s not con-
sidPr~n RS an a lte r native . 
or soyb0ans , in this exampl P ner mi ts an incrAase in t hP t otal 
ThP planting SC'hedule dor ivcn for oats , set- Rs i nP acres , 
C'orn and soybeans is sho1rm i n •rable 17 . As i llust r ated the 
rPRults are cons is tent wi th the common practices of planting 
cor n early and t hen shifting to soybean plantine dur ing mid -
May . I n Table 18 the harvest sched ule provides that the f arm 
opP-rator hegin fall harvestine; of cor n E·arly and util i ze dry -
in~ facilitiPs . This permi ts the operator to continue 
Tabl P 17 . Plant in5 schedul e with program participaLion 
Oats a Set- As i de8 Cornb Soybeansc 
Periods (ac r es ) (acres) (acres) (acres) 
Apr . 1-20 178 . 29 84 . 0 
Apr . 21- JO 206 . 05 
May 1-1 0 196 . 43 o.oo 
May 11- 20 172 . 30 o.oo 
May 21-30 o. oo 97 .16 
May Jl - J une 9 o. oo 20 . 44 
June 10-1 9 o. oo 
aoats ar.d set- aPide acreage seedine are pe r mitted only during Apr . 1-20 . 
bcorn plant i ng from Apr . 1- 20 and June 10-1 9 also are not cons i dered as alte r -
native planting periods . 
cp1anting soybeans from Apr . 1-20 and Apr . 21-30 are no t considered as alter-
native plant i ng periods . 
Tat1P 1P . P.a rves t schedule for corn and soybeans 
Planting dates 
Harvest dates April 21-JO May 1-10 May 11-20 May 21- )0 May 31 - June 9 
(acres) (acres) (acres) (acres) (acres) 
Sept . 25 - Oct. 5 110. 10 o. oo o.oo o. oo o. oo 
Oct. 6-15 95 . 94 5. 16 o.oo o. oo o. oo 
Oct. 16- 25 o. oo 11.43 o. oo 97 . 168 20 . 448 
Oct . 26 - Nov . 4 o. oo 106 . 53 o. oo o. oo o.oo 
Nov . 5-1 1.!. o.oo 73 . 32 24 . 61 o. oo o.oo 
Nov . 15- 24 o.oo o.oo 90 . 65 o.oo o.oo 
Nov . 25 - Dec . 4 o. oo o. oo 59. 04 o.oo o. oo 
8 Pepresents the harvested acreages of soybeans . '-" ~ 
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fall land preparat i on which was beeun ear lier on land planted 
to oats and in set- aside . Once the soybeans a r e sufficientl y 
nry in the f i eld for harvest , cor n harvest stops and soybean 
harvest proceeds until compl~~ion ; Lh~n corn har vest resumes . 
A r eview of t he resourcf' ut i J. j zation anc9 shadow prices 
for trac-tor time , har vest eqnipment time , field time and labor 
yicl~s insieht into what factor or factors limit the farm 
plAn . A summar y of t r actor use anrl availabil i ty i~ prPsPntert 
i n 'I'ahl e 19 . The l ast column F,ives an estimate of thP income 
Table 19 . Tractor availabil1ty , use a nd valuation 
Ti mP Tractor Tr actor lncomP chane;e 
pprj ods hour s hour s f rom one 
used a va i labl e l ess hour 1 
( Sprin,n;) 
Apr . 1- ?0 184 . J? 1E4 . J2 ?2 . 14 
Apr . ?. 1 - JO 11? . ?4 117 . 24 J7 . 1J 
MFl.y 1- 10 11 1. 77 111. 77 11 . 47 
May 11- 20 122 . J8 122 . J8 ? 1. 51 
Nay 2 1- JO 126 . 17 12~ . 1 7 4 . 2J 
May J l - June 9 114. 10 11 5. 54 
(Fall) 
Sept . 2 'i - Oct . 5 149 . 74 149 . 7L~ 4 . 2J 
Oc-t . 6- l5 1J7 . 50 137 . 50 Ji . 21 
Oct . 16- 25 140 . 21 140 . 21 lJ • 2 3 
Oct. 2f; - Nov . 4 144 . 88 1l~4 . R8 4 . ?1 
Nov . 5- l ll lJJ . 18 133 . 18 4 . 23 
J'\ov . 15- 2'1 12J . ?9 l ?J . ?9 I~ . 21 
No v. ? 5 - Der . 4 77 . 58 77 . 58 lJ • 2 3 
f' Pc . 5- 15 29 . 1i1. 2 S1 . 14 4 . 2J 
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sRcrificed with one less hour of tractor time availahle for 
fi eld work . Qnp can observe from the ta~le that an extr~ hour 
of tractor time for corn planting during April 21 - 30 is worth 
$J7 . 13 and an hour from May 11- 20 , $21. 51. This variation re-
sults from the d iffe r ences in potential yields RS related to 
timPl iness of operat i on ; thus , the shadow price is the produc-
ti vi ty of an hour of tractor usP in performing the required 
tillagP. , planting , and weed control practices in the production 
process . The $4 .?3 shadow price indicates the vaJue at the 
margin of tillage and soyhean plantin~ operations. 
The a vailability and use of self- propelled h~rve~t equip-
ment is summarized in Table 20 . The last column also prov i aes 
'Pable 20 . Harvest equipment availability , use and valuation 
Timr:? Harvesting Equipment Value of the 
periods equipment hours last hour 
hours used available (dollars) 
(Fall ) 
S0pt . 25 - Oct . 5 74 . 87 74 . 8? 9 . 23 
Oct . 6- 15 68.75 68 . 75 16 . JO 
Oct . l f- - 25 70 . 10 70 . 10 ?0 . 78 
Oct . 26 - Nov . 4 72 .44 72 . 41.J. 22 . 30 
Nov . 5- 1h 66 . 59 66 . 59 22 . ?8 
Nov . 15- 24 61 . 64 f. 1. 64 22 . 05 
Nov . 25 - Der. . 4 JS . 79 38 . 79 21 . 62 
Rn estimate of the value of the lAst hour of t h is machine ser -
vice to the farm business . 80cause fiPld d rying is more pro-
fitable than mechanical dry i ng in the early harvest s eaRon the 
shadow prices (value of marginal productivity on harvest equip-
mc:nt ) increase until the Oct . 26 - Nov . l..i- period wht=m field 
1i rying slows and fi eld losses accelerate to off- s et mechanical 
rl ryirig costs . 
AlLhough the shadow pric P.s on hcirve sting machi n t>s rPport-
Ptl hPre are not P-1<LremeJy hip_;l1 , Rn inr.rnnP-0. jn LhP pff1c ie>n ry 
nf hnrvP sL jnp; , whi<'h woulc1 <i11ow adrlf'<'I Acr f-'s of rorn ann soy-
1irnn prodtu~tjon , r.olllc'l r0sul t in sll r:H1 ow pricP.S of '50 . 00 per 
hollr or more . 
TablP 21 prov i des a summ.qry of tht> lRhor r esourc t>s a va il -
able ann us ed in the plan . Included are estimates for total 
labor , labor on days unsuitable for field wor k , and lal.or 
ava i lable only during dayi=; suitable for fi e l d v.ork . 1'otal 
labor hours ava jlable arc no L rPstrictivc during any of the 
J•:riodi> i n this example , thu.~ rE·sulLine; inn zero r<-lur:r· hcine; 
i rnputAd to thr lRst h0l..1r for • ar,h of th0 p0 rj o<l~ presentec1 ( sc·e 
thr: column "Value of laf-·l.. hoi~r " imder 11 '.rolrtl labor " of 'l'al,1 <> 
? 1) . Howe vPr , t h e fi P1<1 t.i•qrc• on days stl]ta1>lc· for fjeld i··crk 
i::; r0stri~ ti ve in al 1 p0ri od . excr.pt from May 31 to June <_:> , 
AR a result a ~hac1ow pri<'e of ~2 . 00 at tachRs co the last hour 
FI VA i l abl e rluri ne each period (see "Value of the l 2s t honr 11 
r.ol u mn under "Field timP labor on suj tabJ e fiel<1 dAy 11 of Table· 
21) . The ~2 . 00 per hour equal~· the man;inaJ cos t which in this 
Tahle ? 1. Labor rP.sourcPs and valuation 
Total l abor 
Time Operator Operator Value> 
peri ods hours hours of last 
worked available hour 
(dollars) 
(Sprinp; ) 
Apr . 1-20 211. 05 J08 . 88 o.oc 
Anr . 21- 30 143 . 20 171. 60 o. oo 
May 1-1 0 1JJ . B5 171. 60 o.oo 
May 11- 20 14?. .70 171. 60 o. oo 
May 21- JO 14? . 911 171. 60 o. oo 
May 31 - June o 1? 1.f.) ?05 . 0 2 0 . 00 
J une 10- 19 1?? . 011 205 . 9? o.oo 
(Summer) 
JunP 24 - Sept . 24 7711 .1 5 1912 . 68 0 . 00 
( Fal 1 ) 
Sept . 25 - Oc t . 5 16fi . 17 188 . 40 o. oo 
Oc t. 6- 15 152 . 6J 171. 60 o. oo 
Oct . 16- 25 136 . 52 171. 60 o.oo 
Oct . 26 - Nov . 4 152 . l h 163 . 02 o.oo 
~! ov . 5- 14 139 . 86 163. 02 o.oo 
Nov . 15- 24 129 . 48 163 . 02 o. oo 
Nov . 25 - Dec . 4 81. 47 163 . 02 o. oo 
Dec . 5- 15 J l.14 178 . 98 o. oo 
8 No r c!1tra1n tn wf' r f' def ined f o r the- JunP 10-1 9 Rnr. JtmP 
24 _ ;,e;pt., . ?..~· per iods hf'r.::ivRc' f i <'l\i t imP 1v<-tS ;:issurn·" -: tc ,)P 
unrr·~L ri<'tiv0 thus rrnvj cijng Jjt,Lle FldniUonnl infor111aLior! . 
Field time labor on 
suitable field days 
Operator Operator Value 
hours hours of last 
worked available hour 
(dollars) 
179 . IJ.7 179 . 47 ?. oo 
117 . 21i. 117 . 24 ?. • 00 
109 .1 0 109 .10 2 . 00 
119 . 47 119 . 1}7 2.00 
12 3 . 16 123 . 16 2 . 00 
114 . 10 137 . 55 o. oo 
a --a --a 
__ a __ a __ a 
144.39 144 . 39 2 . 00 
1J2 . 59 132 .59 2 . 00 
133 . 52 133 . 52 2 . 00 
131. 08 1J 1. 08 2 . 00 
120 . 49 12 0. 49 2 . 00 
111. 54 111. 54 2 . 00 
70 .18 70 .18 2 .00 





4 . 85 
o. oo 
2 . 67 






65 . 57 
75 . 88 
77 . 72 
71. 45 
66 . 14 
41. 6J 
2 .19 
r:1s1~ j s .:~ ? . 00 p~r hour , th0. W.tt_?;e ass urned for· an hour of hir·ed 
lol>or· . Jn the l ast column or 'l'ahlt· 21 a s che<lule or the hours 
of ~upplt-'rnr-m lary 1A1Jor hi r ed 1 s provic'led . 
A Con1pnrison of tli<· OyiU mum Parm Plans , 
SPt-Asid~ ParticipatJon and Non- PnrticipaLion 
r~ y answP.rine; qUf~stjons 1 And J i n sf'ction 17 "yeR ", tr1e 
pl ans with ann without set- asine participation are reported for 
rompririson . 'T'he re s ults presented helow nre summari zen from 
thP output reports shown in Appendjx I . 
·rabJ~ ?.2 gives fl comparative summary of income anct e xpenses 
'T';;i.hlf; 2?. . Inrome ancl expensPs summary for the participation 





Straw value or sales 







HirP.d l Rhor costs 
'l'otn1 variahl ~ ~osts 
Returns over variable costs 
PPtnrns to management 
Participation 
(dollars) 
9 , 782 . 52 
76 , 709 . 29 
9 , 556 .1 1 
2 ' 540 . 57 
8 , 064 . 00 
~ 1 06 , 652 . 49 
2 , J 15. Jl 
26 , 1132 . 71 
2 , 671. 8(; 
23A . P.8 
070 . P.h 
:i J2 , 6?.? . 39 
~l; 74 , 024 . 90 
-~ l J , 638 . 49 
Non- participati on 
(dol l a r s ) 
8 ,L~8 1 . J5 
76 , ()61.12 
12 , 830 . 59 
J , IH l.12 
o. oo 
~~ 101 ' J 84 . 17 
2 , 015. 08 
26 , 2q6 . 92 
} , 587 . ) 0 
0. 00 
95LL . 67 
;~ J2 , 4 54 . o7 
.;> 68 , 530 . 10 
.jp 9 , 6 7 0 • 0 6 
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derivAd in both plans . The ~J , 968 . 43 difference in the man-
agement r e turns can be attributed to three important factors . 
First , the returns from the Acr eage placed in set- aside are 
high considering thP low costs involved in seeding and cJip-
ping . Second , the early plowing permitted on set- aside acres 
result in an jncreasAd acreage planted in soybeans . Th ird , 
becnuf;c~ of' U11: fal 1 pl owing hie;her a ve rage yj elds for corn and 
soybeRns are ach ieved , even with Lhe increase in soybean pro-
dur.tionl . Althoueh there is a difference in the ac r eaees of 
soyhPan production, the planting And harvest schedules arP sim-
ilar unde r the two plans . 
rRble ?1 . Crop pronuction ncreages for the participation and 





Oats s trRw 
Sct - Asi<lc 
PRrticipati.on 
Acres Ave rage 
planted yiPld 
(per acre) 
117 . 60 Jh . 61.i bu . 
574 . 78 1?3 . 57 bu . 
178. 29 80 . 00 bu . 
. 75 ton 
84 . 00 
11 0 parti r.ipRtion 
Acres Average 
planted yielci. 
( per a(! r e) 
102 .35 J6 . 50 bu . 
574 . 78 12J . 50 bu . 
239. 38 80 . 0() bu . 
. 75 ton 
o.oo 
1
c-;r>€' 'l'B.bl0 2> for R comrnric-;on of crop prorluction Rn~ yiPl<'l 
11nclcr c~Flch pl an. 
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A hriAf c0mparison of th~ shartow or jces on the ~ractor and 
harvest Aquipm8nt time offers insi ght i nto the r eJativP iif-
rerence~ in limitations of thP two plans . The shadow pricPs 
re~ortPd in T~blPs 24 and 25 ror par ticirst i on and non- partici -
nRtion prov irl e an nstimate of the r elativ0 valuP at the mR~~in 
of trartor anrl harv0st AquipmP~t ser vices vn~er tbn twn r19ns . 
'l'hP hi~hrr sharlow pricP.s on h·1rvPst PC)Uipment fo r the pf1rti r.i -
nr:ttion rlan m0an:.: that the h :Jrv0st. r'quiprrtent is more rPstric-
Uvr' . T.ik1"' i-1is 0 , t:h<' non - parLiripf1U cm r111n i~ 'llOr P srv<"rP.1y 
r0st rirt..r·cl liy tr:ict0r timP i n perforrr1C:1nc0 of fC1ll U llC:J/ :P c: )-
r:raUons as innjco.tf'cl by the' hight=>r sl1adow prices r eport,ed on 
fall tractor time . 
As illustrated in th is sPr.tion the model i s desigm:~a to 
su~~nst which resourres ann RPrvir0s limit thP plRn anci to 
provjr1e f.Stirnat.As of the vnl11r; or ,qn acidjtional hour of the 
limiting f actor s . 
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'l'ahle 2h . Valuation of last 11our of traclor time availaLlt~ 




A-rr . 1- 20 
.Apr . 2 1- JO 
JV.;>,,y 1- 10 
Mfly 11- 20 
MRy ? 1- 30 
r'Ry J l - June 9 
(Pri.l l) 
S8rt . 25 - Oct . 5 
Or L . h-1 5 
Oct . 1'1- 25 
Oct . 26 - Kov . 4 
t\ov . 5- 14 
Nov . 15- 2/.i. 
Nov . 25 - Dec . 4 
Dec . 5-1 5 
Participation 
?? . 14 
37 . 1J 
3 1. 1~7 
21. 51 
/.j. . 2 J 
o.oo 
l.j. . 2 J 
4 . 23 
h . ? J 
I+ . ? 1 
I~ . 2J 
4 .• 23 
L~ . 2 J 
} ~ . 2 J 
~on-nartiripation 
( clol lars) 
27 . 1r. 
36 . 51 
J2 . 72 
2 J . 06 
7 . 02 
? . 93 
7 . 02 
7 . 02 
7 . 02 
7 . 02 
7 . 02 
7 . 0? 
7 . 02 
7. 02 
TahlP 25 . VRluat i on of the 1 ~~t hour of harvP-st time Availahle 
for pro~ram narti rirotion ann non- par ticipation 
plans 
Pr-:r j oc'l 
~ept . 25 - Oct . 5 
Ort. 6- 15 
Oct . l fi - 25 
Oct . 26 - Nov . 4 
Nov . 5- l l~ 
~!ov . 15- 2/.J. 
r·ov . 25 - Dec . 4 
Pa r t i <' i pC'l t i on 
9. 23 
16 . 30 
;>0 . 78 
?2 . JO 
?2 . ?8 
2? . 05 




10 . )0 
11. 8? 
11. 79 
11 . 57 
11. l J 
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APPLICATIONS AND FUTURE RESEAR CH NF.F.DS 
As illustra ted in the I. S. U. test farm e xampl e , the farm 
pl anne r can determine the mos t profitable level of land r ent-
in~ anrl labor hiring in development of tho optimum combina tion 
o f crop production . By re- opt i miz ing wi th the labor hir i ne;: 
rind/or 1an<1. r entine; opt ions ci r cled "no" , p lans without labor 
h irine; and/or lanc'l r cnUng mciy he obtainec'l for comparison . 
ThP monrl can also be usPd to compar P farm l eas ing systems 
~i vPn a machjnPr y set anrl adequate operating cap i tal . By en-
tPrin~ th A tenants ' share of the crops an~ expensPs for each 
or thP leasing systems , the outcome of opt i mal plans can bP 
compared under crop share and cash r enting arrangements . Both 
of these systems can be compared with owning land , by optimiz-
ing with coefficients appropriate to ownPrship anc'l with e xclu-
sion of the r ent ing option . 
The influ~nce of the machine ry s et on the opLimHl f~rm 
plan may be investigated by dP ve lopine se ve r al plans en t ering 
th" nppropr iA tP i nput - outpu t c~oe f f icients and fix en cos ts for 
e<1ch machin<::ry combination cons i dPrPd . 
Although , the model ~t iLs prPsent stage of devPlopm0nt 
is applicable in meeting many planning nepds , s eve ral exten-
s i ons and modifications coulo widen the range of its appli ca-
b i lity . 
One s uch extension woula be the development of separate 
~onels applicable to nRrrowly defined pr onuct ion r egi ons . In 
th1s w:-ly suiLnhle fi P J cl rhys m10 alternn.t jvc rlatP.s for per-
for m<rnCI"'? or fiel<i operr'ltions r.olJlrl he marlr· more sprci.fic to 
thµ weather anct soils of the reeion . Field losses and mois -
turP percentages also could be def ined more precisely for 
each pr oduc ing region. 
Presently the number of weather and soil suitable field 
days are defined as the minimum one could expect i n nine out 
of tAn years . Further attenr,ion should be gi ven to the con-
srriw~nces of over- extension of cRpac i ty durinr; the one year 
jn tPn nuring wh ich one couln expPct un favorable weather and 
soi] cnnnitiom; . 'l'wo approarr1es rould b0 taken to this proh-
l ~m . Th~ fjrst would he to nntim i~~ with roPfficients ap-
propri~tA to the unfavorable conni tions one expects dur ing 
the tenth year . The outcome couln then hr compar ed with the 
pJans resulting from normal weather coefficients . The se-
cond approach would be to force the "normal 11 levels of pro-
duction of each crop using coefficients which simulate the 
fewer sui tablf' field days anrt Door·er weaU1Pr conditions for 
fi810 drying one could PXpecL in Lhe tenth year . The lower 
yj 1·lcls arish1f~ from laLP planl.ine; , increasc·d fi e l d lossC's 
asf;oriatP.n with latr hnrVf~st , dif:counts ror mArkALinp· high 
111oi ::; tnre rrops c-md /or ir1creasr•n a ry i ne; c.os Ls woula lie re -
flP0 ted in lowPr in~omP . 
Aodine; 1iv0stock or.tivities to the mode l woulrl extenrl 
~reatly i ts u~efulness . On most Corn Belt farms , croppinr; 
activities must compete with l ivestock production . The 
62 
l atter may he scheduled to r equire intensive USA of labor dur-
ing periods of low labor productivity in crop production . 
Thus , livestock activitins can have strong influences on opti -
mal farm size and the optimum level of each crop activity . In 
p.:i r t icular cm farms 1 j mi tecl to crO}J prod uc ti on where farm s izu 
i ~ very l arge> or rcntine; of a.1d iLi onaJ lan(l is a realistic al -
Le r nati ve , the marr;inal product ivity of labor may be ruf-hr>d ~o 
a lower 10vel on thP last acrf~s put into crop production than 
~1ouln be in a late l"~ay-early .June swine f arr owine; enterrrise 
or a similarly scheduled livPstock act ivity . Because live-
stock activities arP not now includPd in the model , livestock-
rrnp int~ractions can not be j nvesti ga t Ad . 
OnP further a r 8R in whjch more resParch would be h i ghly 
pro~uctjvp is r ollActing mor0 accurAtr input - output coef~i­
cirntr: . Better informat ion i~ needc~a on trac tor arn'l harvest 
Pquipment time requirements , f i eld time rAquirements of machine 
operators and labor requiremPnts , the number of weather and 
soil r e l ated suitable fi~ln days , moisture percentage at har-
vest and the a ccumulated fi eld losses at the da te of harvest . 
Mor~ accurate input r,oeff iciPnts in the above areas a r e essen-
tial for progress toward morP reliable results from the anrl i -
C' H ti nY) of frirm pl rtnn i ng morle 1 ,, • 
AC KN rn:r ~DC r. M!.,N'l'S 
'!'he author ap}ireciati veJ' acknowledges tl1e e;uiciance a r,d 
suggP.st i ons of Dr . Faymono n . 2eneke dur i ng the preparnLion of 
Lhis thesjs . 
Thanks is extenclecl to my wife , Mary , for the encourar;e -
mP.nt an~ un~erstand ing whi~h wPr e also PS~~nt ial for compl etion 
of th iP th0sjs . 
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APPENDIX A: M. P . S . PROGRAM FOH PUT'I'ING THE 
S'l'ANDARDIZED SIX ROW MACHINE'RY SET PROBLEM ON TAP~' 
//J OBNAME JOB 'ACCT#,TIME=3,SIZE=128K',PROGRAMMER 
l/STE Pl EXEC MPS360,REGION.MPSEXEC=l28K 















SAVE('NAME','RFILE 1 ) 
REPORT 
MOVE (XR HS , 1 82' ) 





OUT EX IT 
PEND 
/* 
llMPSEXEC.ST EPLIB DD DSNAME=SYSl.MPSMVT,DISP=SHR 
II DO DSNAME=PROG.U9123MVL,OISP= (SHR,PASSl 
II OD DSNAME=PROG .U9123RGP ,DISP={SHR,PAS S t 
l/MPSEX EC.P ROBFILE DD UNIT=TAPE, OSNAME=SEQ .U3104RWW ,LA BEL=(, NL I, 
I I DISP=(OLO,KEEPl,VOLUME=SER=TP0347 
llMP SEXEC.REPF I LE DD UNIT=TAPE,DSNAME=SEQ.U3104RWW,LABEL=(l,NLI, 
II DISP=(OLD,KEEPl,VOLUME=SER=TP0535 





//MPSEXEC.REPWORK OD UNIT=SYSOA,SPACE=(CYL,(3),,CONTIG) 
//M PSEXEC.SYS I N DD* 
DATA SET (STANDARD IBM-MPS FORMATl 
/* 
APPFNDIX B : MAPVfL SOUT> CF PrWGn AM Fon DATA I NPUT 
PREPRO SAMPROBl,PR I NT 
ARRAY T2, ROWCNT=4, COLCN T=l 
ARRAY DATA, ROWCNT=35 , COLCNT=l7,COLS CH ( A,8 , Z) SBH ( A,8,Z I C 
LP( A,8,ZI LR ( A,8,Z ) FTR ( A, 8,Z ) TFTR ( A, 8,Z ) P ( A,8,Z ) HL ( A, 8 , ZI C 
HF(A , 8,Z ) HTF ( A,8,Z J HHF (A ,8 ,Z ) SLP(A , 8,Z J SP ( A, 8,Z I SHL( A,8 , ZJ C 
SHM ( A, 8 ,Z ) SHT ( A,8 ,Z) SHH(A, 8,Z ) 
ARRA Y VC, ROWCNT=2 , COL CNT=lO 
ARRAY T, ROWCNT=8 , COLCNT=5 
ARRAY INFO, ROWCNT=6 , CO LCNT=2,COLS PER Ol(A,8,Z I 
ARRAY YIELD, ROWCNT=S ,COLCNT=2 
ARRAY REVIZE ,ROWCNT=l,COLCNT=l,ROWS STU, COLS XDATA ( A, 8l 
ARRAY SECTION,ROWCNT=l,COLCNT=l,COLS XDATA(A,81, ROWS STU 
ARRAY ROWS, COLC NT= l,ROWCNT=l , COLS TYPEl <A,2) 
ARRAY COLL , ROWCNT=47, COLCNT=l5 
ARRAY COLS, ROWCNT=26, COLCNT=lO 
ARRAY COLC,ROWCNT=l , CO LCNT=lO 
ARRAY COLG,R OWCNT=7 , COLCNT=5 
ARRAY COLT,ROWCNT=47, COLCNT= l 6 
ARRAY COLSH, ROWCNT= l 9 , COLCNT=l6 
ARRAY COLCH, ROWCNT=31, COLCNT=35 
ARRAY COLO,ROWCNT=B , COLCNT=l 
ARRAY COLR NT, ROWCNT=5 , CO LCNT=l 
ARRAY COLO,ROWCNT=l2, COLCNT=l 
ARRAY COLH , ROWCNT=l4, COLCNT=l 
ARRAY RHS, ROWCNT=70,COLCNT=2 
ARRAY REVISE , ON ECON2 
ARRAY DSCR PT, RO WCNT=2,COLCNT=l , ROWS NAME LOCAT,C OLS DISC <A, 72 , Z) 
READ, TABULAR 
FORMAT FMTl, DATA ( Fl,W72 ,LI (/t( Fl, W72 , LI 
READ, FORMAT FM Tl, CAROCNT=2, DATA ( DSCRPT,NAME,O I SC ) ( OSCRP T, C 
LOCAT,OISC ) 
WRITE,FORMAT FMTl, DATA ( OSCRPT , NAME , DI SC ) ( DSCRPT,LOCAT, OISC ) 
ERASE , FORMAT FMTl 
FO RM AT FMTl,OATA ( Fl , Wl0 , 02 ) 6 ( Wl0 , 02 1 (/) ( Fl , Wl0 , D2 1 6 ( Wl0,02 ) 
FORMAT F~T4, DATA (Fl , Wl0 , 02 ) ( Wl0 , 02 ) ( WlO ) ( Wl0,0 2 ) ( WlOJ C 
2 (Wl0,02 1 (/) ( Fl,Wl0 , 02 ) 
REAO,F ORMAT FMT4, CAROCNT=2, DATA ( RHS,Ll,B I <INFO , RENT,PER ) C 
(INFO,RENT,OI) ( INFO,PAR,PERJ (l NFO ,HlR E,DI ) CCOLC , C,TLHC l ( RHS,C 
FXCL,B> CRHS , FXCM,B J 
WRITE,FORMAT FMT4, DATA CRHS,Ll, B> CI NFO ,RENT,PERI C 
(J NFO,RENT,DIJ (JNF O,PAR,PERI ( I NFO,H I RE,DI > ( COLC,C ,TLHC> ( RHS , C 
FXC L, B) (RHS ,FXCM,BJ 
ERASE , FORMAT FMT4 
FORMAT FMT4 , DATA <Fl,Wl0,D21 6(Wl0,D2J 
READ, FORMAT FMTl , CARDCNT=2, DATA (RHS,MRSB,BJ ( RHS ,MRRC,B)C 
(RHS,MRFP , B) (RHS,CONR,BJ (INFO,PRCNTR,PERI CT, CH,M P) (T,CH,MPLJ C 
(T,CH,MRH) (T,CH,MC) 
WRITE,FORMAT FMTl , DATA (RHS,M RSB,B > (RHS,MRRC,BJC 
( RHS,MRFP ,B) (RHS,CONR,BI (INF O,PRCNTR ,PERl (T,CH,MPI (T,C H,MPL I C 
(T,C H,MRH ) (T,C H,MCI 
<RHS,FXCLND,B)=(INFO,RENT,PER J* ( RHS,Ll,B) 
IF((INFO,HI RE,OI J. EQ. •YES') , GO TO CK42 
( COLC,C , TLHC)=-1000. 
GO TO CK41 
CK42 (COLC,C,TLHCJ=-1.0 * ( COLC,C,TLHC J 
CK41 IF((INFO, RENT,DI> .EQ.•NO' J,GO TO CH4 
( COLRNT,C,RNTLND J=-1 .0 * CI NFO,PAR ,P ER ) 
CCOLRNT,MRFP,RNTLN0 )=-.01 * (T,C H,MRH ) 
( COLRNT,MRRC ,RNTL NDl=- . 01 * (T,CH,MPL) 
C COLRNT ,~RS~,RNTLND)=-. 0 1 * (T,C H,MP) 
(COL RNT,CONR ,RNTLN0) =- . 01 * (T,CH, MC I 
GO TO CH5 
CH4 (COLRNT,C,RNTLNDJ=-1000.0 
CH5 READ , FORMAT FMT4, CAROCNT=l, DATA CCOLG,C,CSI CCOLC,C,SSELL) C 
( COLc,c,osELL ) ( COLC,C,STRSELL ) (COL C,C,HSEL L) 
WRIT E, FORMAT FMT4, DATA (COL G,C,CS t <COLC,C,SSELL) C 
( COLC,C,OSELL) CCOLC,C,STRSELL ) (COLC,C,HSELL > 
READ, FORMAT FMT4, CARDCNT=l, DATA CYIELO, CORN,MGR ) (YI ELD,SB,MGRC 
) (YI ELD,O,MGR ) (YI ELO,STR,MGR J (YI ELD,HAY,MG Rt 
WRITE,FORMAT FMT4, DATA (YI ELD,CORN,MGR J (YI ELD,SB,MGRC 
) (YI ELD ,O,MGR ) CYIEL D, STR,MGR ) (YI ELO ,HAY , MGR) 
READ, FORMAT FMT1,CARDCNT=2 , DATA (VC,CORN,M PFRM) C 
(VC,CORN,MPLFRM) CVC,CORN ,MHFRM ) (VC,CORN,MFER) CVC,CORN,MHIJ C 
CVC,CORN ,MS) (V C,CORN,Ml ) (VC,CORN ,M CP t (VC,CORN,MCPL) (VC,CORN, C 
-. ) ,..... 
MCHI 
WR!TE,F ORMAT FMTl , DATA (V C,CORN,MPFRM I C 
<VC,CORN , MPLFRMI (V C,CORN ,MHFRMI (VC,CORN,MFER I (VC, CORN , MHI I C 
(VC,C OPN ,M SI (VC ,C ORN ,~1 1 (VC,C ORN , MCP I ( VC,CORN,MCP LI <VC,C ORN , C 
MCHI 
C NOW READ THE VARIABL E COSTS FOR SOYBEANS 
READ,FORMAT FMTl, CARDCNT=2,DATA (VC,SB,MPFRM) <VC,S B,M PLFRMI C 
(VC,SB,MHFRMI ( VC,SB,MFER ) (VC, SB ,MHII (VC,SB,MSI ( VC,SB,MII C 
(VC, SB ,M CP I {VC, SB,MCPL I (VC , SB,MCH ) 
WRITE,FO RMAT FMTl, DATA {VC, SB ,MP FRM I (V C,S B,MPLFRM ) C 
(VC,$ 6 ,MHF RM I (V C,SB ,MFE RI (VC,S B,MHII (VC, SB,MS I (V C, S8,M II C 
(VC, SB ,MCP I (VC,SB,MCPL ) (VC,SB,MCH) 
READ , FORMAT FMTl,CARDCNT=l,OATA (T, CL,MP ) (T, CL,MPL I (T, CL, MRH IC 
(T,CL,MC) (T,CL, MH) 
WRIT E, FORMAT FMTl, DATA (T,CL, MP) (T,CL,MPLl(T,CL,MRH IC 
(T, CL,MCI (T,CL,MHI 
READ , FORMAT FMTl,CARDCN T=l , DATA (T,CM, MP ) (T,CM,~PLl(T,CM,MRHIC 
( T,CM,MCI (T, CM,MH ) 
WRITE, FORMAT FMTl , DATA (T,CM,M P ) (T,CM,MPLl(T,CM,MRH )C 
( T,CM,MC I (T, CM,MH I 
READ, FORMAT FMTl, CARDCNT=l, DATA ( T, CT,MP) (T, CT , MP LI (T, CT,MRHC 
I (T,CT,MC) <T,CH,MH) (T,CT,MH) 
WRITE,FORMAT FMTl, DAT A (T,CT,M P) (T, CT , MPL) ( T,CT,MRHC 
l (T,CT,MCI ( T,CH,MH ) (T,CT,MHI 
READ , FORMA T FMTl , CAROCN T=l,DA TA (T, SL ,M P) (T, SL,MPL l( T,S L, MRHIC 
(T, SL, MC I (T, SL,MHI 
WRI TE, FORMAT FM Tl, DATA (T,SL, MP ) <T, SL, MPL )(T, SL,MRH IC 
( T,SL ,MCI (T, SL,MHI 
READ , FORMAT FMTl,CARDCNT=l,DATA ( T, SM ,MP ) (T ,SM,MPL )( T,SM,MRHIC 
( T,SM,MC I (T, SM ,MHI 
WRITE, FORMAT FMTl , DA TA (T, SM,MP I (T,SM,M PLl(T, SM , MRHIC 
(T,SM,MCI (T, SM,MHI 
READ , FORMAT FMT l,CARDCNT=l, DATA ( T,ST,MP) ( T,ST ,MPLI (T, ST , MRHIC 
(T, ST , MC ) ( T,SH,MHI ( T, ST,MH ) 
WRITE, FORMAT FMTl, DATA ( T,ST,M PI ( T, ST,MPL I ( T, ST, MRH IC 
(T, ST,MCI (T , SH,MH) ( T,ST , MH t 
SET R2 ,A RR AY DA TA, BE FORE ROW Rl5 
IFCCT,CL,MP).EQ.l. 59 t, GO TO CKl 
CCO LL,LJA S,FLPOt = CT,CL, MP J 
(COLL,(OATA, * l,L RJ,( OATA,*l,LP l)=( T, CL,MP ) 
CKl IF((T,CM,MPt.EQ.1. 39 ), GO TO CK2 
CCOLL,CD ATA , * l,FTR),(OATA,*l,LP)) = ( T~CM,MPJ 
CK2 IFCCVC,C ORN ,MPF RM ) . EQ.2 .96), GO TO CK3 
CCOLL,FRM,FLPO)=(VC,CORN,MPFRM ) 
( COLL,FRM,(OATA,*l,LPJ)=(VC,CORN ,MPFRM) 
CK? IF((VC,CORN,MF ER l. EQ .1 8.00), GO TO CK33 
( COL L, FER , FLPO l =(VC, CORN ,MFER) 
( COL L,FE R,( OAT A, *l, LPl) =(VC,CORN,MFER l 
CK33 JF((VC,CORN ,MCP t. EQ . 0 . 0 1, GO TO CK32 
( COLL,CCH,FLPOl = <VC,CORN ,MCPl 
CCO LL, CCH ,(OAT A,*l, LPll = CVC,CORN ,MCPI 
CK32 IFC(INFO,P RCNTR,PER ).E Q.5.0), GO TO CK4 
CCOLL,PSP LP,SLPll=(l NFO ,PRCNTR,PERt 
( COLL,M,SLPl ) =(-. 15 1* (l NFO ,PRCNTR ,P ER l 
CCOLL,PSP LP, SLP 2 t = CI NFO, PRC NTR,PERI 
CCO LL, M, SLP 2 l=( - .1 5 )* (IN FO ,P RCN TR,PE R) 
CCOLL,PSPLP,SLP3 ) = ( 1NFO,PRCNTR,PER I 
CCOLL,M, SLP 3 1= (-.1 5 1* CI NFO ,P RCN TR,PE R) 
CCOLL,P SP LP, SLP4 l=CI NFO ,P RCN TR,PE RI 
CCOLL, M,SLP4)=(-.1 5)* (I NFO,PRCNTR,PER J 
( COL L, PSP LP, SLP 5 l=CINFO, PRC NTR,PER) 
( COLL,M,SLP 5 l =(- .1 5 l * CINF O,P RC NTR,PE R) 
( CO LL,P SP LP,SLP6 J= (I NFO, PRCNTR,PER) 
( COL L,M,SLP 6 J= (- .1 5 )* (IN FO ,PR CNTR,PER l 
CK4 I F{(T, CT,MPl . EQ .l. 39 ) , GO TO CK5 
CCOLL,(OAT A,* l,TFTR),(OATA,*l,LPl) =(T, CT,MP) 
CK5 SET Rl,A RR AY DATA, AFT ER ROW R09 
IF((T, CL,MPL).E Q •• 69 ), GO TO CK 6 
( COL S ,( OATA ,*l,LR),(OATA, * l,PJ)=(T, CL,M PLI 
CK6 I F(( T,CM,MPL l. EQ .0. 57 ), GO TO CK7 
CCOLS, ( OATA , * l,FTR),(O ATA, *l,Pll = <T, CM , MPL ) 
CK7 I FCCVC ,CORN,MHi l. EQ.6.00 ), GOTO CK8 
( CO LS,H l,(OATA, * l,Ptl = (VC, CORN ,MHI) 
CK8 IF<CVC,CQ~N , MPLFRM ). EQ.2.15 ) , GO TO CK9 
(COLS , FRM ,( DATA , *l ,Pll = CVC, CORN,MPLFRM ) 
CK9 IF((VC,CCRN,MS l. EQ.5 . 00 ) , GO TO CK34 
( COLS,S, ( DATA,*l ,P)) = (VC,CORN , MS I 
CK34 IFC <VC,COR~,MCPL).EQ.0.01 , GO TO CKl O 
( COLS,CCH,CDATA,#l,P l) = ( VC,CORN ,MCPL ) 
CKlO IF((T,CT,MPLl. FQ .0.571 , GO TO CKll 
( COLS ,( OATA,*l ,T FTR l,( OATA,* l ,P l l =(T ,C T,MPLI 
CKll JF((T,CM,MRHl.NE.0.16), GO TO CK44 
IFC(T,CM,MCl.EQ.0.30), GO TO CK45 
CK44 CCOLS , FM2,Plt=.5 * (T,C M,MRH I 
<COLS ,FM3,Pll=. 5 * (T,CM,MRH) 
( COLS , FMJ,Pl >=0.5 * CT,CM,MC ) 
( COLS,FM2 , P2 1=0.25 * CT,CM , MRH ) 
( COLS , FM3,P2 ) =.5 * (T, CM,MRH I 
( COLS,FMJ,P2 1=0.25 * CT,CM,MRH I + 0 . 25 * CT,CM,MC I 
( COLS , FM3,P3 l=0.25 * (T ,CM,MRH ) 
( CGLS,FMJ,P3 ) =0.75 * ( T,CM, MRH) 
( COLS,FM J,P4 ) =0.5 * CT, CM,MRH I 
CK45 I F CCT, CL , MRHt.NE.0 .17), GOTO CK46 
I F((T, CL,MC l. EQ.0.33 ), GO TO CK47 
CK4c CCOLS,LM2,Pl l =0 .5 * ( T, CL ,M RH ) 
CCOLS,LM3,Pl l =0.5 * ( T,CL,MRH) 
l COLS,LMJ,Pl l=0.5 * (T ,CL,MC ) 
<COLS ,LJ 2 ,Pl) =0 . 5 * CT, CL,MC I 
CCOLS , LM2,P2 1=0 . 25 * ( T,CL,MRH I 
CCOLS ,LM 3 ,P 2 1=0 . 5 * (T, CL,MRH) 
l COLS ,LMJ,P2 l =0 . 25 * ( T, CL ,MRH ) + 0.25 * ( T, CL, MCI 
l COLS , LJ2 , P2l=0.5 * (T ,CL,MCI 
( COLS,L J AS ,P 2 1 =0.25 * (T, CL,MCI 
( COLS, LM3 ,P 3 l =0.25 * CT,CL,MRH ) 
( COLS ,LMJ, P3 1=0.75 ~ (T,CL,MRH I 
( COLS ,L J 2 ,P 3 1=0 .5 * CT,CL, MC I 
<COLS ,LJ AS,P3 ) =0.5 * (T,CL,MC) 
<COLS , LMJ,P4) =0 . 5 * ( T, CL,MRHI 
( COLS ,LJ 2 , P4 1=0 . 5 * CT, CL,MRH) + 0 .5 * CT, CL ,MC) 
CCOLS,LJAS,P4 ) =0 . 5 * (T, CL, MC I 
( COLS , LJ 2 , P5 )={T,Cl,MRH) 
) 
CCOL S,LJA S,P5 ) =<T,CL,MC) 
CK47 TFC(T,CT,MRH ). NE .0.16 ), GO TO CK48 
IF((T,CT,MCl.EQ.0.30), GO TO CK49 
CK48 <COL S,TFM2,Pl l =0 . 5 * (T,CT,MRH ) 
C COLS,TF~3,Pll=0.5 * (T,CT,MRH) 
CCOLS,TF MJ,Pll =0.5 * (T,CT,MC) 
CCOLS,TFM 2,P 2 )=0.25 * (T,CT,MRHl 
CCOL S,TFM3,P2 )=0.5 * CT,CT,MRH) 
CCOLS,TFMJ,P 2l=0.25 * (T,CT,MRH) + 0.25 * ( T,CT,MCI 
CCOLS ,TFM3,P3J=0.25 * (T,CT,MRH l 
CCOLS,TFMJ,P3) =0.25 * (T,CT,MRHI 
(COLS,TFMJ,P4)=0.5 * CT,CT,MRH) 
CK49 SET Rl,ARRAY DATA, BEFORE ROW ROl 
SET R2,ARRAY DATA, AFT ER ROW R35 
IF((T,CL,MHl.EQ.l.381, GO TO CK12 
( COL CH, ( 0ATA,*1 , Hl ) , (OAT A,* l , CH) ) = ( T , CL, MH I 
CK1 2 IFC<T,CM,MHl.EO.l.2 8 ), GO TO CK1 3 
CCOLCH ,(OATA,*l,HF), COATA,*l,CH) l =CT, CM,MH) 
CK1 3 IF((VC,C ORN, MHFRMl.EQ.3.04), GO TO CK35 
( CO l C H , FR M , ( DA T A , * 1 , CH ) I = ( V C , C 0 R N , M HF R M l
CK35 IF( CVC,C ORN , MCH l .EQ.0 .0) , GO TO CK14 
<COLCH,CCH, CDATA,*l 1 CH))=CVC,CORN,MCH I 
CK14 IF((T, CT ,MHt.E Q. 0.6 8 ), GO TO CH15 
CCOLCH,CDATA,*l,HTF),(OATA,*l,CH))=(T,CT,MH) 
CH15 IFC(T,CH,MH).EQ.0.681, GO TO CH51 
CCOLCH, CDATA ,*l,HHF ),(OATA,*l,CHl)=(T,CH,MHl 
CH5l lF(lVIELO,CORN,MGR).EQ.130.0 t, GO TO CK1 5 
l COLCH,CGT,(OATA , *l,CH> >=-1.0* CY IELO,CORN,MGRt 
CCOLG,FL ,FL) =- 100./CYIELD,CORN,MGR) 
CCOLG,PSPLP,PSPLPl=-100./ (YI ELD,CORN,MGRl 
CCOLG,M,COl =-1. /(YIELO,CORN,MGRl 
CCOLG,M,CS> =-15./CYIELO,CORN,MGRl 
CK15 (COLC,C,Cll=-1.0*CVC,CORN,MJ) 
SET R2,ARRAY OATA,BEFORE ROW Rl6 
IFCCT, SL,MPl.EQ.0. 95 l, GO TO CKl6 
CCOLT,LJAS,SFLPO) =(T,SL,MPt 
CCOLT ,( DA TA,*l,LRl,(OATA,*l,SLPl )= (T,SL,MPl 
J 
n 
CKlc SET R2,A RRAY DATA,BEFORE ROW Rl5 
l F((T,SM,MPl . EQ.0.83), GO TO CK17 
( COLT, ( DATA , *l,FTR), ( DATA , *ltSLP )l = (T, SM,MPJ 
CK17 SET R2,ARRAY DATA, AFTER ROW Rl5 
I F<<V C,SB,MPFRM).EQ.l.75 ) , GO TO CK18 
(COLT,SFRM,SFLPOl=(VC, SB , MPFRM ) 
<COLT,SFRM,(DATA,*l,SLP )) = (VC,SB,MPFRM) 
CK18 !F((VC,SB,MFER).EQ.5.40), GO TO CK36 
( COLT,SFER,SFLPOl=(VC , SB,MFER l 
(COLT,SFER,(DATA,*l,SLPtl=<VC,SB,MFER) 
CK36 IF((VC,SB,MCP).EQ.0.0), GO TO CK19 
(COLT ,SCH,SFLPOl=(VC ,S B,MCP ) 
CCOLT ,SCH,( OATA,*l,SLP ll=(VC,SB,MCPI 
CK19 SET R2 ,ARRAY DATA, BEFORE ROW Rl5 
JF((T,ST,MPl.EQ.0.86), GO TO CK20 
( COLT,(DATA,*l,TFTR ) , ( OATA , *l,SLP )l = (T, ST,MP) 
CK20 SET R2,ARRAY DATA, AFTER ROW Rl5 
SET Rl,ARRAY DATA , AFTER ROW RlO 
I F( ( T,SL,MPL).EQ.0 . 69), GO TO CK21 
( COLS, ( DATA,*l,LR) ,( 0ATA , *l 9 SP ll = (T, SL, MPL ) 
CK21 IF((VC,SB,MPLFRM).EQ.2.50), GO TO CK22 
(COLS,SFRM,(OATA,*l,SPll = (VC, SB,MPLFRM ) 
CK22 I F((T,SM,MPLl.EQ.0.56 ) , GO TO CK52 
CK52 (COLS,FMl, SPl l = (T, SM,MPLI 
( COLS,FM2 , SP2 1=CT, SM,MPL ) 
<COLS , FM3,SP3 1=(T, SM ,MPLI 
( COLS,FMJ,SP4l = (T,SM, MPL ) 
CK23 I F((V C, SB,MH il. EQ.4 .00) , GO TO CK24 
( COLS,SH, ( OATA,*l,SP l) = (VC, SB , MHI I 
CK24 IF( ( VC,SB,MS l. EQ .4.00J, GO TO CK37 
<COLS,SS ,< DATA,*1,SP l) = (V C,SB,MS I 
CK37 lF((VC,SB,MCPLl.EQ.0.0), GO TO CK25 
<COLS,SCH, (DATA,*l,SP )) = (VC, SB ,MCPL) 
CK2 5 SET RZ,ARRAY DATA , BEFORE ROW Rl 5 
IF((T,ST,MPLl.E Q. 0.56), GO TO CK26 
<COLS, ( OATA,*l , TFTR l,( OATA,*l , SP )) =(T, ST , MPL I 
CK26 I F(( T, SM,MRH ). NE.0 . 22 1, GO TO CK50 
IF((T,SM,MCl.EQ.0.33), GO TO CK56 
CK50 (COLS,FM2,SP1J=0.25 * (T,SM,MRH) 
(COLS,FM3 ,SP1) =0.5 * (T,SM,MRH) 
(COLS,FMJ,SPll=0.25 * (T,SM,MRHI 
(COLS, FM3,SP2t=0.25 * (T,SM,MRH) 
CCOLS, FMJ,SP21=0.25 * CT,SM,MRH) 
(COLS, FMJ,SP3)=0.33 * (T,SM,MRH) 
CK56 IF((T,SL,MRHl.NE.0.20), GO TO CK57 
lF((T,SL,MCt.EQ.0.30), GO TO CK53 
CK57 CCOLS,LM2,SPlt=0.25 * (T,SL,MRHI 
(COLS,LM3,SP11=0.5 * (T,SL,MRHJ 
CCOLS,LMJ,SPlJ=0.25 * (T,SL,MRHI 
CCOLS,LJ2,SPll=0.5 * (T,SL,MCI 
<COLS,LJAS ,SPll =0.5 * (T,SL,MC) 
(COLS,LM3,SP21=0.25 * CT,SL,MRH) 
(COLS,LMJ,SP2)=0.5 * (T,SL,MRHI 
CCOLS,LJ2 ,SP 21=0.25 * CT,SL,MRH) + 0.5 * (T,SL,MCI 
CCOLS,LJAS,SP21=0.5 * (T,SL,MCI 
(COLS,LMJ, SP3 1=0.33 * (T,SL,MRHI 
CCOLS,LJ2,SP3)=0.67 * (T,SL,MRH) + 0 .33 * CT,SL,MC) 
CCOLS,LJAS,SP31=0.67 * (T,SL,MCI 
CCOLS,LJ2,SP41=0.5 * (T,SL,MRHJ 
(COLS,LJAS,SP41=0.5 * CT,Sl,MRHJ + CT, SL,MC) 
(COLS,LJAS,SP5)=(T,SL,MRHl+(T,SL,MCI 
CK53 IFC(T,ST,MRHl.NE.0.221, GO TO CK54 
IF((T,ST,MC).EQ •• 30 1, GO TO CK55 
CK54 <COLS,TFM2,SP1)=0.25 * (T,ST,MRHI 
CCOLS,TFM3,SP11=0.5 * (T,ST,MRH) 
CCOLS,TFM J, SPll=0.25 * (T,ST,MRHI 
(COLS,TFM3, SP2 1=0 .25 * (T,ST,~RHI 
(COLS,TFMJ,SP2) =0.5 * (T,ST,MRHI 
(COLS ,TFMJ,SP31=0.33 * CT,ST,MRH) 
CK55 SET Rl, ARRAY DATA,BEFORE ROW ROl 
SET R2, ARRAY DATA, AFTER ROW Rl6 
IF((T,SL,MHl.EQ.0.99), GO TO CK27 
CCOLSH, (OATA,*1,SHLl,(DATA,*l,SBHll =(T,SL,MHI 
CK27 IF((T,SM,MHl.EQ.l.06), GO TO CK28 
( COLSH, ( OAt A, *l,SHM l,( OA TA,*l, SBH I l=(T, SM , MH) 
CK28 l F((VC,SB ,MHFRM ). EQ. l. 28 ), GO TO CK38 
(COLSH ,SFRM,C OATA,•l, SBHI l = CV C,SB,MHFRM ) 
CK38 IFCCVC, SB ,MCH l .EQ.0 . 0 ), GO TO CK29 
CCOLSH,SCH, CDATA,* l, SBH l) = (VC, SB,MCH I 
CK 29 IF((T, ST,MH). EQ.0.53 ), GO TO CK40 
( COLSH , ( DATA, *l,SHT ),C DATA,•l,S BH )) =( T, ST,MH) 
CK40 IF((T, SH ,MHl.E Q.0.53 ), GO TO CH30 
( COLSH, ( DATA,*l, SHH l,(DATA,*l, SB HI l=CT, SH , MH I 
CH 30 IF((YIELD,S B, MGRl.EQ.40 .0) , GO TO CK30 
( (0LSH,SB6 ,(DATA,*l , SBH ll=-l .O * CYI ELD ,SB,M GR I 
< COLG ,PLPLH, SFL l =-100.0 /(YIELD, SB ,~G~ I 
CK30 CCOLC , C,SBi l =-1.0*(VC,SB ,Ml) 
REA D,FORMAT FMT4, CARDCNT=l, DATA ( COLO,OF RM, OP I CCOLO , OFER,OP I C 
CCOLO ,OSEED, OP t (COLO, OMHIRE ,OPJ CCOLO,OHHELP,OPJ CCOLC,C,OIA I 
WRITE, FORMAT FMT4, DATA CCOLO,OFRM,OPI CC OLO, OFER,OP ) C 
(COLO , OSEED , OP ) CCOLO , OMH I RE ,OP I ( COLO , OHHELP, OPI <C DLC,C,O I AI 
( COLC , C,OIAl=-1.0 * CCOLC,C,OIAI 
READ, FORMAT FMT4,CARDCNT=l , DATA CCOLO ,LAl, OP ) CCOLO ,LJA S, OP I C 
CCOLO ,FAl, OP ) <COLO ,TFAl,OP) 
WRITE , FORMAT FMT4, DATA CCOLO,LAl , OP) CCOLO,L J AS , OP I C 
<COLO,FAl,OPI CCOLO,TF Al,OPl 
· (COLO, OGR , OPI= -1.0 * CYIELD,O,MGRI 
CCOLO,OSTR , OP I = -1.0 * CYI ELD ,STR,MGR ) 
READ,FORMAT FMT4, CARDCNT=l, DATA ( lNFO,NYIM,PERI CCOLH,HFRM,MP) C 
( COLH,HF ER,M PI ( COLH,HSEED,MPI CCOLH , HMHIRE,MPI CC OLH,HHHELP , MP) C 
CCOLC , C,HlAl 
WRIT E , FORMAT FMT4 , DATA (I NFO , NY I M, PER I (C OLH,HFRM,MP I C 
<COLH,HFER,MPI ( COLH,HSEED,MPJ CCOLH,HMHI RE,MP I CCOLH,HHHELP,MP ) C 
<COLC,C,HIA) 
CCO LC,C,HIAI = - 1. 0 * CCOLC, C,HI AI 
READ ,FORMAT FMT4 ,CARDCNT=l, OA TA ( COLH ,L Al, MP t( T2,HL2 , MHI (T2 , HL, C 
MH) ( COLH ,F Al,MP t (T 2 , HM ,MHI ( COLH ,TFAl, MP I (T Z, HT,MH l 
WRI TE , FOR MAT FM T4 , DATA ( COLH,LAl,MPl(T2,HL2, MH ) ( T2 ,HL, C 
MHI ( COLH,FAl ,MPI (T 2,HM,MHI (CO LH,TFAl,MP) <T Z,HT,MH I 
( COLH ,L MJ,MP) = . 2 * (T2,HL,MHt 
( ( 0LH,LJ 2 ,MP) = . 2 * (T 2 ,HL,MHt 
(COLH,LJAS,MP >= .6 * (T2,HL,MH) + (T2,HL2,MH) 
(COLH,FMJ,MP I = . 2* (T2,HM,MH) 
( COLH,TFMJ,MP)=.2* ( T2,HT,MHJ 
CCOLH,HAY,MPl =-1 .0 * ( YIELD,HAY,MGR I 
IFCCINFO,NYIM,PER).EQ.2.0), GO TO CK60 
( COLD,LTM,0120)=-l.O * ( INFO,NYIM,PER) 
CCOLO,LTM,OP) =-1.0 * (INFO,NYIM,PER> 
CK60 CREVIZE ,STU,XDATAl=PROBl 
FILE REVIZE,ON ECON2, AS REVISE , AT POSI TI ON, COMMUNICATION FORM 
FORMAT FMT2, DATA (Fl,Wl0,02) 6(Wl0,02) (/)(Fl,Wl0,02) 6(Wl0,02) C 
(/) (Fl,Wl0, 02 1 6(Wl0,02) 
FORMAT FMT3, DATA (Fl,WlO) 3(Wl0,021 (WlOI 
READ, FORMAT FMT3,CAROCNT=l, DATA CINFO,PAR,011 CI NFO,OET,PER I C 
CCOL O,C,01201 CRHS,CONB,B) (INFO,PRCNTR,011 
WRITE,FORMAT FMT3, DATA <INFO,PA R,OI I (I NFO , OET,PERI C 
CCOLO,C,01201 (RH S,CONB ,B> CINFO,PRCNTR,Dl) 
IF((INFO,PAR , Di t.E Q.'NO'), GO TO CH6 
(RHS,DA20 , 8 )=.20*(1NFO,DET,PERt 
READ, FORMAT FMT4,CAROCNT=l,OATA (COLO,DFRM,0120) C 
CCOLO, OSEE0 ,0120) CCOLO,LAl,01 20 1 C 
CCOLO,LJA S,0 120 ) CCOLO,FAl,0120) CCOLD,TFAl,0120) 
WRITE,FORMAT FMT4, DATA ( COLO,OFRM,OI201 C 
(COLO,OSEEO,OI 20 ) (COLO,LAl,01 20 1 C 
CCOLD,LJ AS,O I 20 ) CCOLO,FAl,0120) (COLO,TFAl,0120) 
GO TO CK61 
CH6 (RHS,DA20, Bl =0 .000001 
CRHS ,CON~ , B )=0.000001 
CK 61 CSECTION,STU,XOATAl=COLUMNS 
FILE SECTI ON,ON ECON2, COMMUNICATION FORM 
CSECTION,STU,XOATAt=MOOIFY 
FILE SECTION, ON ECON2 , COMMUNICATION FORM 
FILE COLL,ON ECON2, COMMUNICATION FORM 
FILE COLS,ON ECON2, COMMUNICATION FORM 
FILE COLCH, ON ECON2,COMMUNlCATION FORM 
FILE COLC,ON ECON2, COMMUNICATION FORM 
FILE COLG,ON ECON2, COMMUNICAT I ON FORM 
FILE COLT,ON ECON2, COMMUNICATION FORM 
FILE COLSH, ON ECON2,COMMUNICATION FORM 
FILE COLD,ON ECON2, COMMUNICATION FORM 
FILE COLRNT,ON ECON2,COMMUNICATION FORM 
FILE COLO,ON ECON2, COMMUNICATION FORM 
FILE COLH,ON ECON2, COMMUNICATION FORM 
(SECTION,STU,XDATA)=RHS 
FILE SECTION,ON ECON2, COMMUNICATION FORM 
(SECTION,STU,XDATA)=MODIFY 
FILE SECTION,ON ECON2, COMMUNICATION FORM 
REAO,FORMAT FMT2,CARDCNT=3, DATA (INFO,HIRE,PER) 
LAlR,B) (RHS,LA2R,B) (RHS,LM1R,B)(RHS,LM2R,B) (RHS,LM3R,B) 
LMJR,B) (RHS,LJ2 R,B) (RHS,LJASR,BJ(RHS,LSOR,B) 
L02R,B) (RHS,L03 R,B) (RHS,LONR,B)(RHS,LN2R,B) (RHS,LN3R,B) 
LNDR,B) (RHS,L02R,B) 















( ~ HS,C 
(RHS,C 
READ, FORMAT FMT2, CAROCNT=2, DATA(RHS,FAl,B) (RHS,FA2,B) (RHS, C 
FMl,B) (RHS,FM2,B) (RHS,FM3,B) (RHS,FMJ,B) (RHS,FSO,B) (RHS,F02,BC 
) (RHS,F03,B) (RHS,FON,Bt (RHS,FN2,B) (RHS,FN3,B) (RHS,FND,B) C 
(RHS,F02,B) 
WRITE,FORMAT FMT2, DATA(RHS,FAl,B) (RHS,FA2,B) (RHS, C 
FMl,B) (RHS,FM2,B) (RHS,FM3,B) (RHS,FMJ,B) (RHS,FSO,B) (RHS,F02,BC 
) (RHS,F03,B) (RHS,FON,B) (RHS,FN2,B) (RHS,FN3,B) (RHS,FNO,B) C 
(RHS,F02,B) 
READ, FORMAT FMT2, CARDCNT=2,0ATA (RHS,TFAl,B) (RHS,TFA2,B) (RHS,C 
TFMl,B) (RHS,TFM2,B) (RHS,TFM3,B) (RHS,TFMJ,B) (RHS,TFSO,B)(RHS,C 






DATA (RHS,TFAl,BI (RHS,TFA2,B) (RHS,C 
(RHS,TFM3,B) (RHS,TFMJ,B) (RHS,TFSO,B)(RHS,C 
(RHS,TFON,B) (RHS,TFN2,B) (RHS,TFN3,B)(RHS,C 
READ, FORMAT FMT2, CARDCNT=l, OATA (RHS,HFSO,B) (RHS,HF02,B) (RHSC 
rHF03,B) {RHS,HFON,BI (RHS,HFN2,B) (RHS,HFN3,Bt (RHS,HFNO,B) 
en 
0 
WRITE,FORMAT FMT2, DATA (RHS,HF SO,B t ( RHS,HF02,B ) ( RHSC 
, HF03 , Bl ( RHS ,HFON,Bt (RHS,H FN2 ,8t (RHS,HFN3,8t CRHS,HFND,B > 
I F(( I NFO,H I RE ,PER t .EQ.7.0 t, GO TO CK58 
( RHS, LAl R,81 =17.14* (RH S,LAlR ,81 
{RHS,LA2R , Bl =8.57 * ( RHS,LA2R,B) 
(RHS ,L Ml R,Bl =B.57 * <RHS,LMlR ,B• 
( RHS ,LM2R , B) =8. 57 * (RHS,LM2R,B ) 
(RHS,LM3R,Bl=8.57 * (RHS,LM 3R ,BI 
( RHS,LMJR,B l =8 . 57 * (RHS ,LMJ R,BI 
( RHS ,LJ 2R , B) =8.57 * (RHS,LJ 2R ,B) 
(RHS ,LJASR,8 ) =83.13 * ( RHS ,LJ ASR,B ) 
( PHS,LSOR ,Bl = 9.43 * ( RHS, LS OR , 8 ) 
( RHS,L02R,B I = 8.57 * ( RHS,L02R , B, 
( RHS,L03R,B ) = 8.57 * (RHS,L 03R ,B) 
( RHS ,L ONR , BI = 8.57 * (RHS,LON R,Bl 
( RHS ,L N2R,B l = 8.57 * ( RHS,L N2R,B • 
( RHS , LN3R , 9 ) = 8.57 * ( RHS ,L N3R,B ) 
( RHS ,L NDR , BI= 8.57 * CRHS,LNOR,B, 
( RHS, LD2R ,B) = 9.43 * (RHS,LD2R,B ) 
CRHS, FAl,B ) = 9 .700 * CRHS,FAl,B) 
( RHS,FA2,B l =5 . 86 * ( RHS, FA2 ,B) 
<RHS , FM1 ,B) =5.32 * (RH S, FMl, B) 
( RHS ,FM2,B )=5.83 * ( RH S,FM2,B I 
( RHS ,F M3 , Bl =6.0l * ( RHS ,FM3 , BI 
( P.HS , FMJ,B ) =5.50 * ( RHS,FMJ, Bl 
(RHS ,F SO , Bl =7.1 3 * ( RHS,FSO , Bl 
( RHS ,F02,8 l =6 . 55 * ( RHS,F02 , B) 
( RHS ,F 03 ,Bl =6.68 * (RHS,F03,B) 
( RHS , FON ,Bl= 6 .90 * ( RHS,FON,B) 
( RH S,FN 2 , Bl =6.34 * ( RHS,FN2,B ) 
(RHS ,FN3 ,B)= 5 . 87 * (RHS,FN3,Bt 
( QHS,FND,B l =3.69 * (RHS,FND ,Bt 
( PHS , F02 , Bt=l.46 * (R HS,F02,B ) 
( RHS,TFAl , 8 ) =9 .700 * ( RHS,TFA l,B) 
(RHS,TFA2,B> =S .86 * (RHS,TFA2,B) 
CRHS,TFM1 , Bt =5 .32 * (RHS,TFMl,Bl 
(RHS,TFM2 , B)=5.83 * CR HS ,TFM2,Bl 
(RHS,TFM3,B ) =6 .0l * (RHS,TFM3,Bt ( RHS ,TF MJ, 8 )= 5.50 * ( RH S,TFMJ,8) (RHS,TFS0, 8 1=7 .13 * (RHS,TFS0,8) (RHS,TF02 , B) =6 .55 * (RHS,TF02,B) (RHS,TF03,8 1=6 .68 * (RHS,TF03,8) (RHS,TFON,8)=6.90 * (RHS,TFON,8) (RHS,TFN2,8) =6.34 * (RHS,TFN2,Bt (RHS,TFN3,8)=5 .87 * (RHS,TFN3,B) (RHS,TFN0,8 )=3 .69 * (RHS,TFNO,B) <RHS,TF02,8)=l.46 * CRH S,TF02,Bt {RHS,HFS0,8)=7.13 * (RHS,HFSO,B) ( RHS ,HF02,8) =6 . 55 * ( RHS ,HF02,B) (RHS,HF03,B)=6.68 * ( RHS,HF03,B t ( RHS ,HFON,8 ) =6.90 * CRHS,HFON,8) (RHS,HFN2,8)=6.34 * (RHS,HFN2,Bl (RHS,HFN3,8) =5 .87 * ( RH S , HF N 3 , B t (RHS,HFN0 ,8) =3.69 * (RHS,HFND,8J GO TO CK59 ? 
CK58 (RHS,LAlR,81=20.00* (RHS,LAlR,B) "\) 
(RHS,LA2R,8l=l0.0 * (RHS,LA2R,81 
(RHS,LMlR,Bl =lO .O * (RHS,LMlR,B) 
(RHS,LM2 R,B)=l0.0 * (RHS,LM2R,B) <RHS,LM3 R,B l=l0.0 * (RHS,LM3R,B) CRHS,LMJ R,BJ=lO.O * (RHS,LMJR,Bl (RHS,LJ2R,8)=10.0 * CRHS,LJ2R,B) 
(RHS,LJAS R,8)=97.00 * (RHS,LJASR,BI (RHS,LS OR , Bl = 11.0 * (RHS,LSOR,8) (RHS,L02R,Bl= 10.0 * (RHS,L02R,8) ( RH S , L 03 R, B) = 10.0 * (RHS,L03R,B) 
(RHS,LONR,8l= 10.0 * (RHS,LONR,Bt (RHS,LN2R,Bt = 10.0 * (RHS,LN2R,Bt 
(RHS,LN3R ,B) = 10.0 * (RHS,LN3R,B) (RHS,LNO R,Bl = 10.0 * (RHS,LNDR,B) 
(RHS,L02R, Bl = 11.0 * (RHS,LD2R,BI 
(RHS,FAl,Bl = 11.32 * (RHS,FAl,B) (RHS,FA2,Bl =6 .84 * (RH S, F A2, 8 t 
( RH S , FM 1 , B ) = 6. 21 * (RHS,FMl,BI 
( RHS,FM2,8 ) =6.80 * (RHS,FM2,B) 
(RHS ,FM3,B)=7.0l * (RHS,FM3,B) ( RHS,FMJ,8)=6.42 * (RHS,FMJ,B) 
(RHS,FSO,B ) =S.32 * (RHS,FSO,B) 
(RHS,F02,B)=7.64 * (RHS,F02,B) ( RHS,F03,B)=7.79 * ( RHS,F03 ,B) ( RHS,FON,B)=8.05 * (RHS,FON,Bl 
(RHS,FN2,B)=7.40 * (RHS,FN 2 ,B) 
(RHS,FN3,B)=6.85 * ( RHS,FN3,B ) ( RHS,FN0,0 ) =4.31 * (RHS,FND,Bt (RHS,F02,B)=l.70 * (RHS,FD2,B) 
CRHS,TFAl,Bt=ll.32 * ( RHS ,T FAl ,8) 
(RHS,TFA2,B) =6.84 * ( RHS,TFA2,B ) (RHS,TFM1,Bt=6.21 * (RHS,TFMl,BJ (RHS,TFM2,B)=6.80 * lRHS,TFM2,B t (RHS,TFM3,B)=7.0l * (RHS,TFM3,BJ (RHS,TFMJ,B)=6.42 * ( RHS,TFMJ,Bl (RHS,TFS 0,6 )=8.32 * (RHS,TFSO,B> X> w ( RHS,TF02,B t=7.64 * (RHS,TF02,B) ( RHS,TF03 , B) =7 .79 * ( RHS,TF03,B ) (RHS,TFON,BJ=S.05 * (RHS ,TFON,B ) ( RHS,TFN2,B ) =7.40 * (RHS,TFN2,Bt (RHS,TFN3,S)=6.85 * (RHS,TFN3,B) (RHS,TF~0,8 ) =4.31 * (RHS,TFND,Bl ( RHS,TFD2,B ) =l.70 * ( RHS,TF D2,B) 
( RHS , HFS0,8 ) =8.32 * (RHS,HFSO,Bl ( ~HS,HF02,B J=7.64 * (RHS,HF02,B) (RHS,HF03,6)=7.79 * CRHS,HF03,B) (RHS,HFON,8)=8.05 * (RHS,HFON,B) ( R~S,HFN2,B t =7 .40 * (RHS,HFN2,B) (RHS,HF N3,B)=6.85 * (RHS,HFN3,Bl (RHS,HF ND ,Bf =4.31 * CRHS,HFNO,Bl CK59 ($COMMUN,~ l ,Cll=O.O 
IF( ( INFO,PAR,Ol t.EQ.'NO'), GO TO CK39 
IF( ( INF O,PRCNTR,0 1) .NE.'YES'), GO TO CK39 
( RHS ,*l, B2 ) =(RHS,*l ,BJ 
( RHS,DA20 ,B2J =O.O 
( RHS,CONB , 821=0.0 
(SCOM MUN , Rl, Cll =l.O 
CK39 FILE RHS, ON ECO N2 , COMMUNICATION FORM 
(S ECT I ON ,STU,XDATA) =ENOAT A 
FILE SECTION, ON ECON2,COMMUN ICATION FORM 
RETURN 
PEND 
*DATA CH SBH LP LR FTR TFTR P HL HF HTF HHF SLP 
R" 1 CHl:'.11 S Hl" 1 FL Pl LSO FS O TFSO LSO FS O TF SO HFSO SFLPl 
R02 CH1r2 SHl "'2 FLP2 L02 F02 TF 02 L02 F02 TF 02 HF02 SFLP2 
RC 3 CH1 03 S Hl 'J 3 FLP3 L03 F03 TF03 L03 F03 TF 03 HF 03 SF LP 3 
RC\4 C Hl C' 4 SH11')4 FLP4 LO N FON TF ON LON FON TFON HF ON SF LP4 
Rn s CHI O 5 SH201 FLPS LN 2 FN 2 TFN2 LN 2 FN2 TF N2 HFN2 SFLP 5 
R06 C Hl r. 6 SH2"'2 FLP6 LN3 FN 3 TFN3 LN3 FN3 TFN3 HFN3 SFLP6 
R'17 CH1 ~7 SH2~3 FLP7 LN D FND TFND LNO FND TF NO HFND SF LP7 
ROS C H2'l 1 SH21J4 FLP8 LD 2 FD2 TFD2 LS O FSO TFS O HF SO SF LP8 
R09 CH202 SH302 SL Pl LAl FAl TFAl L0 2 F02 TF 02 HF02 SSLPl 
Rl O CH203 SH303 SLP2 LA 2 FA2 TFA2 Pl l 03 F03 TF03 HF03 SSLP2 
Rl l CH204 SH304 SLP3 LMl FMl TFMl P2 LON FON TFON HFON SSLP3 
Rl 2 C H2 r:' 5 SH402 SL P4 LM 2 FM2 TF M2 P3 LN2 FN2 TF N2 HFN2 SSLP4 
Rl3 CH21"6 SH403 SLP 5 LM3 FM3 TFM3 P4 LN3 FN3 TF N3 HF N3 SS LP 5 
Rl 4 CH20 7 SH404 SLP6 LMJ FMJ TFMJ PS LND FN D TF NO HFNO SSLP6 
R15 C H3CI 1 SH503 LJ2 LSO FSO TF SO HF SO SSLP7 
Rl6 CH302 SH504 l02 F02 TF02 HF02 
R17 CH3f'l3 L03 F03 TF03 HF03 :n 
Rl 8 C H3 04 LON FON TFON HFON \ .]\ 
Rl 9 CH305 LN2 FN2 TF N2 HFN2 
R20 CH3f'6 LN3 FN3 TF N3 HFN3 
R21 CH307 LN D FND TFND HFND 
R 22 C H401 LSO FS O TFS O HFSO 
R 23 C H4C' 2 L02 F02 TF 02 HF0 2 
R. 24 CH403 L03 F03 TF03 HF03 
R25 C H4('4 LON FON TF ON HFON 
R26 C H4 C' 5 LN2 FN2 TFN 2 HFN2 
R27 C H4C' 6 LN3 FN3 TF N3 HFN3 
R28 CH407 LNO FND TFNO HFN D 
R 2° CHSC' l LS O FSO TF SO HFSO 
R 3':' CH502 L0 2 F02 TF02 HF02 
R 31 CH51"3 L0 3 F03 TF 03 HF 03 
R 32 CH5t;4 LO N FON TF ON HFON 
R33 CH 5G5 LN 2 FN2 TF N2 HFN2 
R34 CH5C6 LN 3 FN3 TF N3 HFN3 
R 35 C H5" 7 LNO FND TFNO HFNO 
* SP SH L SHM SH T SHH 
R" 1 L02 F02 TF02 HF02 
RC2 L03 F03 TF03 HF03 
R03 LON FON TFON HFON 
p 04 LN2 FN2 TFN2 HFN2 
RC'5 L02 F02 TF02 HF02 
R06 L03 F03 TF03 HF03 
R"..'7 LON FON TFON HFON 
Ri:'18 LN2 FN2 TFN2 HFN2 
R':'.19 L03 F03 TF 03 HF03 
R l t:' LON FON TF ON HFON 
Rll SPl LN2 FN2 TFN2 HFN2 
Rl2 SP2 L03 F03 TF03 HF03 
Rl3 SP3 LON FON TFON HFON 
Rl4 SP4 LN2 FN2 TFN2 HFN2 
Pl5 SP5 LON FON TFON HFON 
Rl6 LN2 FN2 TFN2 HFN2 




J\PPF.NDI X C : Rf·:POH'r Gr<NFPATOF SOli RCr: 
P!!OGRAM FOR TIEPOETING 'l'Hl:. SC•LUT IOti S 
NAME PROBl 
0 A,DM VC= 'MI SC. VARIABLE COSTS' & A,D S= 'SEED' & A,DF ER= 'F ERTILIZE R' 
0 A,DSH='HERB1CIDE ' & A,DHT= 1 HERBICIOE AND I NSECTIC I DE ' 
0 A,DLH10='JUNE 20 - SEPT. 24 ' 
0 A,DCHTR='MACHINE HIRE' 
0 A,DLH3='APR. l- 2C' & A,DLH4='APR. 21-30' & A,DLH5='MAV 1-10 ' 
0 A,DLH6='MAY ll-2C' f. A,OLH7= ' MAY 21-30' & A,OLH8='MAY 31 -JUNE 9 ' 
D A,OLH9='JUNE lC-19' & A,DLH12= ' SEPT. 25 - OCT . 5 ' 
D A,DLH13 =' 0CT. 6-15' & A,DLH14= ' 0CT. 16-25' f. A,DLH16='N OV. 5-14 ' 
D A,DLH15='0CT. 26 - NOV. 4 ' & A,DLH17='NOV . 15-24' 
D A,DLH18='NOV. 25 - DEC. 4 ' & A,DLH19='DEC. 5-15 ' 
T-N,PAR=X,OI20 - E,l.C., REP 
H THIS SECTION REPORTS THE OPTIMUM SOLUTION WITH 20 .oai PARTICIPATI 
C ON I N THE SET-ASIDE PROGRAM 
T ,RFP2 
L REP 
H THIS SECTION REPORTS THE OPT I MUM SOLUTION WITH NO SET-ASIDE PROGR 







H INCOME STATEMENT 
H INCOME.= 
H 
I E, '$' 
SOYBEAN SALES 
I X, SS ELL 
H 




c , cs 
SET-ASIDE 
I x, 012c * c,012r 
H OAT SAL ES 
PAYMENTS 
T N,OIN=X,OSELL * C,OSELL 
H STRAW VALU E OR SALES 








H HAY VALU E OR SALES ******•** 
I N,HIN=X,HSELL * C,HSELL 
H TOT AL GROSS INCOME ****** ·** 
I N,TGI= X,DI20 *C,0120 + x,cs * c,cs + x,SSELL * C, SSELL 
C +N,OIN + N,STRIN + N,HIN 
H EXPENSES 
H SOYBEANS 
H FUEL, OIL, REPA I RS AND 
El l,DMVC & 2,SFRM 
El l,DFER & 2 ,S FER 
El l,O SH & 2,SH 
El l, OS & 2,ss 
El l,O CH I R & 2,SCHIR 
H INTE RES T ON VA RI ABLE COSTS ******•** 
I x , SBI * C,S BI * E,-1 . ~ 
H SUBTOTAL ******·** 
I N,SEXP= X, SFER + X, SH + x,ss +( X, SBI * c,SBI * E,-1. 0 1 + x,SFRM 
C + X,SCHIR 
H CORN 
H FUEL, OIL, REPAIR S AN O 
El l,OMVC & 2,FRM 
El !,OFER & 2,F ER 
El l,DHI & 2 ,HI 
El l,os & 2,SE ED 
H DRYING ****** ·** 
I X, CD * C, CD * E, -1 . 0 
El l,OCHIR & 2 , CCH I R 
H INT ERES T ON VARIA BLE COS TS ******·** 
I x,cl * c,CI * E,-1.0 
H SUBTOTAL ****** •** 
I N,CEXP= x,FER + x ,HI + X, SEED +x, co * c,co * E,-1.0 + x,CI * c , CI * 
C E,-1.0 + X,F RM + X,CCHIR 
H SET-ASI DE ACRES 
H FU EL, OIL, REPA I RS AND 
El l,OMVC & 2 , DIFRM 
H COVER CROP SEED COSTS ******•** 
l X, DISFEO 
El 1 , DCHIR & 2 , DI CH IR 
H SUBTO TAL 
I N,OIEXP=X , OIF~M + X, DI SEEO + X,DICHIR 




FUEL, OIL , REPA I RS AND 
1 , DMVC & 2,0FRMA 
1,DFER & 2,0FERA 
~1 1,os & 2 , osEEDA 
El 1, DCH I P & 2 , 0MH l RE A 
H HOURLY HI PED LA BOR COS TS 
I N,OEXPA=X,OHH~LPA 
H INTEREST ON VARIABLE COSTS 








N, OFXP=N ,OEXP + X, OFRM A+X,OFERA + X,OSEEDA + 
HAY 
x , OMH I RE A + x,OHH ELPA 
H FUE L, OIL, REPA I RS AND 
E! l,OMVC & 2 ,HFRMA 
El l,DFER & 2,HFERA 
El 1,DS & 2,HSEEDA 
El t,OCHIR & 2 ,HMHIREA 
H HOUR LY HIRED LABOP COSTS 
I N, HEXP A=X ,H HHE LP A 
I NTEREST ON VARIA BLE COS TS 







I N,HEXP=N,HEXP + x,HFRMA + x,HFERA + x,HSEEDA + x,HMHIREA + x,HHHE LPA 
"3 H 
r 
OTHER HIRED LABOR COSTS ******•** 
N,T HLC=X,TLHC * C,TLHC * E,-1.n 
H 
l 
TOTAL VARIABL E COSTS 
N,TVC=N , SEXP + N,CEX P + N,OIEXP 
H RETUPNS OVEQ VARIABL E COSTS 
l N,TGI - N,TVC 
******·** 






TOTAL FIXED MACHIN ERY COSTS ******·** 
X, T F(M 




H TOTAL FIXED LAND COSTS ****** ·** 
I X,TFCLND 
H LAND RENTAL ****·** ACRES ******·** 
T X, RNTLNO 
I X,RNTLND * C,RNTLND * E,-1.0 
H RETURNS TO MANA GEMENT 
c ******·** 
I N,TGI - N,TVC - X,TFCM -X,TFCL -X,TFCLND +X,RNTLND *C,RNTLND 
TH SOYBEANS 
N N,TAP=X,SPl + x,SP2 + X,SP3 + x,SP4 + x,SP5 
N N,TBH=X,SSELL 
N N,BPA=N,TBH I N,TAP 
H TOTAL AC RES PLANTED ******•** 
I N,TAP 





AVE RAGE YI ELD 
******·** 
******·** 




N,9PA=N,TBH I N,TAP 
TOTAL ACRES PLANTED 
I N,TAP 
H TOTAL BUSHELS HARVESTED 
l N,TBH 
H AVERAGE YIELD 
I N,BPA 
2H OATS ANC STRAW 
N N,TAP-=X,OP 
N N,TBH=X,OSELL 
N N,BPA=N,TBH I N,TAP 
H TOTAL ACRES SEEDED 
I N,TAP 
H TOTAL BUSHELS HARVESTED 
l N,TBH 









N N,8PA=N,TBH I N,TAP 
H TOTAL TONS STRAW HARVESTED ****** •** 
I N,T BH 
H AVERAGE YI ELD (TONS ) 




N,T AP=X ,MP 
N,TBH=X, HSELL 
N N,BPA=N,TBH I N,TAP 
H TOTAL ACRES IN MEADOW 
I ~ , TAP 




AVERAGE YI ELD 
N, BPA 



















x , 0I2r. 
X • D T 2(' 
X, Mo 
SCHEDULE OF FIELD OPERATIONS 
SET-AS I DE ACQ F.S 
AC RES PREPARED AN D SEEDED FROM AP RIL l-2 C 
ACRE S OF MEADOW PRODUCTION DURING APRIL l-2r 
HAY HARVEST OCURS DUR ING THE PER IOOS-
F I RST CUTT I NG , ~AY 3 1 - J UNE 19 
SECOND AND THIRD CUTTINGS, JUNE 2G -
ACRES OF OATS SEEDED FR OM APRIL 1-20 





H OATS HARVEST 
SE PT. 24. 







PRE PLA NT I NG PERIOD FI ELD PREPARATI ON ( SPREAD P&K, DI SK AND PL O 
ACRES PREPARED BY PE RIODS 
H F~LL PERIODS ACR ES 
~2 




E2 l,DLHlO & 2,SFLPC 
E2 1,DLH12 & 2,SFLPl 
E2 l,DLH13 & 2,SFLP2 
E2 l,DLH14 & 2,SFLP3 
E2 l,DLH15 & 2,SFLP4 
E2 l,DLH16 & 2 9 SFLP5 
E2 !,DLH17 & 2,SFLP6 
E2 l,DLH18 & 2,SFLP7 
E2 l,OLH19 & 2,SFLP8 
H SPRING PERIODS ACRES 
E2 l,DLH3 & 2,SSLPl 
E2 1,DLH4 & 2,SSLP2 
E2 l,OLH5 & 2,SSLP3 
E2 l,DLH6 & 2,SSLP4 
E2 l,OLH7 & 2,SSLP5 
E2 l,DLH8 & 2,SSLP6 
E2 l,OLH9 & 2,SSLP7 
2H PLANTING SCHEDULE (FINAL FIELD PREPARATION ANO PLANTING) 
2H PERIODS ACRES 
E2 l,OLH5 & 2,SPl 
E2 l,DLH6 & 2,SP2 
E2 l,OLH7 & 2,SP3 
E2 l,OLH8 & 2,SP4 
E2 1,0LH9 & 2,SP5 
2H HARVESTING SCHEDULE 
2H HARVEST OATES I PLANTING OATES 
H MAY 1-10 MAY ll-2C MAY 21 


















I X, SH 201 
****************** ****·** *****·** 
H ****************** ****•** *****•** ***** 
c ·** *****·** - -------
1 A,DLH14 
I X,SH102 
I X, SH 20 2 
I X, SH30 2 
I X,SH402 
E3 l,OLH14 & 2,SH103 & 3,SH203 & 4,SH303 & 5,SH403 & 6 ,SH503 
E3 1,0LH1 5 & 2, SH104 & 3 ,SH204 & 4, SH 304 & 5,SH404 & 6 ,SH5C4 
TH CORN 
H PREPLA NTING PERIOD FIELD PREPARATION ( CHOP STALKS, SPREA D P&K, 
H DISK, PL OW , AND APPLY NITROGEN) 
2H ACRES PREPARED BY PERI ODS 
H FALL PERI ODS ACRES 
E2 l,OLHlO & 2,FLP C 
E2 l,OLH12 & 2,FLPl 
E2 l,OLH13 & 2,FLP2 
E2 l,OLH14 & 2,FLP3 
E2 1,0LH1 5 & 2,FLP4 
E2 l, OLH16 &2,FLP 5 
E2 1,0LH17 & 2 , FLP6 
E2 l, OLH18 & 2 ,FLP7 
E2 l,OLH19 & 2,FLP8 
H SPRING PERIODS AC RES 
E2 l,OLH3 & 2,SLPl 
E2 l,DLH4 & 2,SLP2 
E2 l,OLH5 & 2tSLP3 
E2 l,DLH6 & 2,SLP4 
E2 l,OLH7 & 2,SLP5 
E2 l,DLH8 & 2,SLP6 
2H PLANTING SCHEDULE (FINAL FIELD PREPARATION ANO PLANTING) 
2H PERIOD S ACRE S 
E2 l,OLH4 & 2,Pl 
E2 l,DLH5 & 2,P2 
E2 l,DLH6 &. 2,P3 
E2 l,DLH7 &. 2,P4 
E2 l,OLH8 &. 2,P5 
2H HARVESTING SCHEDULE 
2H HARVEST OATES I PLANTING DATES 
H APRIL 21-30 MAY 1-10 MAY 
c 11-2(' 
M3 

























1, 0LH12 & 2,cH1r1 & 3,CH2C l &. 4,CH3Cl 
l,OLH13 & 2,CH102 & 3,CH2C2 &. 4,CH302 
l,OLH14 & 2,CH103 & 3,CH2C3 & 4,CH303 
l,OLH15 & 2,CH104 & 3,CH204 & 4,CH304 
l,DLH16 & 2,CH105 & 3,CH205 & 4,CH 305 
l,DLH17 & 2,CH106 & 3,CH206 & 4,CH3~ 6 
1,0LH18 & 2,CH107 & 3,CH207 & 4,CH307 
RESOURC ES USED, UNUSED ANO THEIR 
RE TURNS TO THE LAST ACRE OF LAND 
****· ** 
P,Ll * E,-1.CI 
& 5,CH401 
&. 5,CH402 












& 6 ,C H505 
& 6,CH506 
& 6 , CH507 






































l,OLH3 & 2,TFAl 
1,DLH4 & 2,TFA 2 
1,0LH5 & 2,TFMl 
1,0LH6 & 2,TFM2 
!,DLH7 & 2,TFM 3 















FIELD" OPE RATI ONS 
INCOME CHANGE 
FROM ONE 
LESS HOUR 1 
******·** 










USED FOR "IN THE FIELD" HAPVESTING OPERATIONS 
TIME HARVESTING EQUIPMENT 
PERIODS EQUIPMENT HOURS 
HOURS USED AVAILABLE 
FALL 
l,OLH12 & 2,HFSO 
l,OLH13 & 2,HF02 
1,0LH14 & 2,HF03 
l,OLH15 & 2,HF ON 
INCOME CHANGE 
FROM ONE 
LESS HOUR l 
E4 l,DLH16 & 2,HFN2 
~4 l,OLH17 & 2,HFN3 
E4 1,D LH1 8 & 2,HFND 
2H 1 INCOME CHANGE IS THE CHANGE IN INCOME FROM ONE LESS HOUR BEING 
H AVAILABLE FOR USE IN THE FARM PLAN. 
TH MAN HOURS AVAILABLE ANO USED FOR "IN THE FIELD" OPERATIONS 
2H TIME OPERATOR OPERATOR HRS. HOURS INCOME 
H PEPIODS HRS. WORKED AVAILABLE HIRED CHANGE2 
2H SPRING 
M5 
T-V2$$$$$$$ - T2$$$$$$$ , PASSl 





T P2$S$$$$$ + P4$$$$$$$ 
T ,PAS S2 
L PASSl 
H ***************** ****·** *****·** ****·** O. CC 






E5 l, DLH3 & 2 ,FAl 
E5 l,OLH4 & 2,FA2 
E5 l,OLH5 & 2,FMl 
E5 l,OLH6 & 2,FM2 
E5 l,OLH7 & 2 ,FM3 
E5 ltDLH8 & 2 ,FMJ 
H FALL 
E5 1,0LH12 & 2 , FSO 
E5 1,0LH13 & 2,F02 
E5 1,0LH14 & 2,F03 











3,LH3 & 4,LAl 
3,LH4 & 4,LA2 
3,LH5 & 4,LMl 
3,LH6 & 4,LM 2 
3 ,L H7 & 4,LM3 
3,LH8 f. 4,LMJ 
3 ,LH1 2 & 4,LSO 
3,LH13 & 4,L02 
3,LH14 & 4,L03 
3,LH1 5 & 4,LON 
0 
""" 
ES l,OLH16 f. 2,FN2 f. 3 ,L H16 f. 4,LN2 
f 5 l,OLH17 f. 2,FN3 f. 3 ,LH1 7 f. 4,LN3 
E5 1,0LH18 f. 2,FND f. 3,LH18 f. 4,LND 
ES l,OLH19 f. 2,F02 f. 3,LH19 f. 4,L02 
4H LABOR 
2H TIME OPERATOR OPERATOR HRS . HOURS INCOME 
H PERIODS HRS. WORKED AVAILA BLE HI RED CHANGE2 
H SPRING 
M6 





T , PAS S4 
L PASS3 
H ****************** **~* · ** *****·** **** ·** **** ·** D 







E6 1, OLH3 f. 2,LAl R f. 3 ,LH 3 f. 4,LAl 
E6 1,0LH4 f. 2, LA2 R f. 3,LH4 f. 4,LA 2 
E6 l,OLH5 f. 2,LMlR f. 3 ,LH S f. 4,LM l 
E6 1,0LH6 f. 2 ,LM 2R f. 3 ,LH6 f. 4 ,LM2 
E6 1, OLH7 f. 2,LM3R f. 3 ,L H7 f. 4,LM3 
E6 1, DLH8 f. 2 ,L MJ R f. 3,LH8 f. 4,LMJ 
E6 l,OLH9 f. 2 ,LJ 2R f. 3 ,LH9 f. 4 ,LJ 2 
H SUMMER 
E6 l, OLHU' f.2 ,LJ ASR f. 3, LHl O f. t. ,LJ AS 
H FALL 
E61,0LH12 f. 2, LS OR f. 3 ,LH1 2 f. 4,LSO 
E61,0LH13 f. 2 ,L 02R f. 3 ,LH13 f. 4,L02 
E61,0LH14 & 2,L03R [. 3,LH14 [. 4,L03 
E61 , DLH1 5 [. 2,LONR & 3 ,LH1 5 & 4 1 LON 
E61,DLH16 & 2,LN2R [. 3,LH16 [. 4,LN2 
E61,DLH17 [. 2 ,LN3R [. 3 ,LH17 [. 4,LN3 
E61 , DL H18 [. 2 ,LNOR [. 3 ,LH1 8 [. 4 ,LNO 
E6 l,OLH19 [. 2,LD2R [. 3 ,LH1 9 f. 4,L02 
2H 2 INCOM E CHANGE IS THE CHANGE IN INCOM E FROM ONE LE SS HOUR BEING 
H AVAI LA BLE FOR USE IN THE FARM PLA N. 
ENDA TA 
100 
APPEND!~ D: M. P . S . C0NTROL PROGRAM 
F 011 OPTIMJ~·ATION OF A NP.W FARM PLAN 
VIA P.EVIS J N OF '"t'E S'l'ANDARDD SD P.:..1A 
//JOBNAME J OB 'A CCT# ,TIM E=3 ,SIZE=l 28K 1 ,P ROGRAMMER 
// STEPl EXEC MPS360,REGION .M PSEXEC=l28K 
// MPSCOMP . SYSIN DD* 
PROGRAM 
I NITIALZ 
MOVE(XDATA, ' PROBl 't 
MOVE(XPBNAME, 'P BFILE 'l 
MVAOR(XOOUNB,OUT t 
MVAOR(XDONFS,NOF) 
MVADR CX MAJERR . OUT ) 
XI NVER T=l 
ASSIGN{ ' EC ON2 ' ,•ECON2 ' ,'C OMM ') 
MVELEXEC ( 1 SAMPROB1','0BJ1') 
PREPIN (' ECON2 ') 
MOVE <XOLONAME ,' PBF I LE 't 
RE VISE{'FILE' ,' ECON2 ') 
SE TUP (' MAX ') 
CLOSEF ( ' REPFILE ') 
SETREP 
MOVE { XOBJ • 'C') 
MOVE( XRHS , ' B') 
RESTORE (' NAME ',' RF IL E',l) 
CRASH 
PR I Mil L 
SAVE 
REPOR T 
I F (XRlCl . NE .1. 0 , ourt 




EX I T 
NOF TRACE: 
OUT EX IT 
PEND 
/* 
//MPSEXEC . STEPL I B DD DSNAME=S YSl.MP SMV T, DI SP=SHR 
II DD DSNAME= PR OG.U9123MVL,DISP=( SHR ,PASSt 
II DD DSNAME=PROG.U9123RGP,DISP=(SHR,PASSt 
llMPSEXEC.OLDPFILE DD UNIT=TAPE,DSNAME=SEQ.U3104RWW,LABEL=( , NL), X 
II DI SP= COLO,KEEP t,VOLUME= SE R= TP0347 
llMPSEXEC.REPFILE DO UNIT=TAPE,OSNAME=SEO.U3104~WW,LABEL=(l,NL ) , X 
II OI SP=( OLD ,KEE PJ,VOLUME =SE R=TP0535 
llMPSEXEC . OBJl DD UNI T=TAP E,D SNAME=S EQ.U31 04RWW,LABEL=( 2 ,NL), X 
II DISP=<OLD,KEEP),VOLUME=SER=TP0535 
l/MPSEXEC.REPWORK DD UNIT= SY SOA,SPACE= (CYL,(3),,CONTIG) 
llM PSEXEC.ECON2 DD UNIT=SYSOA,SPACE=(CYL,(31,,CONTIGJ,OISP=lNEW,PASS} 
llMP SEXEC . SYSIN DO* 
DATA ARRAY USED FOR INDEXING ( SEE APPENDIX Bl 
PRODUCER'S DATA SET ( FORMAT I S DEFINE D I N APPEN DIX FJ 
/* 
l OJ 
APPl-:N1;TX F: : INPUT FCr.< MS Ti'OR r11Hf PRODl l CF.R ORIF'NTr.fi MCPFT. 
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CROP PRODUCTI ON WORKSHEETS 
SECT I ON 1: General Information. 
Operator's pres ent land base excluding pasture 
and waste lands.1 
Overhead charge on presently operated land (taxes 
and interest on investment or cash rent) 
Do you wish to rent more land (if resources 
permit and if profitable)? 
If you answered the prior question "Yes", enter 
the cash rent cost per acre on land to be rented 
(cash rent equivalent basis) . 
Do you wish to hire hourly labor if profitable? 
I f you answered the prior question "Yes", enter 
the hourly hired labor costs. 
Fixed labor costs (average annual cost chargeable 
to corn , soybeans, oats, meadow and set-aside 
acres) . 
Operator & f ami ly labor 








TOTAL ~$ __ 
Total annual fixed machinery costs chargeable to 
corn, soybeans , oats, meadow and set-aside acres. _$_~-
1The operator's l and base equals the number of acres either 
owned or presently rented , which may be put into corn, soybeans, 
oats, meadow or set-aside acres. 
1(l(, 
SJ.:CTION ?.: Management Practices for Erosion Control . 
This section is presented to enter necessary informa-
tion which is consistent with management practices in 
control of erosion. Continuous soybean production 
may also be r estrained to prevent increased occurrences 
of disease which adversely affect estimated yields. 
What is the maximum acreage of soybeans you think you 
can grow on your present land base without exc ess 
e rosion or disease? 
What is the maximum acres of rowcrops permitted , 
consistent with good land use in prevention of 
excess soil erosion? (Enter a number larger than 
your land base if rowcrop acreage need not be 
restricted . ) 
What is the maximum number of acres of fall plowing 
which would be consistent with acceptable conserva-
tion practices on your presently operated rowcrop 
lanrl base? (Enter a number which is lar ger than 
your operaten cropable land base if fall plowing 
need not be r estricted.) 
What is the minimum acreage of meadow required for 
the control of erosion on operated land? 
The characteristics of certain soils are associated 
with a reduct ion in corn yield potential when 
spring plowed . Northern and Central Iowa soil 
characteristics result in approximately a 5% 
reduction. In other areas of Iowa , where fall 
plowing increase t he erosion, there may be no 
reduction in potential yield . Enter your estimated 
percentage potential yield reduction he r e . 
If you answered "Yes" to the question "Do you wish 
to rent more land?", then complete the following 
four questions which pertain to the expected rented 
land . 
What is the maximum percent which may be placed in 
soybean production without excess erosion or disease? 
What is the maximum percent which may be placed in 
rowcrop production without excess erosion? 
What percent may be fall plowed consistent with 
acceptable conservation practices? 








SECTION J : Price Expectat ions. 
FXPECTED PRICES PER BUSHEL SUGGESTED YOUR ESTI MA'rES 
corn $1.10/bu . @ /bu . 
soybeans $2 .50/bu. ~ /bu . 
oats $ • 75/bu. $ / bu • 
straw $19./ton I /ton 
hay $20 . /ton ~ /ton 
SECTION 4 : Yield Expectations . 
Expected yields for corn and soybeans should be estimated wi t h 
average yearly weather conditions but with planting and harvesting 
performed during time periods considered to obtain maximum yields . 
Yield reductions are imposed in the programming model for late 
performance of the planting and harvesting operations. Oats, 
straw and hay production are not given timeliness considerations; 
thus , the estimated yields wil l be the harvested yields . 
SUGGESTED YIELD 
corn 130 bu . /ar.rf> 
soybeans 40 bu . /acre 
oats 80 bu. / ac r r:> 
straw J / 4 ton/acre 
hay 4 ton/acre 
YIELD FOR YOUR SOIL 
AND MANAGEMENT 
PRACTICES 
bu . /P.crc ---
bu . /C1cre ---




s r.r,~ I ON 5: Varia ble Costs for Produc tion of Corn. 
Preplant Field Prepara tion 
chop stalks 




(7 knife anhydrous applicator) 
disk (once early) 
Subtotal 
Planting Time Field Operations 




( t ractor & wagon or pickup 
usage to haul seed herbicides 
and other supplies~ 
cultivation & other weed control -
rotary hoe ( 1! t i mes) 




(self-propelled harve ster or 
tractor & pull-type equipment) 
haul ( • 8 ~/bu • ) 
Subtotal 
Suggested fuel, 
oil, repair, & 
misc. variable 
costs per acre 













$2 . 15 
$2 . 04 
$1.00 
$ J . 04 
Cost for your 
soil, equi pment 
& management 
practice s 
I==/ acre /acre /acre 




E /acr e /acre /acre 
$ /acre ....._ _ 
$ /acre 
..,..$ ___ /acre 





SECTION 5: Variable Costs for Production of Corn. (Continued) 
Other Variable Costs 
fertilizer & lime 
herbicide & insecti cide 
seed 
interest charge on variable 
costs1 
Custom Hire Costs (by period) 
Preplant field preparation 












1 Interest charge should be calculated: 
Your other costs 




§ acre acre 
acre 
interest rate/annum multiplied by average length of 
investment in months divided by 12. 
Example: 8% interest on money invested for ! year or $.08 x 6 mo./ 
12 mo. = $ .04/dollar invested in variable costs. 
11 0 
SECTION 6 : Variable Costs for Production of Soybeans . 
Pr eplant Field Preparation 








(tractor & wagon or pickup 
to haul seed , herbicide & 
other s upplies) 
harrow 
cultivation & weed control -
rotary hoe (twice ove r ) 




haul ( . 8~/bu. ) 
Subtotal 
Other Variable Costs 
f e rtilizer 
herb i c i de 
seed 
interest cha r ge on variable 
costs 1 
Custom Hire Costs (by period) 
preplant field prepar ation 
planting time f i eld operations 
harvest period 
Suggested f uel , 
oil , repair, & 
misc . variable 
costs per acre 










$2 . 50 




$ 5. 40/ acre 
$4 . 00/acr e 
$4 . 00/acre 
$ . 04/ dollar in-
vested i n variable 
costs 
$0. 00/acre 
$0 . 00/ acre 
$0 . 00/acre 










..._""$ _ /acre 













§ acre acr e acre 
1Interest charge should be calculated: 
interest rate/annum multiplied by a verage length of 
investment in months d i vided by 12 . .~er• sec t. j cm 5 f c1r 
PX~1mpl P . 
J 11 
SECTION 7: Labor Requirements for Production of Corn. 
Preplant Field Preparation 
chop stalks 
spread P and K 










Cultivation & Other Weed 
Control 
rotar y hoe (1~ times ) 























for your s oi l, 





SECTION 8 : Man Hours of Field Time Required for Production of Corn. 
Preplant Field Preparation 
chop stalks 











Cultivation & Other Weed 
Control 
rotary hoe (li times) 
































SECT I ON 9: Tractor Hours of Fie ld Time Required for Production 
of Corn. 
Preplant Field Preparation 
chop stalks 











Cultivation & Other Weed 
Control 
rotary hoe (1~ times) 





























1Tractor time requirements are the same as the self- propelled 
combine requirements because each can only be per formed as 
fast as the slowest operation is performed. 
Hauling tractor requirements should be d oubled if a pull -
typed harvester unit is used . 
SECT ION 10 : Labor Requirement s for Production of Soybeans . 
Preplant Field Preparations 









Cultivation & Other Weed 
Control 
rotary hoe (twice over) 


























SECTION 11: Man Hours of Field Time Required for Production of 
Soybeans . 
Preplant Field Preparations 









Cultivation & Other Weed 
Control 
rotary hoe (twice over) 





























SFCTION 12 : Tractor Hours of Field Time Requi red for Production 
of Soybeans . 
Preplant Field Preparations 









Culti vation & Other Weed 
Control 
r otary hoe (twice over) 




















Req uire ments 





1Tractor r equirements are the same as the self- propelled 
combine time requirements because hauling can only be performed 
as fast as the combining operation is performed . 
Haul ing tractor requirements should be doubled if a 
pull - type harvester unit is used . 
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spread ferti l izer 
wagon 
(tractor & wagon or pickup 
to haul seed) 
romb1ne 
haul & store ~rain (.7¢/bu . ) 
rake s traw 
bale straw 
haul & store st r aw 
Total of Growing & Harvesting 




hired labor for s traw balingl 
( • 8 5 x $2 . /hr . ) 
inte r est charge on variable 
costs2 
Suggested fuel , 
oil, repair & 
misc. variable 
costs per acre 










$J . 66 
Other costs 
$4 . 50/ acre 
!2 . 50/acre 
$2 . 05/acre 
$1. 70/ acre 
$ . 04/dollar in-
vested in vari-
able costs 
Cost for your 









r--/acre _$ ___ /acre 
$ /acre 
$ / acre 
1$ Vacre 







1 . 85 hours have been charged as variable costs because straw 
baling is considered to be at l east a two man job. 
2Interest charge should be calculated: 
Interest rate/annum multiplied by the average length of 
investment in months divided by 12. See section 5 for 
example. 
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haul & store grain 
rake straw 
bale straw 
haul & store straw 
Subtotal 




spread fe rtilizer 
Subtotal 
Tractor Hours of Field Time 






































SECTION 15: Variable Costs for Production of Hay . 
How many years should meadow be in production to attain 
maximum returns on investment in establishment costs 
(seed, fuel, oil, repairs and labor) but still meet 










haul & store 
Total of Growing & 
Harvest 




hire labor for hay 
balingl 
interest charge on 
variable costs2 
Times Repairs Times Costs for your 
over & misc. over soil, equipment 





$ . 16/acre 





0 . 00/acre 
1. 25/acre 
$5.12 / acre 
Other costs 
$4 . 25/acre 
$J . 80/acre 
$ 10 . 44/acre 
$5 . 68/acre 
















12 . 84 hours have been charged as variable costs because ha y 
baling is considered to be at least a two man job . 
2rnterest charge should be calculated: 
Interest rate/annum multiplied by the average length of 
investment in months d ivided by 12 . See section 5 for 
an example . 
1? () 
SECTION 16: Time Requirements for Production of Hay . 











haul & s t or e 
Subtota l of Ha rvest 
Man Hours of Fi eld 
Ti me Required 
Growing 
pac ker seeder 










































4 . 33 
Ti mes Requi r ements 
over for your soil , 





SECTION 16: Time Requi r ements for Production of Hay. (Continued) 
Tractor Hours of 


































over for your soil , 





SECTION 17: General Set-Aside Program Information. 
Those who wish to evaluate participation in the Set-Aside Program 
should answer questions 1 and J "Yes". The "Yes" answers result 
in two solutions being reported. A plan with participation and 
a plan with no participation will be reported for purposes of 
comparison. Do not answer question 1 "Yes" if you already are 
sure that program participation is either unprofitable or other-
wise undesirable. However, if you are sure program participation 
is more profitable than no participation then answer question 1 
"Yes" and question 3 "No". Answering question 1 "No" eliminates 
the need to complete the rest of the input forms for the Set-
As i de Program. 
1. Do you wish to participate i n the Set-Aside Program? YES NO 
If you answered the prior question "Yes", then 
complete parts 2 and J below , and section 18. 
2. Corn base acreage on operated land. 
Price support payment/acre on operated land1 
Conservation base acreage on operated land. 
3. Do you wish to have the no participation solution 
reported? 




1The price support payment may be calculated as follows: 
2.5 x price support payment x A.S.C.S. projected farm 
yield = $ /acre. 
Exampl e: 2.5 x $ . J2/bu. x 100 bu./acre = $80 ./acre. 
1?. 3 






















































Costs for your 









SECTION 19: Available Labor Supply for Crop Production Excluding Down Time for Major Repairs . 
(Only the data in column J is required for input . ) 
Do you wish to us e a 6 or 7 day work week for planning purposes? ••••••••• ••• • • ••••••••• • • 6 7 
suggested ours a vailable per day Your hours available per day 
for crop production for cro::> production 
Calendar Full Family Full time Total Full Full time Total 
days per time (1 5 yr . hired hours time hired hours 
Periods period operator old son) laborer C+D+E operator Family laborers G+H+I 
A B c D E F G H I J 
Apr. 1-20 20 8 1 9 18 
Apr . 21-30 10 9 2 9 20 
May 1-10 10 9 2 9 20 
May 11-20 10 9 2 9 20 
May 21- 30 10 9 2 9 20 
May 31 - June 9 10 9 6 9 24 
June 10-19 10 9 6 9 24 
June 20- Sept. 24 97 8 6 9 23 
Sept . 2 5-0ct. 5 11 9 2 9 20 
Oct. 6-15 10 9 2 9 20 
Oct. 16- 25 10 9 2 9 20 
Oct. 26- Nov. 4 10 9 1 9 19 
Nov . 5-14 10 9 1 9 19 
Nov. 15-24 10 9 1 9 19 
Nov . 25-Dec. 4 10 9 1 9 19 
Dec . 5-15 11 9 1 9 19 
SFCTION 20 : Available Man Hour s of Fie l d T i~e Exclud ing all Down Time Except for Small 
11 on-the - spot 11 ~eoairs . 
(Only t he data in column J i s required fo r input. ) 
Suggested hours available per Your hours available per 
suitable field day for crop suitable fi eld day for crop 
production product ion 
Suitable Full Family Full time Total Full Full time Total 
fi eld day time (15 yr. hired hours time hired hours 
Periods per periodl operator old son) laborer C+D+ E operator Family laborers G+H+I 
A B c D E F G H I J 
Apr. 1-20 11.12 8 . 5 1. 50 8 .5 18 . 50 
Apr . 21-30 6 . 84 9 . 0 2 . 50 8 .5 20 . 00 
May 1-10 6 . 21 9 . 5 2 . 50 8 .5 20 . 50 
May 11-20 6 . 80 9.5 2 . 50 8.5 20 . 50 
May 21-JO 7.01 9 . 5 2 . 50 8 . 5 20 . 50 
May 31-June 9 6.IJ.2 9 . 5 7 . 00 8 . 5 25.00 
Sept . 2 5-0ct . 5 8 . 32 9 .5 2 . 25 8 .5 20 . 25 
Oct . 6-15 7.64 9 . 5 2 . 2 5 8.5 20. 2 5 
Oct . 16-2 5 7 . 79 9 . 5 2 . 00 8 . 5 20 . 00 
Oct . 26-Nov. 4 8 . 05 9 .5 1. 00 8 . 5 19 . 00 
Nov. 5-14 7 . 40 9 . 5 1. 00 8 . 5 19 . 00 
Nov. 15-24 6. 85 9. 5 1.00 8 . 5 19 . 00 
Nov. 2 5-De c. 4 4 . 31 9. 5 1. 00 8 . 5 19 . 00 
Dec . 5-15 1. 70 9 . 0 1.00 8 . 5 18 . 50 
1nata from Midwest E..ru::m Planning Manual edited by Sydney c. James. 
1?tl 
SECTION 21: Available Tractor Hours of Field Time Excluding All 
Down Time Except for Small "on-the - spot " Repairs. 
~uitable Suggested hours Your hour s 
field day available per available per 
per period suitable field suitable field 
Periods dayl day2 
Apr. 1- 20 11 . 32 19.0 
Apr. 21-30 6 . 84 20 . 0 
May 1- 10 6 . 21 21.0 
May 11-20 6.80 21.0 
May 21-30 7.01 21. 0 
May 31-June 9 6.42 21.0 
Sept. 2 5-0ct. 5 8 . 32 21.0 
Oct. 6-1 5 7 . 64 21. 0 
Oct . 16- 2 5 7 . 79 21. 0 
Oct . 26- Nov. 4 8 . 05 21.0 
Nov. 5-14 7.40 2 1. 0 
Nov. 1 5- 24 6.85 21. 0 
Nov . 25- Dec . 4 4 . 31 21 . 0 
Dec . 5-15 1. 70 20 . 0 
1Assumes 2 tractors available for use in the field. 
2Adjust the number of hours per day for the number of tractors . 
SECTION 22: Available Harvest Equipment Hours of Field Time 
Exel uding All Down 'I'ime Except for Small "on- the -
spot 11 Repairs . 
Suitable Suggested hours Your hours 
fi eld day available per available per 
per period suitable field sui~able field 
Periods day1 day 
Sept . 25- 0ct. 5 8 . 32 10. 0 
Oct . 6-1 5 7.64 10.0 
Oct . 16- 25 7.79 10.0 
Oct. 26-Nov. 4 8 .05 10.0 
Nov. 5-14 7 . 40 10.0 
Nov . 15- 24 6 . 85 10. 0 
Nov . 25- Dec . 4 4 . 31 10.0 
!Assumes 1 combine available for use in the field . 
2Adjust the number of hours per day for the number of combines. 
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APPENDIX F : DATA I~PUT FORMAT 
AppPndix TablP- 1 . ata input format 
Section Card Card f ormata Information punchedb 
Title page 1 ( W72) Punch name and address . 
2 (W72) Punch far m discription . 
1 J 7 ( i..110) Punch alphabetic and numeric entries in the 
4 1(W10) right-hand colwnn. 
2 5 7 (\.110) Punch right-hand column . 
6 2(W10) 
3 7 5(W10) Punch right-hand column. 
4 8 5(W10) Punch right-hand column . 
5 0 7(W10) Punch only blocked entries in right-hand / 
10 3 ( i,11 o) column for sections 5 through 16. 
{.. 11 7 C,r10) 
12 J(W10) 
7 13 5 ( 1,Jl 0) 
8 14 5( "110) 
9 15 6(W10) 
10 16 5 ( \./ l 0) 
11 17 5( W10) 
12 18 l)(W10) 
1J 19 6(W10) 
14 20 4(Wl0) 
15 21 7(W10) 
16 22 7 ( \.Jl 0) 
aThe format a(Wn) ind] cates the width of fi eld and the number of coefficients and 
alphabetic entries per card where a represents thP number of datum entries per card 
anc'l n th 0 fiP.ld width within a datum may be punchAd . Numeric data should have decimal 
roints punched . Alrrabetic ann numeric entries do not need to right or left justify . 
bThe ~ommunication form of filing (see Marvel input program) requires all ze ro 
entries to bP represented by numbers which approximate zero i . e ., represented by 
0 . 000001 n~ smal1Ar . Nonzero ertr] es are required to ins ure the numhPrs w]Jl be fil ed 




Ap!'~n<lix Tnble 1. (Continveii) 
Section Ce.rrl Card f or mata Information punched b 
17 ?J 5(\.i l O) Punch alphab~ tic ar.r1 numer i c i nfor mat i on in 
ri ght - hand column . 
18 24 6(W10) Punch only the blocked entries . 
10 2 .5 7 ( 1d l 0) Punch the 6 or 7 above the table and the / 
26 7{W10) right- hanrt colurnn of boxed entr i es {column 
27 J (",! 10) J ) • 
20 28 7{h 1 0) Punch colwnn J . 
29 7 { :Jl 0) 
21 JO 7 {".·Jl 0) Punch t he r j ght- hand column . 
31 70~ 1 c) 








12 1 tandem disk 
3-l h 11 plow 
4- 40 11 planter 
20 ' Sf'ikPtO()t}1 riarT'OW 
4 - 40 1' rotary hoe 
2- 40 11 corn head 
12 I pl atform 
::-c-r:- :)('-.,; CONvr~rrr 10 'Ar Tr LA'.}::- ::A c~iJ:L"N:::'PY Sr.Ta 
( h - 1.JO " l'illae;e--2- 40" '.-ia:rvest Fquip::ienL) 
No . of List Suggested 
units price/ annual 
unit O•llT'ership 
co~ts 
2 ~6725 . 00 .~190 1. 00 
1 $ 950 . 00 ~ 171. 73 
1 $1609 . 20 ;;. 274 . 56 
1 ~ 1625 . 40 .. 286 . 4J ·!J-
1 ':P 268 . 75 
..., 
u 5 . 02 
1 .. 62f, . !.!c - 1 '"'r (:. t ·~ ,.. \,,, , .. ,, -
1 ~t2322 . or. ... ;1t: . o? 
1 ~ 1 055 . oc ..:- 2!J f- . 80 
s elf- prope11 eo combine 
(1 40 bu. /hr . ) 1 ~885f. . OO ~~ 1R2J . l..i.; 
J4 ' elevator 1 t 68? . 50 •\ 129 . 44 ~ . ' 
wagon ( 150 bu . ) J ~ 500 . 00 •. 281. 40 
packe r se~ri er 1 ~ 1 600 . 00 ... J91 . 76 ·' 
mower 1 .. 101. OJ :r 5e7 . so ~~ 
stalk chopper ( 6 I ) 1 : 901. 80 1 157 . uiS 
dry~r (150 bu . /hr . 
continuous flow) 1 ~51 08 . 00 "· 855 . 60 if' 
end e;ate seeder 1 w'IJ 1L~O . 00 -~ ~ 2J . 4.5 
othe r 
Total annual cos ts to be insP-rtea i n the f inal 
en try of section 1. .~7hl E . 3 1 
Your Your 
no . of annual 



















a5ourc~ : :-;a ta for a 11 the rriach j n F> ry s 0 ts was arl.gptPd froin Furcluc- Uni VPl""S j t.y 




S I X R0'.-J r:-c:·:VC'N rIC'!:AT . TILT A'.}1 ' ~~ACHI iEPY s~T 




1!.!. 1 tandem disk 
4-1 f: 11 n l ow 
6- J0 11 p l anter 
7 knife NH1 a pplicator 
; r 5 ~ ikPto6th harrow 
f. - JO 11 rotary hoe 
6- JO " cultivator 
J - 30 " corn head 
1/) ' platform 
SF>l~ -nrooelled combin8 
( 185 hu . /hr . ) 
1.1.r) 1 Pl e va to!' 
wagon ( 185 bu . ) 
packPr seener 
mo•"•er 
fertilize r spreader 
( l1 ton bul k) 
s t a lk chonoer (12 ' ) 


























pr j ce / 
unit 
.~9720 . 00 
$ 1187 . 50 
:~pi 792 . 80 
$2457 . 00 
$ 1404 . 00 
~ J20 . 00 
~ 918 . 00 
;Q; 1287 . 50 
~i J726 . 00 
c!j; 1281. 25 
~96 1 2 . 00 
-~ BJ? . 50 
·t ~48 . 00 
~ 1 600 .00 
$ 587 . 50 
~ 1620 . 00 ~ 1 7R? . OO 
.:•f..60f.i . 00 
: 140 . 00 




cos t s 
,s2743 . 60 
$ 213 . 61 
$ 307 . 11 
$ 427 . 30 
$ 223 . 08 
~ 5; . 60 
$ 160 . 82 
1t 220 . 80 
$ 826 . 54 
~ 303 . 93 
$ 1980 . 05 
:i; 157 . 08 
~ 355 . 86 
ti 391. 76 
$ 101. OJ 
$ 277 . 35 
d'. 311. 09 
.~'. 112 1. 58 
·~ 23 . 4 5 
en t ry o f sect i on 1. .~ 1 0 , 199 . 64 
Your 








~1~1-tT '.:' Qi; CCNVFNTICYA.::. ':' Jr IAr,r.- 111.AS~H:\~µy SST 
( R- )0 11 Ti l lap:e-- l~ - JO '' P.arveq t !:'quipment) 
Machine t\o . of List Sue;gested 
units price/ annual 
unit ownersh i p 
costs 
80 drawtar 
horsepower traclor 2 .; 11 , 710 . 00 .r5J )01 . 80 
18 1 tand err; -1 isk 1 ~~ 2 , 12; . oo ·~ J7f1 . 94 
5-1h " plo· .. 1 ~ 2 , 025 . 00 "' J
1.!.8 . f.,h 
'3 - JO II pl':.:?' . ..,':' r 1 ... J , L;. 56 . 00 ~ 599 . 88 "~ () kni :'P ~- ·· 1 :1' 1, 620 . 00 i 278 . 35 .; i.:: 1 r ·;> 
J(' I :--r j ...,,, ... co '.ii i--. :! !"Y'Ov: 1 .. J?f' . (''.:' ... 53 . iSo :a: .J. 8- J0 11 rotary hoe 1 1,101.f=- O 1?J . 92 " ·~:.. e - JO " cultivator 1 .... 1 , /.:. .:.e . oo '!. 21.J.9 . 75 i ."") 4- 30" corn head 1 u , 96e . oo 411 01. 36 
1 f_ I platform 1 <!!- 1 , 261. 25 -~ 303 . 93 ··~ 
s elf- rronelled combine 
(230 bu. /hr . ) 1 ~ 1 1 , 93u . oo t?456 . 00 
!.J.O ' P1Pva~ O!" 1 ·~ 8J7 . 50 ... 15? . 08 
wae;on (185 bu . ) 4 '~ 648 . 00 ): 474 . 48 ;j. pact{ er seen er 1 $1'. 1, 600 . 00 ·1- 391 . 76 
mower 1 & 587 .50 1'· 101. 0J J 
f e r til ize"' spr eader 1 $ 1, ~20 . 00 t 277 . 35 
stalk chopnl'.!r ( 12 I ) 1 .lh 1 , 782 . 00 ... J1 1. 09 .,., . .,. 
dryer ( 250 bti . /hr . 
continuous flow} 1 .. 8 , 640 . 00 .;P 1447 . 20 ·!!> 
ende;aLr si?e-i.P.r 1 r 140 . 00 .. 2J . 45 w .1' 
other 
Total annual costs to be i nserted in the fi nal 
entry of sect i on 1. ·IP 12 , 44 7 • 61 
Your Your 
no . of annual 
















TWF.r~VF R0'1i COKvPNT IONAL TILLAGE MAc:-:r:~!::F Y S~T 
(12- }0" Tillae;e--6- JO " HarvP.s t Equi pmer:t. ) 
Machine No . of Li st Suggested 
units pri ce/ annual 
unit ownershi p 
costs 
90 drawbar 
horsepower tractor 2 ;t lJ , 700 . 00 ~ 3860 . 00 
20 1 tand em d i sk 1 $ 2 , 4 10 . 00 .f? l.i.28 . 28 
6- 16 11 plow 1 ~ 2 , 295 . 00 ;7 ~06 . 8 1 ..,, , 
12- JO " planter 1 ·~ 5 , 427 . 00 .;;; 940 . 02 .;r 
9 knife NH 3 applicator 1 $ 1,620 . 00 ~ 278 . 35 
J O' sp i ketooth harrow 1 ·~ 320 . 00 ;p 53 . 60 ·!!> 'f' 
12-30" rotary hoe 1 .... 2 ,1 06 . 00 1 J66 . 86 :J 12- 30" cultivator 1 1, 944 . 00 : 335 . 90 
6- 30 " corn head 1 
¥ 
6 , 642 . 00 ~ 1474 . 88 
18 ' platform 1 1 , 481. 25 ~ 350 . 43 
self- propelled combine 
( 32 5 bu . / hr • ) 1 ·? 15 , 98LL . 00 ~3284 . 00 
40 ' elPvat or 1 $ 837 . 50 ~ 157 . 08 
wagon ( JOO bu .) 3 ~ 1, 080 . 00 ~ 534 . 90 packer seeder 1 1 , 600 . 00 '$ 391.76 movre r 1 587 . 50 ~~ 101. OJ 
f ertilizer spreader 1 $ 1 , 620 . 00 d,!; 277 . 35 
stalk chouper (12 ' ) 1 ~ 1 , 782 . 00 ~ 311. 09 
dryer (JOO- bu_/ hr . 
continuous flow) 1 ~ 1 0 , 530 . 00 r, 1763 . 7e 
P.n.., uc:ite seer'ler 1 t 140 . 00 ~· ?J . h5 '., 
o t he r 
Tota l a nnual costs to be i ns er ted i n the final 
entry of section 1. 4~ 1 5 , 32 9 . 57 
Your Your 
no . of annual 
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APPENDI X H: STANDATID I ZED OPERATING 
COSTS AND TIME nEQUIREMENTS 
F'qu ipment se t 
or oper-atj 0~1 
Chop s l Al ks 
Spr ean F~ l< 
Disk stalks 
Early or l ate 




( $oybeans ) 
r.:I·-! 1 
























9 kn if,_, 
Sugeestea fuel , 
oil , repair e 
mis r . variable 
c osts $/acre 
~? • J40 
'II,: • LJ.20 
~~ • 214 
.$ . 279 
~~; • 2f..O 
$ . 233 
.;!> . 375 
J; • 350 
$ . 314 
1l L 370 
$ 1. 290 
.$1. 240 
-~ 1. 200 
.:; i. 270 
$ 1.190 
:; i.1 50 
}~ 1.1 1 0 
1~ • 4LJ 0 
fl: . 11.30 










. 2 80 




. 47 3 
. 430 
. 607 





. l f-O 
Fie l d ti11e & 


























OPERATING CCST AKD TIME REQ. ' I REM:!:.t\ 'I'S 
Equipment set Size of Suggested fuel , Labor Field time & 
or operat i on equipmen t oil , repair & requirements tractor time 
unit misc. variable hours/acre r equirements 
costs ~/acre hours/acre 
Planting; 
(corn) 4-J8 11 
, .. • 430 • 327 • 253 ~ 
6-~0 " .,, $ I . 4 .50 . 335 . 259 
8- JO" $ . 440 . 300 • 2J2 
12- 30 11 ~ . 4JO . 230 . 179 
(soybeans) 4- 38 11 $ . 4JO • 325 . 244 
6-~0 11 !l' . u~n . 333 . 2 50 .... ..... ~ w 8- 30 " .:;i . 4 0 . 298 . 22J o::> 
12- JO " ~ . 4JO . 228 .177 
Harrow 20 ' l .1 90 . 240 . 20.5 JO ' .170 .160 . 130 
P.otary hoe 4- 38 11 ~ . 210 .l JJ . 130 
6-30 11 $ . 200 .113 .11 0 
8- JO " $ .190 . 088 . 086 
12-JO " $ .170 . 062 . 061 
Cultivation 4-J8 " ·~ . 420 . 210 .190 -II> 
6- JO" .. . 420 . 220 . 200 ~ 8-JO " ·~ . 420 .190 . 170 12- JO " ') . 420 • 1.54 . 140 
~arvest 
(corn) 2- J8 " header .fl. . 016/ bu • . 794 .720 
4-J8 11 header i . 014/bu . . 469 . 425 J - 30 " header "' . 017/bu . • 7 50 . 680 4- 30 " header J} . 016/bu . • '12 1 • 5113 ·~· 
F'qui pment set 




( hay ) ( 14 5 
bal es or 4 ton ) 
(straw) ( 4 0 
bal es or 3/ 4 
ton) 
Mow (3 cutting ) 
Cond i t i o~ 
Mow- conn i t i on 
Pake 
OPFP.AI' l !VG ccs·r AH) T I ME ~EQ. ' I ;:JFf·T :I'S 
Si ze of 
equipment 
unit 
1!.... ' pl o:for'Tl 
14 1 platfor m 
18 ' pl atfor m 
24 1 platfor m 
14 ' p latform 
16 ' platfor m 
18 ' plat f orm 
P'l'O bale r 
PTC baler 
7 ' ba r 
7 ' bar 
Suge;es t ed fuel , 
o i l , r epa ir & 
mi sc . var i a ble 
c os t s '.~ /acre 
~ 1 . 000/~. ~.,.·c• 
t . 980/acr e 
~· • 960/ac r e 
1f; • 920/ acr e 
$1. 000/ac r e 
;J;: . 980/ acre 
.jj; . 960/ acre 
$J . 260/ac r e 
.~ • 680/ acre 
$1. 200/ acre 
$1.1 00/ ac r e 
~ 1. 81.l.O/ acre 

















asourcr. : Adr3 p tF:•J f rom data f rom HowP l l ( 8 ) Arn: :-:ulJ ( 10 ) . 
F iel d time & 
tract or time 









1 . 110 
. 870 
APPF:NTHX I: EXAMPLE REPOTIT GENRPA'rO? OUTPUTS Fon THE 
OPTIMAL FARM PLAN w1·rH SE'l'- ASIDE PARTICIPATION 
AND THE OPTIMAL FAPM PLA~l WI THOUT PAPTICIPATior.r 
EXECUTOR.. MPS/360 ,V2-M8 
141 
REPORT · 
TIME = 2.0.8 





9556 .. tl ' 
2540 .. 57 .. 









2873 .. 89 
4225 .. 56 
• 
- 119 ... 28 
117 .. 60 
.. 
652 .. 53 
802 .. 29 
445,.:71 
365 .. 49 
303 .. .Q9 
- 102 .. ~7.6 
, .. ~ ' 
106652.49 
1-
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EXECUTOR .. MPS/360 :V2..;.M.8 
142 
HAV 
FUEt, OIL,, REPAIRS AND 





INTEREST .·.ON VARI1'.BLE COSTS 
SUBTOTAL 
OTiiER HIRED LABOR.,,COSTS 
· TO:fAL .YARlABLt:d:OSTS 
RETURNS OVfiR VAR.IABLE,COSTS 
TOTALF!XED •MACHINERY COSTS 
, TOTAL<FlXEO. l~BOR.COSTS 
TOTAL ~ FIXE~ ·tAND COSTS 
.LANO RE:NTAt .· · 354.o67 ;ACRES 
RE!TU~NS .. TO MANAGEMENT 
LAND USE .SUMMARY • 
SOYBEANS 
CORN 
. TOTAL ACRES ; Pl1ANlEO 
TOTIU . . aus.HELS · HARVESTED 
A.VERAGE : YIELD 
TOTAb:' ACRES ' PlANTEQ 
TOTAJL. <BUSHEl$ HARVESTED 
AVERAGE .c VlELO 
OATS AND SlRAW 
HAY 
tOTI~ ACRES SEEDED 
TOTAL BUSHElS ·HARVESTEO 
AVERAGE .. ··· YI.ELG 
TOTAL TON~STRAW ·~ARVESTED 
. AVERAGE . YH~LD .. (TONS) 
TOTAL: A.GRES ~ IN MEA(lOW 
. TOTAL tTONS·fiARVESTED 
AVERAGE •. •.YiEL{} 
SE'.r-ASI DE ACRl;:S . 
il. l:Z .. 60 
4309 .. 4:a 
36 .. 6:4 
574•1.8 
:no2F1 . ., ~·~ 
123 .. 5:7 













74024 .. 90. 
10199.,64 
12000 .. QO . 
24000 .. 00 
14186 .. 7.6 
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· EXECUTOR. : . 
. SCHEDULE OF . FIELD OPERATIONS 
' ! 
SET-ASIDE ACRES 
ACRES; PREPARED AND' SEEDED FROM · APR~ l::>: l-::20 ~ 
ACRES OF ;MEADOW PRODUCT ION DURING APRIL'. 1-::20 ~ 
HAY ,HARVEST ,, QCURS .. DURING THE . PERIODS- : 
F IRST.;.CUTTING, :MAY .·31 .: - : JUNE· 19 
SECOND. Af\40 THIR9 CUTTINGs, .,.Jur\iE <20 ;- ~SEPT• :24. :, 
ACRES OF ·, OATS' SEEDED FROM APRH.: ·>1-,20 : · l ""(8.29 
; OATS ' HARVFsr.'. ANQ STR~W BAUH:NG OCUR? 'DURING , THE-. PEJU90 JUNE .2Q ... -: : sEPl .. 24. 
SOYBEANS ,, . 
PREPLANT!NG ' PERIGO FIELD PREPARATION. (S'PREAD PaK, olsK AND · PLOW) ' 
ACRES PREPARED 
'l=ALL ; PERIODS 
• JUNE 1 20 .. :- ~ SEPl' • :24 : 
SEPT .. ~25 . - ·oc:r .; ?5 
OCT.; ~6-15 
oc:r. · :16~45 
OCT. :26 - ,:NOV. :4 . 
. NOv • .. :5 .... 14 · 
NOV .. · :1'5-24 
. NOV. \25 . - .: DEC. '.4 
DEC.; ·.5-I5 
SPRING , PERIODS 
. APR .. ' l-,20 ; 
APR. '.21'.730 . 
MAY'. l~!Cl : 
~UW· .l 1-:20 : 
MAY 21-r30 : 
. .MAY 31'.:-JUNE 9 . 
. JUNE ... 10~t9 













. . .. . 
39.36 
2<1:;;44 .. 




MAV 21'.'f3() : 
. MAY ·31::..:JUNE 9 ... . 
JUNE · 10~I·9 
'HARVESTING SCHEDULE 
· HARVEST .. OATES 
oc:r • . :6-is 
: ocn .. · :16-25 
OCl. · :16-a5 
. I . 
MAY· l..;;IO :: 
• 
.. " . ' 
OCT.; ~26':. - :NOV. :4 · .. 
ACRES . . 
.. . 
97.16 
2ff~' 44 . . 





MAY e1-'30 : 




MAY 3L·- JUNE 9 . 
- .• -
. -~"'T-:-~7'::~-S ';" 
20.44 




--------• ~ ' - ·~-- ,.;,- < ,; 
--------•· .. _, > ... .... .. ,.. _ .. -~,, -" . . 
,. . 
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EXECUTOR. i~4S/360 N2-::M8 
CORN 
· PREPLANTING: PERIOD FIELB PREPARATION (Gt40R ·, STALKS,.;SPREAD p&K, 
DISK• :PLOW, ~ND APPLY l~ITRpGEN) ~ 
ACRES PREPARED B~ YERIODS . 
FALL PERIODS ACRES 
, JUNE 20 .- .SEPT • . 24 · 262.29 
SEPT .. ;25 - :OCT. '5 53o1 EY.6 
OCI. ~-15 14.9~ 
OCT .. . 16-25 5P~'t4 
OGT ,;.  26. -: ., NOV •. 4 5·~•1'.? 
NOV .. 5-14 41.91 
NOV.. 15-:24 4:4 •. 3,5 
NOV. 25:·- :DEC. ,,4 · 21..:'91 . 
DEG .. 5-15 20 .. Q6 
SPRING;·PERIODS . ACRES 
APR. · 1-20 : 
. AP·R. 21~30 . 
MA y, 1-:-ro 
. MAY· 11-:20 . 
. MAY 2.1-.-30 . 
MA\' 31 · .. -JUNE 9 
• 
• 
' . ~' , 
,. J 
PLANTING SCHEDULE (f:lNAll ·fIELD· PREPARAllON AND · PLANTING) 
: PERIODS 
APR .. '21-:-:30 
. MAY· .. 1:-:-10 ~ 
MAY· i1-;2Q : 
. MAY '2:1-r30 ' 
MAV 3L'. -JUNE 9 . 
HARVESTING SCHEDULE 
. HARVESTJDATES I 
ACRES 
2(}6.~ 05 
' 196,.43· ' 
· i-i;e.30 , 
P!.i"'N.IlNG· DATES 
,. APRILc i 21-:"30 . 
' ,110.; IO '. 
95 .. 94 
MAY 1~19 MAY 11~ao 
SEPl'. :25~ - ;oc.:r. 5 
·. O(H'• '6-15 
OCl. 16-25 
oc.:r •.. 26 - -.NOV. 4 
, NOV. ·5-14 
NOV.· :15-24 

















PAGE . 21 
f"AY .~l '."'.30 ·. MAY .31. - JUNE 9 
> .. .. 
.. 
. . . .. 
• . . .. 
• .. .. 
' EXECUTOR. '. l~~S/360 N2-M8 
R~SOURCES USED. :UNUSED AND. THEIR VALUE 
RETURNS TB THE . LAST. '. ACRE OF , LANO~ AVAILABLILIN, THE : fARM P!l'~N 
TRACTOR HOURS AVAibABLE .AND USED FOR _ ~IN . THE , FlELD~ ~hPERATIONS 




. APR .. <l-:20 . 
ARR. '2.l-!30 , 
MAY· .1-710 . 
MAV .J.1-:-ZO : 
. MAY 2i~ao ' 
. MAY "31::..-JUNE 9 
FALL. . . 
Sf: P1:.; '.2 5'. - :. OC l. 5 
OCl ..; . :6-:t5. 
OCf • - :16..;.25 
ocn· .. :26 . - (Nov .. . :4. 
· NCJV.; 5~:t4 
· NOV.<T5--24 · 








. 12-2 • .38 
126i. 1 7 
. 114'4>10 
- 149.i 1.4 
131.:50 
. 140.;21 









. 11·7 • .2:4 -
. 111 •• ~ 7'7 ~ 
' i22.38 
- 12·6-. i;7 ' 
115.:54 
· i49.o7A . 
- l3f-.;,5:0 :: 
' 140.:2;1 .:. 
. 144 ... 8:8 -
·pa.rs 
, l23.Z9 
. 7-7 .,5~ 
I ~r9e1:4 
' INCOl"IE CHANGE 
fROJl.tONE 
. LHS's HOUR l 
-2-2~· 14 · .. ~ , ' 
.. -3'7~l3 
-31 .. 47 






--4 .. ·23 ·~ ; ' :. ' 
.,..4,.,43 
'""ft•f:iL3 
. ,,-4~; 2'.3 . 
. -4~23 
SELF-•' PROPELLED -· HARVl;STING EQUIPMENT HOURS AVAibABlE AND 
- US.ED FOR , ''IN, THE Fl.ELG"· HARVESTING OPE.RATIONS 
TIME 
PERIODS 
HARVESTING ~ EQUIPME~T . 
~ EQUIPMENT ~ · HOURS 
· HOURS- USED AVALLABLE · 
FALL •: 
SEPT. :-25 , ..,.. ·~ oc:r. :5 , 
OCT·~ ;6-·!5 , 
oc=r. <10-25 
-. OCT., ·2e" - .:NOV. ~4 '" 
l\!OV .. · ~5.., 1'4 
NOV .. ,, .15-24 · 







. 38 .. 7;<) 
74.-8.7 ' 
. ~8.75 ! 
. 70 .. 1:0 . 
' 7:Z ..:-4:.4 
66.59 
61 .. fi..4 : 
~-8. 1~9 
" INCOME •' CHANGE 
FROM :. ONE 
. LESS ' HOUR 1 
-9.2-3 ,, -r6-,;ao 




-21 .. 62 
· 1 - INCOME CHANGE'i IS THE - CHANG6 1 IN ' INCOME .FROM- ONE .. LESS .. HOUR BEING 
AVA1'1ABLE FOR- USP IN . THE . 'FARM PLAN. ; 
PAGE : 28 ;~ - ~. 7.l /,090 ' 
40.:ao " 
, EXECUTOR .. : l~~S/360 :V2-t"i8 
MAN ; HOURS AVA.lkABlE AND" USED FOR ''lN, Tf;fE . FIELpu .QRERATHJNS 
~ . 1 
TIME 
P,ERIODS 
. OPERAlOR OPERATOR rt~S• 
.. HRS • . WORKED . AVAllABlE 
' SPRING 
. APR,. · 1-20 :. 
APR. ·21-30 .: 
MAY· 1-10 .. 
.MAY· l l..;.20 
M.AY 21-:-30 
MAY 31 .. -JUNE . 9 
FAU.L ' 
" 179.47 




i 14·.: l'O :. 
SEPT .. '.25, - ;oc .. 1. :5 ' ' 144 .. 39 
OC:f • :6.-I5 ·· 13~· .. 5;9 
OGT.:· :1·6-25 · .. 133'.52 
OCFf. ;.zb; ~ :.NOV .. . 4 · 13! .. 08 
NO\' .. ;~.-,14 · 120:,,.49 
NOV •. ·U5-24 H:l .5'.4 · 
NOV., '.25 . - .,DEC. '.4 . .10·~1:8 
DEC. <5-:t5 ' 26.95 
.. LABOR 
, 119•4.7 ., 
, 117.ZA· · 
·· 109., ~o : 
it.9 .•. 47 
, 123 .... 1:6 
" i:31 •. s;5 
. 144.3;9 






26.95 ' . · .. ;; : 
HOUR~ 






1-1 .... 41 







' ' -~ 
. iJME ; 
PERIODS 
OPERATOR · OPERATOR. HRS • . HOURS 
. HP,:S • . ;WORKED ' A'1'.YJ.~lABlE ; ' MIRED 
. SPRING 
AP:R. <l-,,20 . 
A~R .. :21~30 
. MAY, :l~l\O . 
MAY· .il-.:.-20 · 
MAY ·21..;.30 
.MAY 3'.L.,...JUNE 9 
JtJNfr·l0""'.'19 
SUMMER . 
JUNE 20:,; ...... ;; t;EPT .. '.24 
· .FALb 
SEPT• ~25· - <OCT. · 5 
m:::r .. ~6..., 1s · 
oc::r • ' ~16 .... 25 ·  
OC'.'f.; :2&: :>NOV. ·4 
NOV .. ~5"."!I4 
NOV .. cff:S .... 24 
NOV. ~2:5 ·. - .,; DEC .. 4 
Erne. :5.-I5 
211... .. 0:5. 
143.·Z-O . 
. 193 ... '85 
142.70 ' 
. 142.96 ' 
121 .. :"63 . 
122-.U6 
iet> .. Jrl 
15·2 .. 63 
13:&.52 
. 15"2• t6 
139 .. 86 
. 129 .. 4.8 
Sl .. 47 . 
31· .. 1:4 . 
308.8:8 
171..-60 ' 
. lili.80 . 
111.:6.0 ' 
• l r"l-i.:60 ; 
205. 92 " 
.2os.~2 . 
191·2 .. 68 
· 188•:.rf .. O , 
' 171.:60 •' 
· 111.:.~o . 





4 .. 85 
' .. ' 
2 .. 81 
2 .. 9i 




65. 57 i 
7~ .. 88 
11.12 . 














· -g:~ho . 
-c~•OO 
~~;fio ..... ~ .. oo 
-C~ ;i: qtf : 








o .. oo' 
p.oo : 
q..: oo , 
o.oo 
o.oo. 
.p .. oo ~· 
o .. oo 
p .. oo 
o.oo . 
p.,QO ; 
p~. oo , 
2 INCOME CHANGE ~ IS THE C'HANGe: IN IN·COME FROM; ONE U 'iSS .. HOVR BEING 
A¥All:.ABLE FOR' USE IN THf; ,,FARM P.tAN. 
PAGE . 29 - =il/090 " 
EXECUTOR .. :. MPS/360.N2...,.M8 
147 
REPORT 
. TIME· =. 2-.74 · 
THIS SECTION REPORTS . THE OPTIMUM 1$GlUT".ION .WITH NO SET:-!ASI.Oj:: ··PROGRAM : P.ARTIGIPAT 113N 
' INCOME STATEMENT 
INCOME 
. SOYBEAN SALES $ 
, CORf\l ' SAL ES 
SET~ASIOE .PAYMENTS 
.OAT SALES 
STRAW: VALUE . OR SALES 
HAYNALUE DR ~ALES 
. TOTAL :GROSS ; INCOME . 
EXPENSES . . 
SOYBEANS 
FUEL, -Olli REPAIRS. ANO 




MACIHNE · HIRE 
INTEREST ·1.0N VARIABLE COSTS 
SUBTOTAL 
CORN .. 
FUEL,, Ollt :REPAIRS. ANO 
Ml SC .. 1WMHABU:1 · COSJS 
FERTILIZER 
HERBICIDE ANOj INSECTICIDE 
SEED 
. DRYING · 
MACHINE HIR:E 
INTf!R~STdJf•Jc Vt\rU A'BLE :COSTS 
SUBTOTAL 
SE'r~ASIDE .ACRES . 
FUEL;· ·Oll:i ;:REPJURS AND 
. MISC.' NARIABUL ·COSTS 
, Cf3VER CROP. SEF[),. COSTS 
MACHINE . HJRE 
, SUBTOTAL 
OATS 
FldEl; ·O!t:, ;:REPAIRS AND 




, HOURLY .. HIREff LABOR COSTS 
INTEREST: ON VARI ABLf.z ,:COSTS 
SUBTOTAL 
8481 • .35 
. 76~61 ~ r2 
' 1Z830~. 59 
34±1 ... 12 .. 





. , f. 
4684..:.li5 
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EXECUTOR. . MPS/360 ·: v2-M8 
148 
. HAY . 
FUEL; ·OIL, REPAIRS ANO 




HOURLY . HIRED LABOR. COSTS 
INTEREST ON, VARIABLE CGSTS 
SUBTOTAL 
OTHER HIRE~LABOR · COSTS 
TOTAL '. VARIABLE ·COSTS 
RETURNS . OVER . VARfA~LE : COSTS 
TOTAL FIXED MACHINERY COSTS . 
TOrAL FIXED LABOR. COSTS 
TOTAL :FIXED, LAND , COSTS 
. LAND· RENTAL ! 316.61 .. ACRES 
RETURNS TO MANAGEMENT 





. TOTAL .ACRES .; PLANTED 
- TOTAL . BUSHELS . HARVESTED 
AVERAGE: YIELD 
TOTAL ACRES PLANTED 
TOTAL 1 BUSHELS· HARVESTED 
. AVERAGE;-YJELO 
ANO STRAW 
TOTA~ ; ACRES SEEDED, . 
TOTAL BUSHELS . HARV~STED 
AVERAGE , YIELD 
TOTAL TONS· STRAW. HARVESTED 
AVERAGE . Yl·ELO . (JONS) 
' . ' 
TGTAL 1ACRES . IN MEADOW 
. TOTAL TONS . HARVESTED 
AVER"GE YlELO 





7098·2 .. 5J; 
.. 123.50 ' 
23·9.3.8 
, 19150..:t~ , 
~o;..no .. 
, 119.5.3 .. 








TElTAL. ;ACRES IN SET:"'r~SIOE PROGRAM · .. 
' . , 
954.:.6:7 ; 
~· · 32'85.4. 0.1 ; 
685.39 •. l:O · 
10t9·9~AA · 
·; i2oao;;oo 
. 24000.: po . 
· 12660.AO : 
PAGE . 7-11090 ' 
9670~: 06 
EXECUTOR •. MPS/360 N2-M8 
149 
SCHEDULE OF , flELO OPERATIONS 
SET,.,;ASIDE ACRES 
ACRES . PREPARED AND SEEDED FROM APRIL·d-:20 . 
ACRES ,. Of M.EAOOW PRODUCIION OUR!NG AP.Rlb•i l-:20 . 
' HAY HARVEST oc4RS . :DURING THE PERIODS.:... , , 
FIRST .. CUTT I.NG,. •MAY 3L:- : JUNE·· 19 
SECOND ANB THIRD curnNGS, ·JUNE 20 :- 'SEP=t:.~ l24.-
ACRES < Of ;OATS SEEDED FROM APRIL: -; l-:·20 239. 38 
OATS · HARVEST ANO STRAW. (BALE ING. OCURS OURIN-G THE PERI,GD Jt.JNE 2Q~:- ;'SEPT• ::24,. ; 
SOYBEANS 
· PREPLANTING PERIGO FIEL0 PREPARATION .. (SPREAD . P&K • . p'lSf< AND PLO~) · 
ACRES PREPARED . BY . P~RIODS 
FALt ~ PERIODS ACRES 
, JUNE 20 ~:- ,: SEPT. '.24 .. 
' SEPT• ~5 - ·oc:r ... '.5 ' " • ; 
OCT"' '.6-<t 5 2 9~ 1:.7 
OCT• -:16-25 • ~ 
OCT. :26 . - .: NOV. ;4 • 
NOV. 5-.14 • , 
NOV .. <15-24 .. 
NOV .. '.25:. - ·oec. :4 · ·., 
, OEC .. 5-:15 .. 
SPRlN~PERIOOS AC~ES 
APR. < l-::20 . • , 
APR .. :z1-;:30 , • 
MAY · .1..;i;o , 
MA¥· i1"T20 . 
MAY 21-::30 . 
MAY .31 .;-JUNE 9 . 
JUNE· 10...:;i;9 
.. . ; 
50~89 
22 . .:29 
PLANT; ING SCHEDULE' (FINAL FIELD PREPARA"fIDN. ANOl PLANTlN~),', .. , · 
PERIODS -
MAY·· 1...;.IO . 
MAY ' ll-::20 : 
MAY ,21--:rao : 
' MAY ,31·.;...:JUNE 9 
' JUNE· . 10~!9 
, liAR:VEST:tNG SCHEDULE 
· HARVEST>' DATES 
· oc-1. -:6-15 
OCl .; , .16...;.25 
. OCT• -\lo-25 
. OCT .. :.26. - 'NOV .. . ~4 
-, 







22 .. 2.9 
-~ ~ ' 
• 
PlANTlNG ·DATES 
_ MAY· · !1~20 .. . ' ~ .. 
. • • 
" 
: MAY 21...;.30 
:;. ~*:i';.-6:~.:7~ --------,, ·- ""'· .... ··~'' ,, ¥ ._ •-i<· · · ·~ _); ,;. 
PAGE 40 7711090 
..JUN£,: i0,.,L9 
~.;..;. . ....::., ;;.:;~·~...;·-
'>< -•<lt·J ··": ..... . , • . ';t'-·•'"'"'*-•·>ii· __ .,. 
, .. . 
.. 
EXECUTOR. ~ MPS/360 .V2-M8 
150 
CORN 
PREPLANTING • PERIOD fl ELD PREPARATION. HHiOR STALKS., SPRtz~p PfiK., 
DI SK., PLOW., ' ANIJ APPLY LNITROGEN) '. 
ACRES PREPARED BY .PERIODS 
FALL PERIODS , ACRES 
JUNE 20:.- ·:,SEP-T.o . . '. 24 · 239. 38 
. SEPT. :25'. - •.oc:r • . ,·5 · 59.68 
oc:r. :o-15 . 32.:04 
oc::r. <10--25 so.;44 
OCl' • :26. - ;NOV• '.4 . 52~ l \2 
NOV. :5-1·4 41.41 
NOV. ·\15-24 · 44.'. 35 
Nov. :25·.·- :oEc .. 24 21.91 : 
. DEC .. · '.5--15 · 20. 9.6 
SPRING PERIODS . ACRES 
. APR. · ,,1-:"20 . 
. APR. ~21-.:-~0 '. 
MAY· .1...:.10 , 
MAY · ·li-20 : 
MAY 21..;.30 ~ 
MAY 3L:,,... .. IUNE 9 






PLANTING SCHEDULE (FINAL , fJElD : PR~PARATION AND' PliANTIN~l, .. 
PERIODS 
APR. '.21~30 '. 
MAY· i...:.10 . 
MAY· !1..;.2Q . 
. MAY 21-+30 : 
MAY 31.:...:. . JUNE 9 . 
HARVESTING SCHEDULE 
~ARVEST DATES : I 
. ACRES . 
206;as 
. 196.43 
' 17·2 ... 3.0 : 
• 
;. . : 
f'L4NTING -PATES 
APRIL l 21~30 : 
98. 2-2 
MAY· 1~~0 ).. MAY ·ll•20 : 
SEPT.,. ~25 .. - ·:OGt •. ,5 . 
. OCl J · ':6-15 
OCT.,:. .. a9...;;z5 
OP·l-' '.26," - <NOV .. :4 . 
NOV.i ~5-14 · 
· NOV •. 7t5-24 
NOV .. 25· .. - .: DEC. ;4 · 
. 101·.: 10 ~ 
6~7.3 
.. . ,. 
• 
. 16~ 5:9 






5;'.( ~ 04 . 
_ MAY , 21.~30 :. · 
' ·- .• 
. " .. 
... 
• PAGE • 41 ,._ .... j 7.1/090 :. 
'' 
MAY .-3L:,- <JUNE-. 9 
.. " 
.. 
EXECUTOR. . MPS/360 V2...;.M8 
151 
RESOURCES USED, UNUSED. ANO' THElR VAU.Jf: 
RETURNS TO . THE . LAST :ACRE ·OF ·LAND A:VAlLIU:lLE < IN· THE fARM ; PL.AN 




APR. - ?l-,:20 
ARR .. ';e1"'"!30 ; 
MAV .1-:!0 . 
MA¥· lt~2Q 
MAY £1~30 
MAY ,.31 ::-J.UNE ' 9 
FALL 
. SE Pf.; :25 .. - ;oc:r. }5 
oc::r.. :o.- t 5 
ocr •. ·a6-Z5 
OCT.f 26. - : NO:V..; ·~4 
NOV •. ·'.5-I4 
NOV .. :<l'S-24 
NOV.,. ;25· ..... ·oEC. ;.4 .. 





•· 117' "'Z'f 
ltl .. 7/7 
. 122. .. 38 
,· 126·.,.Fl 
.. 115 .. 5;4 
, 149 .. 7:4 . 
·· 131· .. dxO 
- 140.:2}. ,· 
144...:88 
133.l·~ 
. 123 .. 2'9 
17•5:8 




. . 184 .. ·3.2 
· iJ.1 .. Z4 · 
ltl.71. ' 
i22 .. 38 
126·.1'7 
115 .. ;5';4 . 
i4.9.7;4 
' 13=?.<5:0 
· 140.;·Zl , 
. 144.-8:8 
133· •. ra 
·· 123.-Z9 
"J•7.t'38 . 
29 .. 1:4 . 
I l\jCOME ··CHANGi;E 
fRQrt oNf! :·· 
· Less, HOl.J& · i ; - . . 
< • 
. -2·~if', l;'8 
\: -3t.; D.'l ' 
. -3~~?? . 
-aa,oc:, . 
-1 .. 0:2 





. -1 .. ,02 
-r-7'~0.2 
~1 ·~- ~,a ; 
SEU' , PROPEU:d±D, HARVESTING EQUIPMENT d-101,JRS AVAI:l:ABLE <,AND 




SEP:r .. :.2s . - :ocr • :s 
OCT., :o.;15 
oc:r .-· :16....;.25 
. Ot~ ... ·-zt> .... ;:1 NOV .. ;4 
NOV•' '5-,, I4 · 
NOV • . :!5-.24 · 





68 .. 1.S 
10.:i:o , 
· 7e.;.4A . 
66.5\9 
61.6;4 





61 .. 64 . 
~a .. 1:9 
INCOME ··CHANG.E 




, -ro';lf:t ·· 
-i>i;.82 
' -11, ... l9 
-!"l .. 57:. 
-~ - :ri ~.tt~: 
· 1 . INCOME· CHANGE :h JS, THE .CHANGE ; IN ~NCOME FR(.)M ONE ~ESS , ·l-IOUR BEf;N~ 
A.VA :.:tt::ABlE ~OR-'¥ l;l-~·-E IN~ ~ THE ~ -.FARM - PLAN. '' 
PAGE 42 ?1t090 , 
40.;ao 
l_ ' ' 
EXECUTOR. ~. MPS/360 V2-M8 
1.52 
. MAN HOURS AVAILABLE ANO USED FOR . ''IN THE Fl ELD" . OPERATIONS 
TIME 
PERIODS 
; OPERATOR . OPERATOR tiftS., HOURS . I NCO-ME 
HRS .. :WORKED AVAI-lA!;)LE ·. . HIRJ:i) 'CHANGE2 
. SPRING 
APR. ;1-:20 ~ 
APR .. ·~1..,30 , 
MAY· l~to , 
MAY· l 'l-!20 : 
MAY 21-:-30 , 
. MAY 3L.-JUNE 9 
FAtl 
. ' l 79.;1?7 ' 
' il·:Z.24 . 
• 109., l'.O : 
'·119.47 . 
. 12:3·.16 
- 11-s.54 · 
' SEP'.f .i '.25 . - :oct. 5 






. OCT. <16-25 
oc:r. :26 - ,;,NOV • . ;4 
NOV..: r,5-14 · 
NO-V. · :15-:24 · 
NOV. '25. - ;oEc. :4 





APR;. :'l-!20 . 
APR. :21~30 , 
MAY· '1-::tO :: 
MAY A 1-:-20 ; 
MAY 21"":"30 , 
MAY .31 ... JUNE 9 
JUNE· l,.0-719 
. SUMMER 
'• l i:l:. 5:4 ' 
101.ars 
26 .. 9:5 
OPE.RA TOR 
HRS. 'WORKED 
210 .. 59 
· 143 .. ZO : 
·, 133.·85 
l42.7i0 ' 
, 14'2 .. ~2 . 
. 123:,.4;1 . 
' i l-~1.:87 ' 
.JUNE 20~:. •<SEPT • t24 · 7190;.'68 
FA11t ' 
. SEPT. :25: - ·~OCT• 5 
oc:r. :o-t5 
QCT ~ · :J.6-25 
OCT. :26: - .i,NOV. ~4 .. . 
NOV. '5714 
NOV .. ·?15-24 . 
NOV. '.25. - .}DEC • . ~4 
OEC ... ·:5.,..15 
- 166• rs 
, 152.61 ; 
. 13·8. 17 
' 152-. I:6 





., li:Z.2.4 . 
10.<.h, ro . 
it9.47 
., 1~3., l'-6 ' 
. i;3=t-.55 ' 
i44.:3.9 
132'.59 
,. 13'3'• 5,:2 '. 
lE.H.0.8 
. 120~. 4-9 
- if1 .. s ;4 
· 70 ... ra 
2,6.95 
· , ; , 




' ' .. - . ~ ~~' 
64.:Za 
65.~li7 
' ? lf-..:9_~ . 
T1.rza . 
:71'.'. 'ffl ' 
~fr, 1,'ft ' 
.· 4 i:.;0,3_ 
i~t9 
OPERATOR HRS,. ; . HOURS .. 
A.V.Aibt,\BLE HIRf;Q 
3(}8.8.8 
. 111 .. :&0 ' 
~ Ffl.6..0 ' 
,. FU,.:60 




' 1912 •. 68 
• 188.'40 ; 
.. 111.60 : 




't· f15 .· 




74~9:3 .. , 
1i~1.~ 
' ii .;45 ' 
, --.a .. oo ; 
·. ~i~·ao · 
,. -a.ao : 
--a~ao : 
-a ~ao , 
" 9;0.q : 
- ,B,,..0.0 ;; 
. -2.0.0 : 
1: -2~dQ , 
~a do · ' . ! . '! , '. ~a ...  ao · 
'"~ ~:a ~ 00 : 
· · ; a~o:o : 




. .o; o.o : 
. ~(} ~G() : 
· .:o~o.o : 
·''~ ~QQ : 
,,,o.:oo .. · -o~ao : 
9.;.0:0 .: 
· .O~QO .~ 




"' 163..-Q2 6-6~" 1>4 ,'' 
. n~oo ; 
ii~,Q;O I 
:o;ao· . 
~u.ao :. ,, 163.02 
. lj8 ;,.<i:8 
4¥;;6~ ' 
' ? -d):~ · .b .. od : 
2 INCOME. CHANGlZ ' IS- THE · CHAl'1GEH IN; INCOME FROM ONEJ .. j;ZSS t10UfC BEING 
AVA1LABLE . FOR USE . IN : THE .~ARM 1 PLAN. 
PAGE · · 43 ·. ~ ~: 11l090 . 
